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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis consists of a collection of research articles in the area of Lorentzian
geometry, written in the years 2020–2023. Lorentzian geometry provides the frame-
work for the physical theory of general relativity, which describes gravity through
the geometry of spacetime. We start with a historical overview.

1.1 From Newton to Einstein

The first fundamental theory of gravity was due to Newton. In his theory, space is
modelled by the Euclidean space R3. The gravitational force between two masses
m and M at positions ~x and ~y is given by Newton’s universal law of gravitation

~F = G
mM

|~x− ~y|2
, (1.1)

where G is the gravitational constant. The time evolution of the position ~x of the
mass m can then be obtained from Newton’s second law of motion

m
d2~x

dt2
= ~F . (1.2)

In Newton’s theory, it is implicit that any observer measures spatial distances in
the same way, and experiences time passing in the same way. In particular, it can
be established objectively (independently of the observer) whether two events are
happening simultaneously, or if one occurs before the other.

The point of view implied by Newton’s mechanics is incompatible with the
physical principle that the speed of light is the same for any two observers, even
if one of them is moving with respect to the other. This fact was established
theoretically by Maxwell, who showed that his equations of electromagnetism allow
wavelike solutions, interpreted as light waves, whose speed of propagation is a
fundamental constant of the theory. In a successful attempt to merge Maxwell’s
equations with the laws of mechanics, Einstein proposed the theory of special
relativity. Shortly after, Minkowski reformulated special relativity in a geometrical

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

language, by merging space and time into what we now call Minkowski spacetime,
which is the vector space R4 equipped with the indefinite scalar product

η = −c2dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2, (1.3)

where c is the speed of light. The set of vectors v ∈ R4 with η(v, v) = 0 is called
the lightcone, and depicted in Figure 1.1.

t

y

x

Figure 1.1: The lightcone.

The radical innovation of special relativity is that
the transformations between different coordinate sys-
tems (corresponding to different inertial observers)
are Lorentz transformations. The latter are precisely
the linear maps leaving (1.3) invariant, and they mix
the time and space coordinates. Therefore, the no-
tion of “simultaneity” can no longer be objectively
defined.

A consequence of special relativity is that New-
ton’s law of gravitation must be superseded, among
other reasons because the distance |~x − ~y| would be
observer-dependent. It turns out that another leap

of abstraction is needed, namely to substitute R4 by a manifold M with a (point-
dependent) metric tensor g that replaces the Minkowski metric (1.3). This is
precisely the premise of general relativity. The metric tensor g is of Lorentzian
signature, meaning that it still looks like (1.3) in each tangent space (see also
Figure 1.1). The Einstein equations

Ric−1

2
Rg =

8πG

c4
T (1.4)

relate the Ricci curvature of the metric to the matter content of the Universe
(encoded in the energy-momentum tensor T ), replacing Newton’s universal law of
gravitation (1.1). The trajectories of unaccelerated point particles in spacetime
are given by geodesics, replacing (1.2). As John Wheeler elegantly summarized
[MTW73, p. 5],

“Spacetime tells matter how to move; Matter tells spacetime how to curve.”

Precisely speaking, we call the pair (M, g), together with a continuous choice
of future vs. past lightcone at every point, a spacetime (in this introduction, we
also use the word spacetime to describe the physical entity). Points on M have
the physical interpretation of events. Since cause-and-effect relationships are fun-
damental to science, it is natural to ask

When can a spacetime event p causally affect another event q?

In Newtonian mechanics, the answer would be “if p happens before q”, but already
in special relativity, this no longer makes sense. Instead, we need to enforce that
causal interactions cannot propagate faster than the speed of light. In Minkowski
spacetime (1.3), this means that an event can only influence its future solid light-
cone, and can only be affected by its past solid lightcone (the upper and lower
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cones in Figure 1.1, respectively). The idea remains the same in general relativity,
where Figure 1.1 still applies locally. Globally, however, the non-trivial topology
and geometry of (M, g) allow for a much richer causal structure. In particular, the
answer to the above question is

When p and q can be joined by a curve whose tangent vector
lies in the future lightcone at every point.

This condition induces two relations on M , depending on whether we include the
boundary of the lightcone (corresponding to trajectories at the speed of light, such
as those of light rays themselves) or not (corresponding to trajectories of massive
particles). The causal structure is one of the cornerstones of general relativity,
and of this thesis in particular.

1.2 Non-smooth Lorentzian geometry

In the previous section, we described how manifolds with smooth Lorentzian met-
rics have been successfully used to model spacetime in general relativity. In some
cases, however, it is necessary to take a broader view, and consider more general
mathematical structures. This is the starting premise of this thesis, and here we
give an overview and motivation of the kinds of structures considered. The discus-
sion of the results is postponed to Section 1.4, after some detailed concepts have
been introduced in Section 1.3.

1.2.1 Continuous Lorentzian metrics

In classical general relativity, it is usually assumed that the metric tensor g on
a spacetime (M, g) is smooth. A partial differential equation, however, can also
admit weak solutions, which in the case of the Einstein equations (1.4) correspond
to non-smooth metric tensors. Many different regularity classes can be considered;
in this thesis, the class C0 of continuous metrics plays a prominent role. From a
physical point of view, the motivation for considering weak solutions to (1.4) is
twofold.

On the one hand, one may consider matter models where the energy-momentum
tensor T is non-smooth, or even distributional, leading thus to a non-smooth solu-
tion of the Einstein equations [BL14; Chr95; GT87; JM19]. This can be useful, for
instance, as an idealization: say, one wants to model a star by a constant density
that abruptly drops to zero on the star’s surface.

On the other hand, weak solutions to (1.4) can be considered also in a merely
hypothetical way. In particular, the cosmic censorship conjectures make state-
ments about generic solutions to the Einstein equations; Allowing weak solutions
broadens the scope of these conjectures (see page 13 for more details).

The study of the causal structure of continuous spacetime metrics was initated
by Chruściel and Grant [CG12], then further developed by Grant et al. [Gra+20],
Sämann [Säm16] and in Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis. Other works on contiuous
metrics, in particular in relation to extendibility questions and the strong cosmic
censorship conjecture, include [Chr99; DL17; GLS18; Lin20; Sbi18; Sbi22].
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1.2.2 Synthetic Lorentzian geometry

Let us start by making an analogy to Riemannian geometry. A Riemannian man-
ifold (M, g) has a positive-definite metric tensor g (signature (+, ...,+)), in other
words, an inner product on each tangent space. This naturally endows it with the
structure of a length space. In particular, the length of a piecewise smooth curve
γ : [a, b]→M is given by

Lg(γ) :=

∫ b

a

√
|gγ(s) (γ̇(s), γ̇(s)) |ds, (1.5)

and the distance between two points p, q is defined as the infimum

dg(p, q) := inf
γ
Lg(γ) (1.6)

over all such curves γ that join p and q. Viewing Riemannian manifolds as length
spaces is useful, for instance, because there exist good notions of when a sequence
of length spaces converges to a limit space, such as Gromov–Hausdorff convergence.
In general, even a sequence of manifolds does not converge to a manifold in the
limit; think, for instance, of a sequence of rounded cones converging to a cone with
a sharp tip, as in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Convergence towards a non-smooth limit.

Developing a notion of convergence of spacetimes is highly desired, and cur-
rently an active field of research (see [Sor18], where Yau is credited as the first to
propose this). In particular, it can be used to make “stability” questions precise,
since it gives meaning to the idea of two spacetimes being “close” or “similar”
to each other. Consider, for example, the case of cosmology, which studies the
large scale properties of the Universe. In this setting, it is often assumed that
the distribution of matter in the Universe is homogeneous. Clearly, this can only
be true in an approximate sense, since we know that matter is actually clustered
into planets, galaxies, etc. The idea, of course, is that “from far away, it looks
homogeneous”. Making this statement mathematically precise is still a matter of
current research.

With this motivation in mind, and also simply in order to have a unified,
axiomatic approach to (non-smooth) Lorentzian geometry, one seeks to find a
Lorentzian analogue of a length space. Two distinct philosophies stand out, which
we now review; both of them are investigated in this thesis. In between, we have a
brief digression about lower Ricci curvature bounds, which also plays an important
role in this context.
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Lorentzian length spaces

On a spacetime (M, g), the time separation function (also called Lorentzian dis-
tance) is defined as

dg(p, q) := sup
γ
Lg(γ), (1.7)

where Lg is given by (1.5), and the supremum is over all future-directed causal
curves γ (i.e. γ̇ is in the future lightcone) joining p, q ∈ M , with the convention
that it is 0 if none exists.

The Lorentzian length Lg(γ) has the physical interpretation of proper time of
an observer with trajectory γ. In other words, an observer travelling from event
p to event q along γ, experiences an amount Lg(γ) of time in between. The time
separation (1.7) is thus the longest possible time an observer can spend between
events p and q. The fact that different curves connecting the same two events can
have different lengths, gives rise to phenomena such as the twins paradox. It is
not really a paradox, but rather just the observation that a person travelling in a
spaceship might have aged less upon its return than their twin sibling who stayed
on Earth.

Unlike its Riemannian analogue (1.6), the time separation function is not a
distance in the usual sense. It is antisymmetric, it obeys the inverse triangle
inequality, and dg(p, q) = 0 does not imply p = q. Lorentzian length spaces in
the sense of Kunzinger and Sämann [KS18] are essentially spaces (not necessarily
manifolds) equipped with a causal relation and a time separation function with
precisely these properties (see Definitions 4.5 and 4.14 for the exact details).

The study of Lorentzian length spaces is by now a very lively field. Their
causal structure is been investigated in [ACS20; Rot22] and Chapter 4. Both
sectional [KS18] and Ricci [CM20] curvature bounds have been introduced (further
discussed below), and their consequences investigated [BOS22; BNR23; BR22;
BS22; Ber+22]. Concrete constructions of Lorentzian length spaces are found in
[AH+22; Ale+19; BOS23; BC22] and Chapter 5. Notions of Lorentzian Gromov–
Hausdorff distance are also under development [BN04; MS22b; Mül22a; Nol04a;
Nol04b], not necessarily using the exact same axioms as Kunzinger and Sämann,
but following the same philosophy.

Ricci curvature bounds and optimal transport

Certain inequalities involving the Ricci tensor appear naturally in general relativity
as energy conditions, for instance as assumptions in the celebrated singularity
theorems of Hawking and Penrose [HE73, Ch. 8.2]. Essentially, energy conditions
are used whenever one does not wish to work with the full Einstein equations (1.4),
but still needs to impose restrictions on the Ricci curvature based on physical
properties of matter in the Universe. We refer to [KS20] for a modern review on
physical aspects of energy conditions.

McCann proved that the strong energy condition

Ric(v, v) ≥ 0 for all v in the lightcone (1.8)
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is equivalent to a convexity property of a certain entropy functional on the space
of probability measures supported on the spacetime [McC20], using tools from op-
timal transport (see also [EM17]). This result thus characterizes Ricci curvature
bounds without any reference to the Ricci tensor itself, using only the time sepa-
ration (1.7) and the canonical volume element induced by g. McCann’s approach
is based on earlier work in the Riemannian setting [CEMS01; RS05], and even the
Einstein equations (1.4) have by now been formulated in this language by Mondino
and Suhr [MS22c].

By turning McCann’s theorem into a definition, lower Ricci bounds in the
optimal transport sense have since been extended by Cavalletti and Mondino to
measured Lorentzian length spaces, where no Ricci tensor is available [CM20] (see
also [Bra22; Bra23; CM22; MS22a]). Their work is in the spirit of an earlier
generalization from Riemannian manifolds to metric spaces [LV09; Stu06]. We
consider such synthetic lower Ricci bounds on spacetimes with continuous metrics
(which also lack a well-defined Ricci tensor) in Chapter 3. Note that in addition
to the strong energy condition, recently also the null energy condition (which
requires (1.8) only on the boundary of the lightcone) has been characterized in
this language by Ketterer [Ket23] (on smooth spacetimes) and McCann [McC23].

Null distance

Instead of developing an Lorentzian analogue of Gromov–Hausdorff convergence
based on the time separation function, one can also equip a Lorentzian manifold
with a metric space structure, and apply the existing convergence machinery. In
other words, one is looking for a functor from the category of spacetimes to the
category of metric spaces (both possibly with additional restrictions or structure).
This categorical formulation of the problem is due to Müller [Mül22b], who also
proposes such a functor. In this thesis, however, we work with an earlier construc-
tion due to Sormani and Vega [SV16].

While one can always find some Riemannian metric on a given manifold, and
despite the fact that this is often a useful tool in Lorentzian geometry, it is not
satisfying for the purpose at hand. Instead, what we are looking for is a positive-
definite metric that manages to capture some (or all) of the Lorentzian information,
such as the causal relationships between events, or the curvature of the Lorentzian
metric.

A construction that achieves this is the null distance of Sormani and Vega
[SV16]. Convergence of a certain class of spacetimes has been studied in this con-
text by Allen and Burtscher [AB22], while the relationship of the null distance with
the causal structure of spacetime is investigated in the paper [SS23] by Sakovich
and Sormani and in Chapter 6 of this thesis.

1.2.3 Quantum gravity

Around the same time that general relativity was developed, another revolution
was happening in physics: quantum mechanics. Classically, matter is assumed to
follow deterministic trajectories given by an equation of motion, and every ob-
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servable quantity can be computed for any point on the trajectory. In quantum
mechanics, this is radically different: The state of matter is represented by a vector
in a Hilbert space, and observable quantities are represented by operators on this
Hilbert space. If an observation is made, the outcome is an eigenvalue of the cor-
responding operator. According to the Copenhagen interpretation, measurements
are inherently random, although very accurate predictions can be made of proba-
bilities of different outcomes. Moreover, the state of the physical system is altered
by the measurement: The new state after the observation is an eigenvector corre-
sponding to the observed eigenvalue. Note that there are still open questions and
controversies, broadly referred to as the measurement problem, which lie beyond
the scope of this thesis.

Recall that in general relativity, the matter content of the Universe is encoded
in the energy-momentum tensor T (see (1.4)), which is defined pointwise (or dis-
tributionally, see Section 1.2.1) on the spacetime. This is in conflict with the
quantum mechanical way of measuring observables like the energy and the mo-
mentum, described above. It turns out that resolving this conflict is very hard, and
remains one of the major open problems in theoretical physics. Incidentally, one
of the main difficulties is the problem of time, i.e., the fact that time in quantum
physics is essentially an external parameter, while in general relativity, it arises
dynamically as part of spacetime.

V2

V1

Figure 1.3: A cobordism.

Theories of quantum gravity generally do away
with the Einstein Equations (1.4), just as quantum
mechanics does away with deterministic equations of
motion for particles and fields. In this context, a
possible replacement for an equation of motion is a
path integral. This approach was pioneered in parti-
cle physics by Feynman [Fey48], who computed the
probability of a particle moving from a location x
to another location y by integrating over all classi-
cal paths, weighted by the action of the path. In
path-integral quantum gravity, the idea is to con-
sider 3-dimensional Riemannian manifolds, roughly
playing the role of outcomes of an observation of space at a given moment in
time. Then, one wants to find the probability of transitioning between two such
3-manifolds, say V1, V2, by computing a path-integral over all Lorentzian cobor-
disms with boundary V1 t V2 (see Figure 1.3), weighted by their Einstein–Hilbert
action (whose Euler–Lagrange equations are the Einstein equations (1.4)).

So far, it has proven difficult to give precise meaning to the gravitational path
integral. Somewhat analogously to how a Riemann integral is defined, a possible
approach is to discretize or triangulate spacetime [AJL00; Bom+87; Wei82]. Both
the interpretation that this is merely an approximation, or that spacetime is actu-
ally discrete at small scales, have been proposed. Note that in either case, a notion
of “closeness” of spacetimes is desirable (spacetime here meant in a broad sense,
see Section 1.2.2), as one wants to quantify how close our discrete/continuum
approximation is to the physical continuum/discrete spacetime.

One of the features of path-integral quantum gravity is that, in principle, it is
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possible that the spatial topology changes, that is, to have a non-zero probability
to transition between non-homeomorphic spaces V1 and V2 (as in Figure 1.3).
Indeed, this possibility was suggested by Wheeler [Whe57], and Yodzis [Yod73]
quotes Gell-Mann’s totalitarian principle to support it:

“Anything which is not forbidden is compulsory.”

We refer to Chapter 5 for a further discussion of this topic, where we study a
class of topology changing spacetimes, the so-called Morse spacetimes. These are
manifolds equipped with degenerate metric tensors, which are allowed to vanish at
certain critical points. Regardless, one can define a causal structure that includes
those critical points, and induces the structure of a Lorentzian length space.

Finally, let us briefly comment on Euclidean quantum gravity. This is a vari-
ation of the path-integral approach described above, where instead of Lorentzian
metrics, one uses Riemannian ones. The motivation comes from the idea of Wick-
rotation, where one constructs a Riemannian metric out of a Lorentzian one by
“flipping the − sign to a + sign”. This construction, however, is not uniquely
defined. In Chapter 6, we use Wick rotation as a tool in some proofs, and along
the way, discover that the null distance of Sormani and Vega is, in a sense, a
generalization of it.

1.3 Causal theory

The main focus of this thesis is causal theory, that is, the study of the possible
cause-and-effect relationships between spacetime events. In this section, we state
the basic notions of causal theory for smooth Lorentzian manifolds, adding some
comments about how these notions inspire or relate to the more general frameworks
considered in the upcoming chapters. Note that for all purposes, C2 metric tensors
are as good as smooth ones (in fact, all the way down to local Lipschitz continuity,
many properties are preserved).

Definition 1.1. A smooth spacetime is a triple (M, g,X) consisting of a smooth
manifold M , a smooth Lorentzian metric tensor g : TM ⊗ TM → R of signature
(−,+, . . . ,+), and a continuous vector field X such that g(X,X) < 0, called the
time-orientation.

The time orientation allows us to distinguish between the future and past
lightcone at every point (see Figure 1.1). By abuse of notation, we will often
suppress it. Points on a spacetime have the physical interpretation of events,
and certain curves correspond to the trajectories of observers or signals. The
fundamental principle that nothing can travel faster than the speed of light is
enforced through the following conditions on the tangent vector to the trajectory.

Definition 1.2. Let I ⊆ R be an interval. A curve γ : I →M with γ̇ 6= 0 is called

(i) timelike if g(γ̇, γ̇) < 0,

(ii) null if g(γ̇, γ̇) = 0,
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(iii) causal if g(γ̇, γ̇) ≤ 0.

Any such curve is future-directed if g(γ̇, X) < 0 and past-directed if g(γ̇, X) > 0.

Null curves correspond to trajectories precisely at the speed of light, timelike
curves to strictly slower ones (such as those of massive particles). We are being
deliberately vague about the regularity class of curves to consider; This issue will
be discussed in depth in Chapter 2. The notions of causal and timelike curves
induce the causal structure, a pair of relations defined as follows: We write p ≤ q
if p = q or there exists a future directed causal curve from p to q (in that case
p < q), and p� q if there exists a future-directed timelike curve from p to q.

J+(p) := {q ∈M | p ≤ q}, I+(p) := {q ∈M | p� q},
J−(p) := {q ∈M | q ≤ p}, I−(p) := {q ∈M | q � p}.

It was shown by Hawking [Haw14, Lem. 19] (see also [HKM76, Thm. 5]) that
the causal structure determines the metric tensor g up to a conformal transforma-
tion, that is, up to multiplication by a positive function.

The three following tools lie at the core of almost every proof in causal theory
and are proven using local arguments in normal neighbourhoods.

• Push-up property. p ≤ q � r or p� q ≤ r =⇒ p� r.

• Limit curve theorem. If a sequence of causal curves converges locally
uniformly, then the limit curve is also causal1.

• Openness of the chronological relation. � is an open subset of M×M .

One might even postulate the above as axioms. Indeed, this was first done in
the 1967 article by Kronheimer and Penrose [KP67], where a causal space is (essen-
tially) defined as a set X equipped with two relations�,≤ satisfying the push-up
property. Kunzinger and Sämann [KS18] extended this for their Lorentzian length
spaces by adding a topology and suitable axioms which imply the limit curve theo-
rem and openness of�. More generally, the idea of studying abstract “causal-like”
relations, in addition to or instead of the usual �,≤, permeates the whole thesis.

The causal relation on an arbitrary spacetime can be quite ill-behaved, both
from the physical and the mathematical perspective. This led to the development
of various causality conditions, which are additional restrictions on spacetimes in
order to have a nicer causal structure. The different causality conditions are often
ordered from strongest to weakest, forming the causal ladder on Figure 1.4 (see
also [BEE96; Car71; Min19a]). In the remainder of this section, we review those
steps in the causal ladder that will be most relevant in the upcoming chapters.

1The limit curve theorem admits many variants (see [Min08a]), all of which involve the above
statement combined with an application of the Ascoli–Arzelà theorem. The latter provides
sufficient conditions for a sequence of causal curves to have a convergent subsequence.
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Globally hyperbolic
⇓

Causally simple
⇓

Causally continuous
⇓

Stably causal (K-causal)
⇓

Strongly causal
⇓

Distinguishing
⇓

Non-totally imprisoning
⇓

Causal
⇓

Chronological

Figure 1.4: The causal ladder.

1.3.1 Causality

Figure 1.5: A closed time-
like curve.

A spacetime is said to be causal if the relation ≤
is antisymmetric, or, equivalently, if there are no
closed causal curves. Physically, causality represents
the impossibility of time travel. Without imposing
causality, it is not possible to establish cause-and-
effect relationships, which are vital for science. More-
over, the possibility of time travel leads to unaccept-
able consequences, such as the grandparents paradox,

i.e., that someone could travel to the past and kill their own grandparents, but
then this person should have never been born in the first place. Causality is there-
fore assumed in almost all contexts. An example of a non-causal spacetime is the
cylinder S1×R with metric −dθ2 +dx2 and time orientation ∂θ, where for instance
the curve s 7→ (s, 0) is a closed causal (even timelike) curve, depicted in Figure 1.5.

1.3.2 Stable causality and K-causality

A spacetime (M, g) is said to be stably causal if for every Lorentzian metric g̃ that
is C0-close to g, the spacetime (M, g̃) is causal. Thus (M, g) itself is also causal.
In physics, one never expects to be able to have a completely accurate description
of every real-life situation. Rather, one studies idealized cases that approximate
real life. This fact has to be accounted for by defining concepts in a way that is
stable under perturbations; otherwise one runs into so-called fine-tuning problems.

Stable causality was introduced by Hawking [Haw68], who showed that it is
equivalent to the existence of a time function, defined as follows (see also later,
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more rigorous proofs [CGM16; Min09; Min10]).

Definition 1.3. A continuous function τ : M → R is called a time function if one
of the following equivalent conditions hold:

(i) τ is strictly increasing along every future-directed causal curve.

(ii) p < q =⇒ τ(p) < τ(q).

A smooth function τ : M → R is called a temporal function if

(iii) dτ is past-directed timelike.

Temporal functions are a special case of time function, condition (iii) being the
infinitesimal version of (i). It was shown by Bernal and Sánchez that every smooth
spacetime admitting a time function also admits a temporal function [BS05].

Stable causality is also known to be equivalent to another condition called K-
causality. The latter is defined by antisymmetry of the relation K+ ⊆ M ×M ,
which in turn is defined as the smallest closed and transitive relation containing
� (equivalently, containing ≤). The K+ relation was by introduced in Sorkin and
Woolgar [SW96], and later extensively studied by Minguzzi [Min09; Min10]. The
K+ relation also appears in this thesis, namely in Chapters 2, 4 and 6. The fact
that K+ is defined intrinsically using only on the chronological relation� and the
topology on M ×M makes it more adaptable to a low-regularity context.

1.3.3 Causal continuity

Causal continuity is the condition that the set-valued maps p 7→ I±(p) be con-
tinuous. This can be made precise in various ways, for instance by choosing an
admissible (see Section 4.4.1) measure µ on M , and requiring the real-valued
maps t± : p 7→ ±µ (I±(p)) to be continuous. By transitivity of �, the maps t±

are always increasing along future-directed causal curves, and hence t± are time
functions whenever they are continuous. Causal continuity thus implies stable
causality.

Hawking and Sachs [HS74] introduced causal continuity, arguing that it is nec-
essary, from a philosophical point of view, in order to do physics. For if an observer
could suddenly observe a large region of spacetime that was hidden just an instant
earlier, this would ruin the possibility of making meaningful physical predictions.
Moreover, Sorkin [Sor89] conjectures that causal continuity is necessary in order
to have well-behaved quantum field theories on the spacetime (see Conjecture 5.1).

1.3.4 Global hyperbolicity

Global hyperbolicity is the strongest condition on the causal ladder. It is defined
by requiring that (M, g) is causal2 and has compact causal diamonds J(p, q) :=

2This is a modern, streamlined definition due to Bernal and Sánchez [BS07]. Recently, Houn-
nonkpe and Minguzzi [HM19] showed that the assumption of (M, g) being causal is redundant
when M is non-compact and of dimension greater than 2.
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J+(p) ∩ J−(q) for all p, q ∈ M . Despite being the most restrictive causality
condition, there are reasons to believe that physically realistic spacetimes should
be globally hyperbolic.

p

γ
I−(p)

Figure 1.6: A locally naked
singularity, represented by
the zig-zag line.

Penrose argued that global hyperbolicity is equiv-
alent to the absence of locally naked singularities
[Pen79, Sec. 12.3.2]. Singularities correspond to the
breakdown of spacetime, for instance at the Big Bang
or inside a black hole. They are rather tricky to de-
fine precisely (see for instance [Ger68] for a discus-
sion). A singularity is said to be locally naked if
it is possible for a nearby observer to send a signal
and watch it fall into the singularity in finite proper
time. In this context, it means that there exists an
inextendible causal curve γ, corresponding to the sig-
nal, lying entirely in the past I−(p) of some point p,
corresponding to the observer at a given instant (see
Figure 1.6). According to Penrose, such a situation
is unphysical and cannot happen, because it would
ruin predictability. This statement is known as the

strong cosmic censorship conjecture and is equivalent to saying that physically re-
alistic spacetimes are globally hyperbolic. Indeed, it is easy to see that the causal
diamond J+(q, p), for any q on γ, is non-compact (one can find a sequence of points
along γ that approach the singularity, hence it has no convergent subsequences).

Global hyperbolicity has strong geometrical implications. We highlight the
following theorem, proven successively by Geroch [Ger70] (smooth g, continuous Σ
and τ), Bernal and Sánchez [BS05] (everything smooth, τ temporal), and Sämann
[Säm16] (continuous g, smooth or continuous Σ and τ). There also exist versions
for cone structures [BS18; FS12; Min19b], and we prove a version for Lorentzian
length spaces in Chapter 4.

Theorem 1.4. Let (M, g) be a spacetime. The following are equivalent:

(i) (M, g) is globally hyperbolic.

(ii) (M, g) contains a Cauchy surface Σ. That is, a subset Σ ⊂ M such that
every inextendible causal curve intersects Σ exactly once.

(iii) (M, g) admits a Cauchy time function τ . That is, a time function τ : M → R
such that τ−1(C) ⊂M is a Cauchy surface for every C ∈ R.

Cauchy surfaces are, as the name suggests, embedded codimension-1 hyper-
surfaces. Using the flow of the time orientation vector field, one can see that two
Cauchy surfaces in a given spacetime are always homeomorphic (diffeomorphic if
both are smooth), and M decomposes into R × Σ. When τ is temporal, also the
metric splits orthogonally into

g = −βdτ2 + ḡ, (1.9)

where β is a function and ḡ restricts to a Riemannian metric on each τ -level set.
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Cauchy surfaces are of special importance in connection to the Einstein equa-
tions (1.4), since Σ with its induced metric, extrinsic curvature tensor and energy-
momentum tensor satisfying the constraint equations provides an admissible ini-
tial data set for the Einstein equations. More generally, global hyperbolicity is
intimately linked to the well-posedness of the Initial Value Problem (IVP) of hy-
perbolic Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) through the following two results,
due to Leray [Ler53] (who was, in fact, the first to define global hyperbolicity) and
Choquet-Bruhat and Geroch [CBG69], respectively:

• The IVP for the wave equation on a fixed background spacetime (M, g) is
well-posed if and only if (M, g) is globally hyperbolic.

• Given an initial data set for the Einstein equations, there exists a unique
Maximal Globally Hyperbolic Development (MGHD) (M, g) of said initial
data.

Here, the term “maximal” means inextendible within the class of globally hyper-
bolic solutions; the MGHD might still admit a non-globally hyperbolic extension.
Christodoulou [Chr99] turned the strong cosmic censorship conjecture of Penrose
(which is of physical nature, see above), into the mathematical conjecture that
the MGHD of generic, admissible initial data is inextendible. Thus the statement
can be read as “the globally hyperbolic development is all there is, thus spacetime
is globally hyperbolic”. Here we mean, of course, inextendible in the class of all
spacetimes, not only globally hyperbolic ones. Moreover, it is customary to allow
extensions with metrics g of low-regularity, in particular, continuous metrics with
locally square integrable Christoffel symbols. The assumption on the Christoffel
symbols is required both so that g can be interpreted as a weak solution to the
Einstein equations, and because without it, the conjecture is known to be false
[DL17]. Regardless, said regularity class still allows for much wilder behaviour
than, say, Lipschitz continuous metrics, such as the bubbling phenomena investi-
gated in Chapters 2 and 3.

1.4 Outline of results and discussion

In this section, we give an outline of the results in each chapter. We also contex-
tualize them in the current literature, including references that appeared after the
publication of the preprint or article the chapter is based on.

Chapters 2 and 3: Continuous Lorentzian metrics

In Chapters 2 and 3, we study the causality theory of spacetimes with continuous
metrics. Recall from Section 1.2.1 that these appear in general relativity as weak
solutions to the Einstein equations. Chruściel and Grant [CG12] found that the
push-up property (see page 9) fails for continuous metrics, leading to most of
known causal theory to break down. In particular, the sets J+(p) \ I+(p) can
contain regions of non-empty interior, called causal bubbles, which do not appear
when the metric is smooth (see Figure 1.7). Later, Grant et al. [Gra+20] discovered
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that the openness of � holds or fails depending on the regularity class where
one defines timelike curves, something which does not matter for smooth metrics
[Chr20, Cor. 2.4.11].

BB I+(p)

p

Figure 1.7: A causal bubble B.
Here J+(p) = I+(p) ∪ B.

Given these difficulties, it appears natural
to try and replace the definition of ≤ via causal
curves (or that of � via timelike ones) by an
axiomatic notion, which ideally should recover
the usual relations in the smooth case, and be
more robust in low-regularity. Indeed, already
in 1996 and prior to the discovery of causal bub-
bles, Sorkin and Woolgar suggested such an ap-
proach via their K+-relation [SW96]. However,
the combination of � and K+ does not satisfy
the push-up property either, as K+ is in gen-
eral very large.

Recall that K+ is the smallest closed and transitive relation containing �.
While closedness is a nice property, ≤ is usually not closed, even on smooth space-
times. In fact, causal spacetimes with closed ≤ are called causally simple, which
is the second highest level on the causal ladder (see Figure 1.4). Something that
does always hold is weak local causal closedness (Definition 4.10), which is in fact
crucial in order to establish the limit curve theorem. On the other hand, Min-
guzzi [Min08b] defines a largest relation d+ such that the push-up property (w.r.t.
�) holds. Recall also that Kronheimer and Penrose [KP67] had established a
series of axioms for a pair of two relations to form a “causal space”, notably in-
cluding the push-up property. In this spirit, we ask ourselves whether there exists
a pair of relations on spacetimes with continuous metrics such that:

• One of them is the usual notion with timelike or causal curves, since we don’t
want just any pair of relations on M , completely unrelated to g.

• They satisfy openness of the smaller relation, the push-up property, and a
limit curve theorem (page 9).

The answer is negative: We construct examples where the maximal relation
satisfying one property is strictly smaller than the minimal relation satisfying
another one, and hence no relation with all desired properties can exist.

In spite of the possible causal pathologies described above, Theorem 1.4 still
holds for continuous metrics, leading to the question of whether global hyper-
bolicity prevents such pathologies [Säm16]. Again, the answer is negative, as
is shown by our example in Chapter 3, where additionally the metric splits into
(1.9), something which for continuous metrics does not necessarily follow from
global hyperbolicity. We also argue, with the same example, that lower Ricci cur-
vature bounds do not prevent causal pathologies, either. Given that the metric is
only continuous, synthetic notions of curvature bounds have to be considered (see
Section 1.2.2).
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Chapter 4: Time functions on Lorentzian length spaces

In Chapter 4, we turn to the framework of Lorentzian length spaces in the sense of
Kunzinger and Sämann [KS18]. These include some spacetimes with continuous
metrics (in fact, precisely those without causal pathologies), in addition to more
general, non-manifold spaces equipped with a chronological and causal order and
a notion of Lorentzian distance. In this setting, one can define the causality
conditions on the causal ladder, and wonder whether the implications between
them still hold. Indeed, Kunzinger and Sämann [KS18] considered some steps of
the ladder, and later Aké Hau, Cabrera Pacheco and Solis [ACS20] brought it to
the full extent shown in Figure 1.4.

Given that various causality conditions on the causal ladder can be character-
ized by the existence of (certain types of) time functions, the next natural question
is whether also these characterizations carry over to Lorentzian length spaces. In-
deed, we prove in this thesis that the existence of a time function is equivalent to
K-causality. Notice that K-causality is well-defined for Lorentzian length spaces,
while it is not straightforward to translate stable causality to this setting (because
we do not have a metric tensor that we can perturb).

Theorem 4.1. Suppose X is a second countable, locally compact Lorentzian length
space. Then X is K-causal if and only if X admits a time function.

The existence of a time function had already been established by Minguzzi
for very general topological ordered spaces [Min10]. The converse (that a time
function implies K-causality), also shown by Minguzzi in the manifold setting
[Min10], requires the limit curve theorems. Hence our proof makes critical use of
the structure of a Lorentzian (pre-)length space, as does the proof of the following
non-smooth analogue to Theorem 1.4.

Theorem 4.3. Let X be a second countable Lorentzian length space with a proper
metric structure. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) X is globally hyperbolic,

(ii) X is non-totally imprisoning and the set of causal curves between any two
points is compact,

(iii) X admits a Cauchy set,

(iv) X admits a Cauchy time function.

Here Cauchy set is defined in the same way as a Cauchy surface is in the
manifold case, but one cannot say that it is a surface when the ambient space is not
a manifold. Then again, McCann and Sämann [MS22a] have recently introduced
an analogue of the Hausdorff dimension for Lorentzian length spaces. It remains
open if or when Cauchy sets have codimension-1 in their sense. Another important
difference to the smooth setting is that a given globally hyperbolic Lorentzian
length space can admit non-homeomorphic Cauchy sets (as in Figure 1.3).

Note that in some works, especially in connection with lower Ricci bounds
[CM20], the (in principle) stronger causality condition K-global hyperbolicity is
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used instead of global hyperbolicity. Concretely, K-global hyperbolicity strength-
ens the requirement of compactness of causal diamonds J(p, q) to causal emeralds
J(K,S) for all K,S ⊂ X compact. In fact, Minguzzi [Min23] has argued that
K-global hyperbolicity is more natural in the length space setting, but has also
shown that under the assumptions of Theorem 4.3, both conditions are equivalent
[Min23, Cor. 3.8]. In that same article, it is also shown that global hyperbolic-
ity for Lorentzian length spaces can be equivalently defined using causality (as in
Section 1.3.4), rather than non-total imprisonment (as in Definition 4.56).

Chapter 5: Topology change with Morse functions

The observation that Cauchy sets in a Lorentzian length space need not be homeo-
morphic to each other leads us to Chapter 5, which can also be read independently
of Chapter 4. Chapter 5 deals precisely with the phenomenon of topology change,
in the concrete setting of Morse spacetimes, motivated by quantum gravity (see
Section 1.2.3).

Morse spacetimes, introduced by Yodzis [Yod72; Yod73], are n-manifolds M
equipped with a tensor of the form

g = ‖df‖2h h− ζdf ⊗ df,

where f is a Morse function, h is a Riemannian metric and ζ > 1 a constant. At
the regular points (where df 6= 0), g is a Lorentzian metric, while at the critical
points (where df = 0), g = 0. The topology of the level sets of f changes precisely
at the critical values, hence their usefulness in this context.

Borde and Sorkin conjectured that Morse spacetimes are causally continuous
precisely when f has no critical points of index 1 or n− 1 (Conjecture 5.2). Their
conjecture is intended to provide an admissibility criterion for topology changes.
We prove the following special case.

Theorem 5.3 (simplified phrasing). Let (M, g) be a Morse spacetime of dimension
n with a single critical point pc of index λ 6= 0, 1, n− 1, n, which is contained in a
coordinate neighborhood where

f =
1

2

∑
i

ai(x
i)2, h =

∑
i

(dxi)2,

for some real constants ai 6= 0 satisfying

1

ζ
<

∣∣∣∣ aiaj
∣∣∣∣ < ζ and

5

8
≤
∣∣∣∣ aiaj
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 8

5
for all i, j.

Then (M, g) is causally continuous, as predicted by the Borde–Sorkin conjecture.

In order to contextualize our result, note that a Morse spacetime with var-
ious critical points can be decomposed into pieces with one critical point each
[DGS00b]. The cases of index 0, 1, n − 1 and n of the conjecture were already
known to be true, as was Theorem 5.3 for |ai| = 1 [Bor+99; DGS00b]. Moreover,
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we show in Proposition 5.15 that the most general case only differs from the case in
Theorem 5.3 by two things: dropping the bounds on ai

aj
and adding a perturbation

term to h (vanishing at pc).
Finally, we argue (heuristically) via Example 5.17 that the bound 1

ζ <
ai
aj
< ζ

is needed, and propose a revised version of the conjecture that incorporates this
assumption. How to deal with a perturbation term of h is still completely open at
this point. Indeed, we give some simple examples in Section 5.6 to illustrate that
causal continuity is, in general, not stable under perturbations. While this does
not necessarily mean that the (modified) Borde–Sorkin conjecture is false, it does
imply that extending the proof of Theorem 5.3 is non-trivial.

Chapter 6: Global hyperbolicity and the null distance

Finally, in Chapter 6 we continue studying causality and time functions, but on the
traditional smooth spacetimes. However, we view them as metric spaces via the
null distance of Sormani and Vega [SV16], which assigns to a spacetime (M, g) with

a choice of time function τ , a metric space structure (M, d̂τ ). The null distance

d̂τ (p, q) is given as the infimum of the null lengths

L̂τ (β) :=

k∑
i=1

∣∣τ(β(si))− τ(β(si−1))
∣∣

over all piecewise causal curves β from p to q (see Figure 1.8).
From this perspective, the causal structure is still visible, in the following sense.

Theorem 6.9. Let (M, g) be a globally hyperbolic spacetime and τ a locally anti-
Lipschitz time function such that all nonempty level sets are Cauchy. Then the
null distance encodes causality, that is, for any p, q ∈M ,

q ∈ J+(p)⇐⇒ d̂τ (p, q) = τ(q)− τ(p). (1.10)

The use of the condition (1.10) to encode causality was first proposed by Sor-
mani and Vega [SV16]. The proof of Theorem 6.9 combines a local causality
encodation result due to Sakovich and Sormani [SS23] with a novel local-to-global
argument. We also give a self-contained proof of the local part for temporal func-
tions. Regarding the assumptions, locally anti-Lipschitz τ is a standard assump-
tion that guarantees definiteness of d̂τ . Cauchyness of the level sets, on the other
hand, is the crucial ingredient that allows passing from local to global. It can be
slightly relaxed to future/past Cauchy, which allows us to prove Corollary 6.10
below. Global hyperbolicity of the underlying spacetime alone, however, is not
enough to obtain Theorem 6.9, as shown by Example 6.34.

Corollary 6.10. Let (M, g) be a spacetime that admits a regular cosmological time

function τ . Then d̂τ encodes causality globally.

The cosmological time function was introduced by Wald and Yip [WY81], and
independently by Andersson, Galloway and Howard [AGH98]. It is defined as
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τ(p) := supx dg(x, p) (where dg is given by (1.7)), and has good properties only on
certain spacetimes (where it is called regular). Its physical interpretation is that
it measures proper time elapsed since the Big Bang. Sormani and Vega proposed
to use the cosmological time function in order to resolve the ambiguity of having
many time functions with respect to which one can define the null distance [SV16]
(see also further discussion below).

If we are to use the null distance to study convergence of spacetimes, we need
to be able to interpret the limit space, which will be a metric space equipped
with a continuous “time” function, as a spacetime-like object as well. Results like
Theorem 6.25 allow us to do this. Another perspective on this topic is given by
the following theorem, which relates a causal property of the spacetime to a metric
property of the null distance.

Theorem 6.4. A spacetime (M, g) is globally hyperbolic if and only if there exists

a time function τ such that (M, d̂τ ) is a complete metric space.

p = β0

q

β1

Figure 1.8: A piecewise causal
curve β from p to q, with alter-
nating future- and past-directed
pieces.

We have thus found yet another charac-
terization for global hyperbolicity (cf. The-
orem 1.4). Note, however, that not every
Cauchy time function induces a complete null
distance (Example 6.39). A sufficient condi-
tion for completeness is for the time function
to be completely uniform, a notion introduced
by Bernard and Suhr [BS18; BS20]. The opti-
mal condition for completeness still remains to
be found.

More generally, the question arises of how
much the null distance depends on the choice
of time function; Corollary 6.11 tells us that
any two null distances are always locally bi-
Lipschitz equivalent, for weak temporal func-
tions. The latter are a new regularity class
in between temporal functions and time func-
tions, which we define by requiring local bi-

Lipschitz type bounds, but no differentiability.
Finally, note that the null distance has also been studied on Lorentzian length

spaces by Kunzinger and Steinbauer [KS22]. This establishes a link between Chap-
ters 4 and 6, since the existence of a time function is of course a prerequisite for
defining the null distance. Furthermore, our results show that the null distance
is especially well behaved for weak temporal functions. Unlike (smooth) temporal
functions, their weak counterparts can be defined on Lorentzian length spaces,
although a general existence result like Theorem 4.34 is still lacking. Also the
validity of the theorems in Chapter 6 on Lorentzian length spaces is still open, as
our proof techniques do rely on the differential structure.



Chapter 2

Causality theory of
spacetimes with continuous
Lorentzian metrics revisited

This chapter is based on the article [GH21] of the same title, published in Classical
and Quantum Gravity.1

2.1 Introduction

The study of spacetimes with metrics of low regularity is a topic of rising impor-
tance in Lorentzian geometry. The main motivation stems from the strong cosmic
censorship conjecture [DL17; Sbi18] and the occurrence of weak solutions to Ein-
stein’s equations coupled to certain matter models [BL14; GT87]. It has hence
become an important research question to establish which properties of the usual,
smooth spacetimes are more “robust” or “fundamental”, in the sense that they
continue to hold in lower regularity, and which, on the other hand, depend sensi-
tively on the smoothness assumption. In trying to answer this question, the need
arises to axiomatize the notion of spacetime, and in particular, to treat the causal
structure in an order-theoretic way. This, in turn, connects well with ideas in quan-
tum gravity, such as causal set theory [Bom+87]. To make matters more concrete,
in the present paper we shall study spacetimes (M, g) where g is a continuous
Lorentzian metric. However, since our approach is indeed of the order-theoretic
type, it can easily be adapted to other settings.

Let us start by recalling the case of a classical spacetime (M, g) where g is
smooth. The chronological and causal relations I+ and J+ can then be defined
using the notions of timelike and non-spacelike curve respectively. The three fol-
lowing facts are well-known:

1I am very grateful to Annegret Burtscher for discussions and detailed comments on the draft.
I also wish to thank Klaas Landsman, Ettore Minguzzi and two anonymous referees for further
comments.
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(i) The push-up lemma: if p ∈ I+(q) and q ∈ J+(r) then p ∈ I+(r).

(ii) The limit curve theorem: the uniform limit of a converging sequence of causal
curves is a causal curve.

(iii) Openness of chronological pasts and futures: the sets I±(p) are open, for
any p ∈M .

With these three results at hand, one can develop a large portion of causality
theory, such as the causal ladder and the characterization of time functions, with-
out ever again mentioning the metric g or the manifold structure on M explicitly.
This is confirmed by the “Lorentzian length spaces” approach of Kunzinger and
Sämann [KS18] and follow-up work [ACS20; BGH21].

In order to do causality theory on a spacetime with a C0-metric, the first
question is how the causal structure should even be defined. The obvious answer
is to define I+ and J+ through timelike and non-spacelike curves, just as in the
smooth case. However, there are two potential problems:

A. Points where the metric is not C2 do not admit normal neighborhoods.

B. The regularity class where we define timelike curves becomes important.

Chruściel and Grant [CG12] showed that because of A, the push-up lemma fails,
while the limit curve theorems are unaffected (points 1 and 2 above). As a con-
sequence, spacetimes with continuous metric exhibit so called “causal bubbles”,
open regions contained in J+ but not in I+. Regarding B, when the metric is at
least C2, it was shown by Chruściel [Chr20] that one obtains the same chronological
relation I+ regardless of whether timelike curves are required to be Lipschitz or
piecewise-differentiable. In the case of continuous metrics, however, it was shown
by Grant et al. [Gra+20] that this choice makes an important difference. In
particular, they showed that the chronological futures and pasts are open when
using piecewise-differentiable curves, but not when using Lipschitz curves (point
3 above).

A radically different, and in fact earlier, approach is that of Sorkin and Woolgar
[SW96]. They propose to keep the definition of I+ by piecewise-differentiable
timelike curves, and then introduce another relation K+ as the smallest transitive,
topologically closed relation containing I+. The relation K+ can then be used
to replace J+. Even for smooth metrics, the two relations K+ and J+ do not
coincide. Nonetheless, it is possible to define the usual causal curves (and hence
J+) in terms of K+, without referring to the metric directly. The K+-relation
has since found a variety of applications, most notably Minguzzi’s works on stable
causality [Min09] and time functions [Min10]. However, there is no push-up lemma
for the K+-relation.

Following a similar philosophy, one can define a relation d+ as the largest
relation such that the push-up lemma holds true. On spacetimes with C2-metrics,
it was shown by Minguzzi [Min08b] that such a maximal relation exists, and various
characterizations of it are given, using the name D+. We will discuss which of these
characterizations are valid for continuous metrics (not all of them, hence the change
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in notation). The D+-relation was used by Minguzzi in order to characterize the
causality condition known as weak distinction: it is shown that a spacetime is
weakly distinguishing if and only if (I+, D+) is a causal structure in the sense of
Kronheimer and Penrose [KP67]. This result also holds in the C0-setting for d+, as
we will see in detail. Further, we propose a definition of causal curve based on d+,
similar to Sorkin and Woolgar’s K+-causal curves. When the metric is smooth,
causal curves defined through d+ coincide with those defined by the metric g, but
when the metric is merely continuous, they do not. As a consequence, we show that
while our new causal relation satisfies the push-up lemma, the limit curve theorems
cease to hold. We then argue that, essentially because we chose d+ to be maximal,
there in fact do not exist any causal relations that can satisfy both properties
at the same time. That is, at least, if we want to keep the usual definition of
(piecewise continuously differentiable) timelike curve, the only one that guarantees
open futures. We also explore the possibility of alternative chronological relations,
but we conclude that one runs into the same problems.

We conclude that spacetimes with continuous metrics are unavoidably patho-
logical. This strengthens the view, already present in the literature, that one
should focus on a special class of continuous metrics, the so-called causally plain
ones. These are the ones where the usual push-up lemma holds, and include, for
example, the class of locally Lipschitz metrics, but not the class of Hölder contin-
uous metrics [CG12, Thm. 1.20]. In this sense, our paper can be seen to support
a C0,1

loc -formulation of strong cosmic censorship, such as in Sbierski’s recent work
[Sbi22]. Moreover, the methods and results of this paper are also highly relevant
to the study of axiomatic causality relations in other settings; for example, in the
study of spacetimes with degenerate metrics [DGS00a], or with metrics that are
not even continuous [GT87].

Outline. In Section 2.2 we provide more background, define the new causal
relation d+ and study its properties. In Section 2.3 we define causal curves in
terms of d+, and show that these are just the usual causal curves when the metric
is smooth. In Section 2.4, we discuss other possible choices of causal structure. In
Section 2.5, we summarize and discuss our results.

2.2 The d+-relation

2.2.1 Basic notions in causality theory

Let M denote a Hausdorff, paracompact C1-manifold, and g a C0-Lorentzian met-
ric. Assume that (M, g) admits a C0-vector field X such that g(X,X) < 0, called
a time orientation. The pair (M, g) together with a choice of time orientation is
called a C0-spacetime, following the nomenclature of Ling [Lin20]. Whenever we
say that g is C2 (or smooth), or that (M, g) is a C2 (or smooth) spacetime, we mean
that M admits a C3 (resp. smooth) subatlas such that g is C2 (resp. smooth) in
this subatlas. By relation on M we will mean a subset of M ×M . The closure of
a relation R, denoted by R, is the topological closure in the product topology on
M ×M . Likewise, we say that R is open if it is an open subset of M ×M .

There exist two different definitions for the notion of timelike curve, and thus
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two different notions of chronological relation. For C2-metrics the two notions are
equivalent [Chr20, Cor. 2.4.11], but not for C0-metrics [Gra+20]. One is based
on the class L of locally Lipschitz curves, and the other one on the class C1

pw of
piecewise continuously differentiable curves:

I+ := {(p, q) ∈M ×M | there exists an L-curve γ : [a, b]→M

such that γ(a) = p, γ(b) = q,

and g(γ̇, γ̇) < 0, g(γ̇, X) < 0 almost everywhere},
Ǐ+ := {(p, q) ∈M ×M | there exists an C1

pw-curve γ : [a, b]→M

such that γ(a) = p, γ(b) = q,

and g(γ̇, γ̇) < 0, g(γ̇, X) < 0 everywhere}.

Recall that an L-curve is differentiable almost everywhere by Rademacher’s theo-
rem. In the second case, when γ is C1

pw, the condition g(γ̇, γ̇) < 0 is meant to hold
for both one-sided derivatives (which may differ from each other at break points).
It was established by Grant et al. that Ǐ+ is open, but I+ is not necessarily open
[Gra+20]. The standard g-causal relation is defined as

J+ := {(p, q) ∈M ×M | there exists an L-curve γ : [a, b]→M

such that γ(a) = p, γ(b) = q,

and g(γ̇, γ̇) ≤ 0, g(γ̇, X) < 0 almost everywhere},

where we say that γ is a g-causal curve. We can analogously define the past
relations I−, Ǐ− and J− by requiring g(γ̇, X) > 0, but since they are simply given
by reversing the factors, there is no need to treat them separately. Therefore we
also shall not specify every time that our timelike and causal curves are always
future-directed. We do, however, sometimes use the notations q ∈ J+(p), and
p ∈ J−(q), both meaning the same, namely (p, q) ∈ J+. As mentioned in the
introduction, Sorkin and Woolgar suggested an order-theoretic alternative K+ to
J+.

Definition 2.1 ([SW96, Def. 8]). The relation K+ is the smallest closed, transitive
relation containing Ǐ+.

We finish this subsection with a short digression about limit curve theorems.
In the literature, there exist multiple statements with this name; a detailed review
can be found in [Min08a] for smooth spacetimes. In [CG12, Thm. 1.6] it is shown
how the limit curve theorems for the smooth case also carry over to continuous
spacetimes (see also [Säm16, Thm. 1.5]). Roughly speaking, a limit curve theorem
is the combination of the following two statements:

(i) Under certain assumptions, a sequence of causal curves has a convergent (in
some appropriate sense) subsequence.

(ii) The limit of said subsequence is itself a causal curve.
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Here causal usually means g-causal, but we will also discuss alternative notions
of causal curve. Regarding part 1, there exist many versions tailored to different
applications. A common variation is to require the curves to be Lipschitz (as we
did in our definition of J+) and add some compactness assumptions in order to
apply the Arzelà–Ascoli theorem. Part 2 is where the causal structure becomes
important; we discuss it in the context of our new d+-relation in Remark 2.12.

2.2.2 Definition of d+

We first introduce some nomenclature, the underlying concepts being fairly stan-
dard. By (M, g) we continue to denote a C0-spacetime, although some of the ideas
make sense even if M is just a set. The following definition gives a compatibil-
ity condition between the chronological and causal relations, in this case denoted
abstractly by R and S respectively.

Definition 2.2. Let R,S ⊆M×M be two relations. We say that S satisfies push-
up relative to R (or that R is an S-ideal, cf. [Min08b; Min19a]) if the following
two properties hold:

(i) (x, y) ∈ S, (y, z) ∈ R =⇒ (x, z) ∈ R,

(ii) (w, x) ∈ R, (x, y) ∈ S =⇒ (w, y) ∈ R.

Let R,S, S′ ⊆M ×M be relations. Then it is easy to see that:

(a) If R is transitive, then R satisfies push-up relative to itself.

(b) If S satisfies push-up relative to R, and S′ ⊆ S, then also S′ satisfies push-up
relative to R.

(c) If S and S′ each satisfy push-up relative to R, then so does S ∪ S′.

If (M, g) is C2, then J+ satisfies push-up relative to I+ (and equivalently, Ǐ+). This
fact is known as the push-up lemma [Chr20, Lem. 2.4.14]. Those C0-spacetimes
where J+ satisfies push-up relative Ǐ+ are called causally plain. The term was
coined by Chruściel and Grant [CG12, Def. 1.16], but beware that they used I+

in place of Ǐ+. In any case, not all C0-spacetimes are causally plain [CG12, Ex.
1.11]. The failure of the push-up lemma on arbitrary C0-spacetimes motivates our
next, central definition.

Definition 2.3. The d+-relation is the largest relation that satisfies push-up
relative to Ǐ+.

Proposition 2.4. There exists a unique relation d+ satisfying Definition 2.3.
Moreover, d+ is transitive and reflexive.

Proof. We construct d+ by setting (x, y) ∈ d+ if:

(i) (y, z) ∈ Ǐ+ =⇒ (x, z) ∈ Ǐ+ (in other words, Ǐ+(y) ⊆ Ǐ+(x)),

(ii) (w, x) ∈ Ǐ+ =⇒ (w, y) ∈ Ǐ+ (in other words, Ǐ−(x) ⊆ Ǐ−(y)).
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Clearly, this relation is maximal such that Definition 2.2 is satisfied. Moreover,
for any p ∈ M , (p, p) satisfies (i) and (ii), meaning that d+ is reflexive. To show
transitivity, assume (x, y) ∈ d+ and (y, z) ∈ d+. Then Ǐ+(z) ⊆ Ǐ+(y) ⊆ Ǐ+(x)
and Ǐ−(x) ⊆ Ǐ−(y) ⊆ Ǐ−(z) , hence (x, z) ∈ d+.

For spacetimes with C2-metrics, the existence of such a maximal relation (i.e.,
of d+ according to our notation) was already noted by Minguzzi [Min08b], who
defined

D+ :=
{

(p, q) ∈M ×M | q ∈ Ǐ+(p), p ∈ Ǐ−(q)
}
, (2.1)

maximality with respect to push-up being a consequence (rather than the defining
property) in this case [Min08b, Lem. 2.8]. In the C2- (but not in the C0-) case,
(2.1) is equal to {

(p, q) ∈M ×M | q ∈ J+(p), p ∈ J−(q)
}
,

which is subsequently taken to be the definition in the review article [Min19a, Sec.
4.1]. Note also that in the C2-case, the distinction between I+ and Ǐ+ is irrelevant.
To avoid possible confusion, we adopt the lower-case notation d+, although we now
prove that d+ = D+ also on C0-spacetimes.

Lemma 2.5. For D+ as given by (2.1), it holds that d+ = D+. In particular,

d+ ⊆ Ǐ+.

Proof. Suppose (p, q) ∈ d+. Let γ : [0, 1) → M be any timelike curve with
γ(0) = q. Then for all t ∈ (0, 1), (q, γ(t)) ∈ Ǐ+. Because (p, q) ∈ d+, the push-up
property implies (p, γ(t)) ∈ Ǐ+. Since γ is continuous, (p, γ(t))→ (p, q) as t→ 0,

hence q ∈ Ǐ+(p). Similarly, p ∈ Ǐ−(q), so we conclude that (p, q) ∈ D+ and hence
d+ ⊆ D+.

On the other hand, suppose that (p, q) ∈ D+, and let r ∈ Ǐ+(q). By assump-

tion, q ∈ Ǐ+(p), so we can approximate q by a sequence (qi)i in Ǐ+(p). By openness
of Ǐ+, r ∈ Ǐ+(qi) for some large enough i. Then, by transitivity, we conclude that
r ∈ Ǐ+(p). Since r was arbitrary, we conclude that Ǐ+(q) ⊆ Ǐ+(p). Similarly,
Ǐ−(p) ⊆ Ǐ−(q), so D+ satisfies push-up with respect to Ǐ+, and hence D+ ⊆ d+.

Finally, note that D+ ⊆ Ǐ+ as a direct consequence of (2.1).

We end this subsection by showing how the d+-relation fits into the current
literature. A C0-spacetime (M, g) is said to be weakly distinguishing whenever, for
all p, q ∈ M , Ǐ+(p) = Ǐ+(q) and Ǐ−(p) = Ǐ−(q) together imply p = q [Min19a,
Def. 4.47]. Given two relations R,S on (M, g) (or any set, for that matter), we say
that the pair (R,S) is a causal structure in the sense of Kronheimer and Penrose
[KP67, Def. 1.2] if:

(i) S is transitive, reflexive and antisymmetric,

(ii) R is contained in S and irreflexive,

(iii) S satisfies push-up relative to R.
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The following proposition was shown by Minguzzi for C2-spacetimes (phrased
in terms of D+ and with a slightly different proof, see [Min19a, Thm. 4.49] or
[Min08b, Lem. 2.7]).

Proposition 2.6. Let (M, g) be a C0-spacetime. Then (Ǐ+, d+) is a causal struc-
ture in the sense of Kronheimer and Penrose if and only if (M, g) is weakly dis-
tinguishing.

Proof. Point (iii) is satisfied by the very definition of d+. To see point (ii), recall
that if M is weakly distinguishing, then M is chronological, i.e., it does not contain
closed timelike curves (and hence Ǐ+ is irreflexive). Indeed, suppose γ : [a, b]→M
is a closed timelike curve. Then, by transitivity, Ǐ±(γ(t)) = Ǐ±(γ(s)) for all
s, t ∈ [a, b]. On the other hand, γ must be non-constant, in contradiction to weak
distinction. That Ǐ+ is contained in d+ is clear because Ǐ+, being transitive,
must satisfy push-up with respect to itself . Regarding point (i), since d+ is
always transitive and reflexive by Lemma 2.4, it only remains to show that d+ is
antisymmetric.

By the proof of Lemma 2.4, (p, q) ∈ d+ if and only if Ǐ+(q) ⊆ Ǐ+(p) and
Ǐ−(p) ⊆ Ǐ−(q). Hence, (p, q) ∈ d+ and (q, p) ∈ d+ if and only if Ǐ+(p) = Ǐ+(q)
and Ǐ−(p) = Ǐ−(q). But p = q for all such pairs (p, q) if and only if (M, g) is
weakly distinguishing.

Another way of phrasing the last result in the usual language of causality theory
is to say that “(M, g) is d+-causal if and only if it is weakly distinguishing”.

2.2.3 The local structure of d+

Given a neighborhood U ⊆ M , we can define the localized relations Ǐ+
U , J+

U and
d+
U by applying the usual definitions to the spacetime (U, g|U ). It is easy to see

that Ǐ+
U ⊆ Ǐ+ and J+

U ⊆ J+.

Lemma 2.7. Let U ⊆M be an open neighborhood. Then d+
U ⊆ d+.

Proof. By definition, d+
U satisfies push-up relative to Ǐ+

U . We need to show that d+
U

also satisfies push-up relative to Ǐ+, and then the claim follows from maximality
of d+. Suppose that (x, y) ∈ d+

U and (y, z) ∈ Ǐ+. Then there exists a timelike
curve γ : [0, 1]→M from y to z. Since, by assumption, y ∈ U , we must have that
for ε > 0 small enough, γ|[0,ε] ∈ U . Thus we have (y, γ(ε)) ∈ Ǐ+

U , which implies

(x, γ(ε)) ∈ Ǐ+
U ⊆ Ǐ+ by definition of d+

U . Since also (γ(ε), z) ∈ Ǐ+, transitivity of
Ǐ+ implies (x, z) ∈ Ǐ+. Part (ii) of Definition 2.2 can be shown analogously.

We want to investigate whether, for U small enough, d+
U is closed. The mo-

tivation lies in the limit curve theorems (see Remark 2.12 for the details). By

Lemma 2.5, d+
U ⊆ Ǐ+

U . Since also Ǐ+
U ⊆ d+

U , we conclude that d+
U is closed if and

only if d+
U = Ǐ+

U . By Definition 2.3, d+
U = Ǐ+

U if and only if Ǐ+
U satisfies push-up.

Unfortunately, the next example [Gra+20, Ex. 3.1], shows that the latter is not
necessarily the case.
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Example 2.8. Let M = R2 with metric given by

gα := − sin (2θ(x)) dt2 − 2 cos (2θ(x)) dxdt+ sin (2θ(x)) dx2

where

θ(x) :=


0, x < −1

arccos |x|α, −1 ≤ x ≤ 0
π
2 , x > 0,

and 0 < α < 1 arbitrary. The metric gα is α-Hölder continuous, and in fact
smooth outside of {x = −1} ∪ {x = 0}. This example was introduced by Grant et
al. [Gra+20, Ex. 3.1], who showed that Ǐ+ ( I+.

Let p = (0, 0) and U ⊆ M any open neighborhood of p. Then the following
hold:

(i) I+
U is not open,

(ii) d+
U is not closed.

Point (i) is shown in [Gra+20, Ex. 3.1] (they in fact show that I+ is not open, but
their argument is also valid on neighborhoods).

In order to show point (ii), first note that the past Ǐ−(p) (blue region in Figure
2.1) is contained in {x > 0}. This is so because a timelike C1

pw-curve must have a
timelike tangent vector everywhere, which implies having a positive x-component
when in {x ≥ 0}. When using Leb-curves, the past set I−(p) is in fact bigger
[Gra+20, Ex. 3.1], but we will not discuss this further.

Consider the curve γ : (−ε, 0)→M, s 7→ (t(s), x(s)) given by

t(s) :=
1

1− α
A1−αs, x(s) := −A|s|

1
1−α ,

where A > 0 is arbitrary and ε > 0 is small. It is shown in [Gra+20, Ex. 3.1] that
γ is a timelike curve in the C1

pw-sense (but its extension to the endpoint s = 0 is

not). Since γ(s)→ p as s→ 0, we conclude that (γ(−ε′), p) ∈ Ǐ+ for all ε′ < ε.
Next we show that (γ(−ε′), p) 6∈ d+. To see this, consider any point of the

form q = (x(−ε′), tq) with tq < t(−ε′) (see Figure 2.1). Then (q, γ(−ε′)) ∈ Ǐ+, the
connecting vertical segment being an example of timelike C1

pw-curve between q and

γ(−ε′). If we assume (γ(−ε′), p) ∈ d+, then by push-up it follows that (q, p) ∈ Ǐ+.
However, (q, p) 6∈ Ǐ+ because x(−ε′) < 0 and Ǐ−(p) is contained in {x > 0}. Hence
(γ(−ε′), p) 6∈ d+.

Since we can pick ε′ > 0 arbitrarily small, and tq smaller but arbitrarily close
to t(−ε′), the previous discussion applies to any neighborhood U of p. Thus

d+
U ( Ǐ+

U , no matter how we choose U .

Grant et al. showed that in the previous example also Ǐ+ ( I+, and that I+ is
not open (recall that Ǐ+ is always open). If we were to define d+ by requiring push-
up with respect to I+ instead of Ǐ+, it may be that d+

U is closed (for small enough
U). We do not explore this possibility here, and simply note that this would be at
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p

γ(−ε′)

q

Ǐ−(p)

γ

x

t

Figure 2.1: The spacetime of Example 2.8, with the curve γ that lies outside of

Ǐ−(p), while nonetheless (γ(−ε′), p) ∈ Ǐ+.

the cost of chronological futures not being open. Hence the conclusion is, either
way, that one cannot have push-up, open futures and (local) closedness at the
same time. That is, at least, if one wants the chronological relation to be given by
the usual I+ or Ǐ+. We explore alternatives to I+ and Ǐ+ in Section 2.4, but the
conclusion there is also that one of the three properties has to be sacrificed.

2.3 Causal curves in terms of the d+-relation

In this subsection, we define a variation on the d+-relation, which we call d̃+, based
on the notion of d+-causal curves. The motivation for this is two-fold. Firstly,
we will show that d̃+, unlike d+, has the desirable property that d̃+ = J+ on
smooth spacetimes. Secondly, we are interested in studying the potential validity
of limit curve theorems for d+-causal curves. Throughout this section, F denotes
an interval, meaning any connected subset of R.

Definition 2.9. A continuous curve γ : F →M is called d+-causal if for every t ∈
F and every open neighborhood U ⊆M of γ(t), there exists an open neighborhood
V ⊆ F of t such that

s1 < s2 =⇒ (γ(s1), γ(s2)) ∈ d+
U for all s1, s2 ∈ V.

Remark 2.10. Similarly to Definition 2.9, one can define J+-causal curves, as
was done already by Hawking and Ellis in 1973 [HE73, Chap. 6.2], and K+-
causal curves [SW96, Def. 17]. Any g-causal curve is automatically also J+-causal.
However, the converse is not true, since a J+-causal curve may not even have a
well defined tangent vector. Nonetheless, if two points p, q ∈ M can be joined by
a J+-causal curve γ, then (p, q) ∈ J+. In particular, there exists a g-causal curve
σ, not necessarily equal to γ, which joins p and q.
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Similarly to the previous remark, by transitivity and Lemma 2.7 it follows that
if two points p, q ∈ M can be joined by a d+-causal curve, then (p, q) ∈ d+. The
next example motivates why Definition 2.9 has to be formulated in a local way, i.e.
why we do not simply require s1 < s2 =⇒ (γ(s1), γ(s2)) ∈ d+ for all s1, s2 ∈ F .

Example 2.11. Let M = S1 × R with metric ds2 = −dt2 + dx2. This spacetime
is totally vicious, so Ǐ+ = M ×M and hence also d+ = M ×M . Therefore, any
C0-curve γ : F → M satisfies (γ(s1), γ(s2)) ∈ d+ for all s1, s2 ∈ F . However, M
locally looks like Minkowski spacetime, where d+ = J+, hence not all curves on
M are d+-causal in the sense of Definition 2.9.

Having defined d+-causal curves, we briefly return to Example 2.8 in order
to better understand the relationship between closedness of d+ and limit curve
theorems.

Remark 2.12 (On limit curve theorems). Suppose that (γn)n is a sequence of
d+-causal curves converging pointwise to a C0-curve γ∞ : F → M . Suppose that
for every t ∈ F , there exists a neighborhood U ⊆ M of γ∞(t) such that d+

U is
closed. Then the curve γ∞ is d+-causal, because any pair of points on γ∞ can be
written as a limit of pairs of points on γn.

In Example 2.8, we showed that the point p = (0, 0) does not admit any
neighborhood U such that d+

U is closed. Let γ be as in Example 2.8, and consider
the sequence of curves given by γn = γ|(−ε,1/n]. The sequence (γn)n converges
pointwise (even uniformly, after appropriate reparametrization) to a curve γ∞ :
(−ε, 0]→M which is just γ with p added as its endpoint. However, we showed in
Example 2.8 that (γ(t), p) 6∈ d+ for all −ε < t < 0, hence γ∞ is not d+-causal.

Moving on, we use d+-causal curves to define a new causal relation on M .

Definition 2.13. We define the d̃+-relation as follows: (p, q) ∈ d̃+ if there exists
a d+-causal curve from p to q.

By Lemma 2.7 and transitivity of d+, d̃+ ⊆ d+. In particular, d̃+ satisfies
push-up relative to Ǐ+. It is also clear that the concatenation of two d+-causal
curves is again d+-causal, hence d̃+ is transitive. Example 2.11 shows that d̃+ can
be strictly smaller than d+. We finish this section with one of the main results of
the paper, namely that d̃+ = J+ on smooth (and more generally, causally plain)
spacetimes. Recall that a C0-spacetime is called causally plain if J+ satisfies push-
up relative to Ǐ+.

Lemma 2.14. Let (M, g) be a C0-spacetime, and γ : F → M a d+-causal curve.
Then γ is also J+-causal.

Proof. Let t ∈ F be arbitrary. By [CG12, Proposition 1.10], there exists a neigh-

borhood U of p := γ(t), called a cylindrical neighborhood, such that Ǐ±U (p) ⊆ J±U (p)
(here we mean the closure of the set Ǐ±U (p) ⊆ U). Let V ∈ F be a neighborhood
of t as in Definition 2.9, and s ∈ V . Suppose s ≥ t, the other case being anal-
ogous. Because γ is d+-causal, we have (p, γ(s)) ∈ d+

U . Let σ : [0, ε) → U be
any timelike C1

pw-curve with σ(0) = γ(s). By push-up, Im(σ) ⊆ Ǐ+ (p). By con-
tinuity, σ(u) → γ(s) as u → 0. Hence, by the previous and our choice of U ,
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γ(s) ∈ Ǐ+
U (p) ⊆ J+

U (p). In other words, (γ(t), γ(s)) ∈ J+
U . Since t, s are arbitrary

(as long as they are close enough), we conclude that γ is J+-causal.

Theorem 2.15. Let (M, g) be a causally plain C0-spacetime. Then d̃+ = J+.

Proof. If (M, g) is causally plain, then J+ satisfies push-up, hence J+ ⊆ d+. In
particular, on a subset U ⊂ M , we have J+

U ⊆ d+
U . Assume (p, q) ∈ J+. Then

there exists a g-causal curve γ : [a, b] → M from p to q. By continuity, for every
t ∈ [a, b] and every neighborhood U of γ(t), there exists a neighborhood V ⊆ [a, b]
of t small enough such that γ|V is contained in U . If s1, s2 ∈ V and s1 < s2, then
(γ(s1), γ(s2)) ∈ J+

U ⊆ d
+
U . Thus γ is a d+-causal curve, and since γ is arbitrary, we

conclude that J+ ⊆ d̃+. The other inclusion follows from Lemma 2.14, by noting
that if two points p, q can be joined by a J+-causal curve, then (p, q) ∈ J+.

2.4 Other causal structures

It is possible to repeat the procedure of Section 2.3 for Sorkin and Woolgar’s K+,
and define a relation K̃+ based on K+-causal curves (the latter class of curves is
also studied in [SW96, Section 3]). On a smooth spacetime, every point admits
an arbitrarily small neighborhood U (a convex normal neighborhood) such that

J+
U = Ǐ+

U . Thus we conclude that on smooth spacetimes, K̃+ = J+. Unfortunately,

Example 2.8 and Remark 2.12 tell us that K̃+ cannot satisfy push-up with respect
to Ǐ+ on all C0-spacetimes. That is because, if it did, then K̃+ ⊆ d+. Recall that
K+ is closed and contains Ǐ+. It follows that if a curve γ is the limit of a sequence
of C1

pw-timelike curves, then γ must be d+-causal. However, in Remark 2.12, we
saw an example of such a γ where the endpoints are not d+-related to each other,
a contradiction.

A different approach is to consider J+ to be the more fundamental relation,
and then find an appropriate notion of chronological order, say I+. Ideally, we
would like all of the following three properties to hold.

(i) I+ is open and contained in J+.

(ii) J+ satisfies push-up relative to I+.

(iii) For every point p ∈M and every neighborhood U of p, I±(p)
⋂
U 6= ∅.

Proposition 2.16. Given J+, if there exists a relation I+ satisfying (i), (ii) and
(iii) above, then I+ = Int J+.

Proof. By property (i), it is clear that I+ ⊆ Int J+. Suppose there exists (p, q) ∈
Int J+\I+. By propery (iii), with U a neighborhood of q, we can find r ∈ U∩I−(q).
We may choose U small enough so that {p} × U ⊆ Int J+, meaning in particular
that (p, r) ∈ J+. Then, by property (ii), we have that (p, q) ∈ I+, obtaining a
contradiction. Therefore I+ = Int J+.

Next, we present an example where J+ does not satisfy push-up relative to
Int J+ (point (ii)). In view of the previous proposition, we conclude that there
cannot exist a relation I+ satisfying (i)-(iii) above.
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Figure 2.2: The points p, q, r in Example 2.17, which satisfy (p, q) ∈ Int J+ and
(q, r) ∈ J+ but (p, r) 6∈ Int J+.

Example 2.17. This example is adapted from [CG12, Ex. 1.11] and [Lin20, Sec.
4.1]. Let M = (−2, 2)× R with metric given by

ds2 = −dt2 − 2(1− |t|1/2)dtdx+ |t|1/2(2− |t|1/2)dx2.

This metric is smooth everywhere except on the x-axis. A null curve starting at
the point p = (−1, 0) can be parametrized as x 7→ γ(x) = (t(x), x), and then

ṫ =

{
|t|1/2 or

|t|1/2 − 2.

By solving this equation, we obtain the boundary of J+(p) (light blue region in
Figure 2.2). Consider the first case of the equation, which is when the null curve
γ moves upwards and to the right. We are interested in finding the value x1 such
that t(x)→ 0 as x→ x1. It can easily be computed by separation of variables:

x1 =

∫ x1

0

dx =

∫ 0

−1

dt

|t|1/2
= 2.

Let q = (0, 0), then (p, q) ∈ Int J+. Consider a third point r = (0, 3), as in
Figure 2.2. Now (q, r) ∈ J+, because the curve x 7→ (0, x) is null. However,
(p, r) 6∈ Int J+, since there are points of the form (−ε, 3) arbitrarily close to r
which cannot lie in J+(p) because they lie below the x-axis and their x-coordinate
is larger than 2. Hence J+ does not satisfy push-up relative to Int J+ in this
example.

Finally, we point out yet another option, which is to define chronological futures
via the Lorentzian distance. We recall the basic properties of the Lorentzian
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distance, and refer to [BEE96, Chap. 4] for further details. The length of a causal
curve γ : [a, b]→M is defined as

Lg(γ) :=

∫ b

a

√
−g(γ̇, γ̇)ds,

where it is enough for the integrand to be defined almost everywhere. The
Lorentzian distance between two points p, q ∈M is then defined by

d(p, q) := sup {Lg(γ) | γ a g-causal curve with endpoints p, q} (2.2)

if (p, q) ∈ J+, and d(p, q) := 0 otherwise. Recall that when the spacetime metric
g is smooth, the Lorentzian distance d satisfies d(p, q) > 0 ⇐⇒ (p, q) ∈ Ǐ+

[BEE96, Eqn. 4.2]. On C0-spacetimes, only the “ ⇐= ” implication continues to
hold. To see how “ =⇒ ” can fail, take the points p, q, r in Example 2.17 (depicted
in Figure 2.2). We can connect p and q by a vertical segment, which is timelike
(hence causal) and has length equal to 1. We can connect q and r by a horizontal
segment, which is also causal, and has length 0. Concatenating the two segments,
we get a causal curve of length 1 from p to r, despite the fact that (p, r) 6∈ Ǐ+.
Further, we see that r ∈ ∂J+(p), and since {d > 0} ⊆ J+ by definition, we
conclude that {d > 0} is not open in this example. Nonetheless, another property
of the Lorentzian distance, the inverse triangle inequality

d(p, r) ≥ d(p, q) + d(q, r) if (p, r), (r, q) ∈ J+,

does hold for all C0-metrics, since it is a direct consequence of (2.2) and the
fact that the concatenation of two causal curves is causal. We deduce from the
inverse triangle inequality that J+ satisfies push-up relative to {d > 0}. Hence
the combination of J+ and {d > 0} gives us push-up and limit curve theorems,
but at the price of non-open futures.

2.5 Conclusions

Table 2.1 summarizes the properties of different choices of causal and chronological
relation on C0-spacetimes. While each of the choices (rows) is distinct from the
others for C0-metrics, they all coincide for smooth metrics. In particular, in the
smooth case, the standard causal structure ticks all three boxes. For C0-metrics,
on the other hand, no combination of chronological and causal order has all of
the three properties that we considered. The newly introduced (Ǐ+, d̃+) is the
only causal structure that has both push-up and an open chronological relation.
Moreover, it defines a causal structure in the sense of Kronheimer and Penrose
(see Proposition 2.6).

It is fair to say that we have exhausted all reasonable possibilities. For if we
want the chronological relation to be given by timelike C1

pw-curves, then Example
2.8 and Remark 2.12 tell us that no causal relation can satisfy push-up and at the
same time admit a limit curve theorem. We do not know if this changes when
using timelike L-curves equipped with their classical differential, but even if so,
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Table 2.1: Comparison of different causal structures on C0-spacetimes by three
important properties. The (non-)openness of Ǐ+ and I+ was established by Grant
et al. [Gra+20], and the push-up and limit curve properties of J+ by Chruściel and
Grant [CG12]. The rest of entries in the table were, to the best of our knowledge,
never explicitly stated before.

Chronological Causal Push-up Open Limit
order order futures curves

Ǐ+ J+ 7 3 3

Ǐ+ K̃+ 7 3 3

Ǐ+ d̃+ 3 3 7

I+ J+ 7 7 3

I+ K̃+ ? 7 3

I+ d̃+ 3 7 ?

{d > 0} J+ 3 7 3

Int J+ J+ 7 3 3

we would lose the openness of chronological futures instead [Gra+20]. If, on the
other hand, we choose for the causal relation to be given by g-causal curves, and
try to define a compatible chronological relation, we run into the same problems
by the discussion in Section 2.4.



Chapter 3

Causal bubbles in globally
hyperbolic spacetimes

This chapter is based on the article [GHS22] of the same title, published in General
Relativity and Gravitation together with Elefterios Soultanis.12

3.1 Introduction

Spacetimes where the Lorentzian metric is merely continuous often appear in
mathematical General Relativity as weak solutions of Einstein’s Equations [BL14;
GT87; Sbi18]. Chruściel and Grant [CG12] were the first to study their causal
structure, discovering a phenomenon called causal bubbling (see below). Later,
Sämann [Säm16] studied globally hyperbolic spacetimes with continuous metrics
in detail and showed that, just as in the smooth case, global hyperbolicity can be
equivalently characterized by any of the following:

(i) Non-total imprisonment and compact causal diamonds,

(ii) Existence of a Cauchy hypersurface,

(iii) Existence of a Cauchy time function.

In the same paper (see Section 7) Sämann raises the question whether globally
hyperbolic spacetimes can be causally bubbling. In this short note we give an
example of a globally hyperbolic spacetime with continuous metric −dt2 +
ρdx2 exhibiting causal bubbling.

We define causal bubbling on a spacetime (M, g) with continuous metric g as
follows. Set

B±(p) = J±(p) \ I±(p)

1Radboud University. Present address: University of Warwick.
2We thank Annegret Burtscher, Eric Ling and Clemens Sämann for interesting discussions

and comments.
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The set B±(p) is called a (future/past) causal bubble if it is non-empty.3 Here I±(p)
and J±(p) are the timelike and causal future/past cones defined using Lipschitz (or
equivalently absolutely continuous) curves. We refer to [Gra+20] for a discussion
on timelike and causal cones defined via smooth curves and their relationship with
the notion used here. See also [GH21; Lin20] and [KS18, Section 5.1] for further
analyses on causality with continuous metrics.

Our example stands out from previously known examples of causally bubbling
spacetimes for two reasons.

(a) It is manifestly globally hyperbolic,

(b) The metric splits orthogonally into a timelike and a spacelike part.

The second statement (b) would follow automatically from (a) if the metric were at
least C2 [BS05], but not if it is merely continuous. This is because the splitting in
[BS05] is realized by flowing along the gradient vector field of a temporal function
τ . The gradient vector field depends on both τ and g, and hence need not be
sufficiently regular even if τ is smooth. In particular, while examples 3.1 and 3.2
in [Gra+20] (which exhibit internal bubbling) likely are globally hyperbolic, it is
not clear whether the metric splits orthogonally as in (b). Whether Example 1.11
in [CG12] is globally hyperbolic is less clear, but it is known to be strongly causal
(see [KS18, Section 5.1]).

3.2 The example

Consider the (1 + 1)-dimensional spacetime R2 equipped with the continuous
Lorentzian metric

g := −dt2 + ρ(t, x)dx2, ρ(t, x) := 1 +
√

(t− |x|)+. (3.1)

With the natural choice of time orientation, t is a time function. Since the light-
cones of the metric (3.1) are narrower than those of the Minkowski metric, t is a
Cauchy time function, and hence the spacetime is globally hyperbolic.

To see that the causal future of the origin contains a causal bubble, we begin
by considering the ODE for the null curves γ(s) = (α(s), β(s)):

0 = −α′(s)2 +
(

1 +
√

(α(s)− |β(s)|)+

)
β′(s)2.

A null curve γ starting at the origin, parametrized as (α(s), s) thus satisfies
α′(s)2 = 1 +

√
(α(s)− s)+ or, by denoting y(s) = α(s)− s ≥ 0,

y′(s) + 1 =

√
1 +

√
y(s), y(0) = 0. (3.2)

3This definition corresponds to external bubbling in [Gra+20] and is equivalent to the failure
of the push up property, see [Gra+20, Theorem 2.12].
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In addition to the trivial solution y ≡ 0, the initial value problem (3.2) also admits
another solution, expressed in implicit form as

s =
4

3

[(
1 +

√
y(s)

)3/2

− 1

]
+ 2
√
y(s).

Indeed, differentiating both sides yields

1 = 2
(

1 +
√
y(s)

)1/2 d

ds

√
y(s) + 2

d

ds

√
y(s)

= y′(s)

√
1 +

√
y(s) + 1√
y(s)

=
y′(s)√

1 +
√
y(s)− 1

.

Denoting

f(y) :=
4

3

[
(1 +

√
y)

3/2 − 1
]

+ 2
√
y,

we conclude that γ = (s + f−1(s), s) is a null curve as well as the straight line
given by γ = (s, s). In fact there is a 1-parameter family of null curves starting at
0, given by

γu(s) :=

{
(s, s) for 0 ≤ s < u,

(s+ f−1(s− u), s) for s ≥ u,
(3.3)

where u ∈ [0,∞]. One can check that the curves γu are smooth for all parameter
values except s = u, where they are only C1,1 regular. Note also that on smooth,
two-dimensional spacetimes, every null curve is a null geodesic. Hence, for u <∞,
γu|(u,∞) is a null geodesic, as it is contained in the region where the metric is
smooth. At s = u, however, γu is not locally length maximizing.

Proposition 3.1. The non-empty open set A := {(t, x) : x > 0, 0 < t − x <
f−1(x)} ⊂ R2 consists of points in J+(0) \ I+(0).

Consequently R2 equipped with the globally hyperbolic metric (3.1) contains
causal bubbles.

Proof. The inclusion A ⊂ J+(0) is clear. Let p ∈ A. We first show that p 6∈ I+(0).
Since the set A is foliated by the null curves (3.3), there is a unique u ∈ (0,∞)
such that γu passes through p. Because the metric is smooth outside of t = ±x,
γu is a null geodesic generating the boundary of I−(p), at least from (u, u) until
p. This means that any past-directed timelike curve σ starting at p must intersect
the diagonal at some point (ū, ū) with ū ≥ u > 0 (see Figure 3.1). It follows
that σ cannot reach 0; indeed, following the diagonal would introduce a null piece,
while leaving the diagonal violates the causality of the curve (the metric (3.1)
has narrower lightcones than those of the Minkowski metric). We conclude that
0 6∈ I−(p), (equivalently, p 6∈ I+(0)) and hence A∩I+(0) = ∅. But since A is open,
it cannot contain any boundary points of I+(0) either, hence also A ∩ I+(0) = ∅,
concluding the proof.
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p

(ū, ū)

(u, u)

A

γ0

γ∞

γu
σ

x

t

Figure 3.1: The causal bubble A as in Proposition 3.1.

3.3 Discussion

3.3.1 Strong energy condition

As in previously known examples [CG12; GH21; Gra+20; Lin20] causal bubbling
arises from the branching of null geodesics. Chruściel and Grant noted [CG12,
Rem. 1.19] that, in the Riemannian case, branching is associated with curvature
being unbounded from below. Indeed, in our example (in {t 6= |x|}) the Ricci
scalar, given by

R =

{
− ρ+(ρ−1)2

4ρ2(ρ−1)3 if t > |x|
0 if t < |x|,

diverges to −∞ as t↘ |x|. Note however that in dimension 1 + 1 the Ricci tensor
is given by Ric = 1

2Rg and thus

Ric(v, v) ≥ 0 for all causal vectors v in {t 6= |x|}. (3.4)

In other words the strong energy condition is satisfied away from {t = |x|}. Phys-
ically speaking causal bubbling appears to be a consequence of the presence of
infinite (but positive) effective energy density (see [KS20] for an in-depth discus-
sion of energy conditions).

3.3.2 Synthetic curvature bounds

Recently, a synthetic notion of timelike curvature dimension (TCD) bounds on
(non-smooth) Lorentzian pre-length spaces has been put forth using optimal trans-
port [CM20; McC20], in analogy with the very successful metric theory [AGS14;
LV09; Stu06]. The entropic convexity condition defining TCD(K,N)-spaces asks
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that the Rényi entropy

Ent(f vol) :=

∫
f log fd vol

is (K,N)-convex along timelike geodesics in a space of probability measures. We
refer to [KS18, Definition 2.8] and [Bra23, Definition 2.17] (see also [CM20; CM22])
for the definitions and properties of Lorentzian pre-length spaces and (K,N)-
convexity, respectively. On smooth spacetimes, such convexity properties charac-
terize the strong energy condition, cf. [McC20].

Despite satisfying (3.4) the Rényi entropy associated to the volume measure
of the metric (3.1) is not (K,N)-convex along Lorentz-Wasserstein geodesics, i.e.
the metric (3.1) does not satisfy the entropic convexity condition for any
(K,N).4 This follows from the fact that t 7→ − log ρ(t, x) is not (K,N)-convex for
any x ∈ R, cf. [Sou22].

However, restricted to a suitable subset, our example demonstrates that the
TCD-condition does not prevent causal bubbling. Indeed, the closed set Y := {t ≥
|x|} ⊂ R2 with the restriction of the metric (3.1) satisfies the (weak) entropic (0, 2)-
convexity condition but contains causal bubbles. Notice that (Y, g) is obtained as
the uniform pointwise limit of the sequence of smooth metrics

gj := −dt2 + ρj(t, x)dx2, ρj(t, x) = ρ(t+ 1/j, x) (3.5)

on Y , which all satisfy the strong energy condition (3.4) everywhere on Y and are
thus TCD(0, 2)-spaces.5

In closing we point out that, in the metric setting, branching of geodesics is
excluded by the Riemannian curvature-dimension (RCD) condition but not by the
(weak) CD-condition, see [Den21] and [Mag22], respectively.

Remark 3.2. Note that all the conclusions in this note, including those about
curvature, are valid in higher dimensions as seen by considering metrics g = −dt2+
ρ(t, |x|)dx2 in Rn+1.

4While Lorentzian pre-length spaces are required (by definition) to have the push up property
the entropic convexity condition makes sense regardless of the validity of push up.

5Note that, while the spaces (Y, gj) are Lorentzian pre-length spaces, every point on {t =
|x|} ⊂ Y has empty chronological past and thus they fail to be Lorentzian length spaces, cf.
[KS18, Definition 3.22].
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Chapter 4

Time functions on
Lorentzian length spaces

This chapter is based on the preprint [BGH21], written together with Annegret
Burtscher and submitted for publication.1

4.1 Introduction

On a smooth spacetime (M, g) a continuous function t : M → R is called a time
function if it satisfies

p < q =⇒ t(p) < t(q) for all p, q ∈M,

where p < q means that there exists a causal curve from p to q, and that p 6= q.
Time functions play a crucial role in Lorentzian causality theory and Einstein’s
general theory of relativity.

The study of time functions has a long history in general relativity. Their origin
can be traced back to the works of Geroch and Hawking in the late 1960s. Geroch
introduced volume time functions by normalizing the volume of a spacetime to
one, and by defining the time of a point p as the volume of its chronological
past I−(p). In his seminal work [Ger70] from 1970, Geroch used these volume
functions to characterize global hyperbolicity by the existence of Cauchy surfaces
and to obtain a topological splitting. Global hyperbolicity is the strongest and
most important causality condition in general relativity. Cauchy surfaces represent
the natural sets to pose initial conditions for the Einstein equations (for a self-
contained exposition see [Rin09]). Moreover, global hyperbolicity and its different
characterizations play a crucial role in the singularity theorems of Penrose and
Hawking (see [HE73, Section 8.2]), the Lorentzian splitting theorems (see [Bar88;

1LGH would like to thank Didier Solis for communication related to their preprint [ACS20].
The authors are also grateful to Ettore Minguzzi for feedback on the introduction. AB’s research
is supported by the Dutch Research Council (NWO), Project number VI.Veni.192.208.
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Esc88; Gal89] and follow-up work) and the formulation of Quantum Field Theory
on curved backgrounds [BGP07, Chapter 4].

Building upon Geroch’s idea, Hawking [Haw68] showed that volume functions
can be “smeared out” to obtain time functions at a significantly lower step on
the causal ladder, namely stable causality (see also the work of Minguzzi [Min09;
Min10] for the same result via the equivalent notion of K-causality and [Min18,
Figure 20] for a depiction of the complete causal ladder). This result contributed
to Hawking’s program to find the minimal causality conditions that one should
impose on a spacetime in order to consider it as physically reasonable. As an
in-between result between stable causality and global hyperbolicity, Hawking and
Sachs [HS74] showed in 1974 that Geroch’s volume functions are continuous them-
selves (that is, without the use of an averaging procedure) precisely when the
spacetime is causally continuous. Their proof, however, contained a loophole that
was later filled by Dieckmann [Die87; Die88b].

After these foundational works, the question remained whether time functions
and Cauchy surfaces can be chosen smooth, rather than just continuous. Despite
several attempts by Seifert [Sei77], Sachs and Wu [SW77] and Dieckmann [Die87;
Die88a], this problem remained open for decades. Only in the early 2000s it was
firmly established by Bernal and Sánchez [BS03; BS05; BS06a] that a spacetime
that admits a continuous time function also admits a smooth one, and that Ge-
roch’s topological splitting of globally hyperbolic spacetimes can be promoted to a
smooth, orthogonal splitting. While their work differs significantly from previous
approaches, it was recently established by Chruściel, Grant and Minguzzi [CGM16]
that also a family of Geroch’s time functions are continuously differentiable for
globally hyperbolic metrics, and that Hawking’s time functions can be smoothed
out.

A radically different approach to show smoothness of time functions is that
of Fathi and Siconolfi [Fat15; FS12], which uses weak KAM theory. It has the
added advantage that it is formulated for smooth manifolds equipped with a con-
tinuous field of closed convex tangent cones, of which Lorentzian manifolds are
just one class of examples. Note that also in the work of Chruściel, Grant and
Minguzzi [CGM16], while staying in the more traditional framework of Lorentzian
manifolds, the metric tensor can be of regularity as low as C2,1. Similarly, global
hyperbolicity was characterized by the existence of Cauchy hypersurfaces and
of Cauchy time functions on manifolds with continuous Lorentzian metrics by
Sämann [Säm16] building on work by Chruściel and Grant [CG12]. One should
be aware that such low-regularity spacetimes already exhibit considerable patho-
logical behavior including “causal bubbles” (failure of the push-up property) and
not necessarily open chronological futures/pasts [CG12; GH21; Gra+20; Lin20;
SW96]. Note that also the cone structure approach of Fathi and Siconolfi has
been developed further in very recent works of Bernard and Suhr [BS18; BS20]
(extending Conley theory to this setting) and Minguzzi [Min19a] (using tradi-
tional arguments). Besides the elimination of the need of a Lorentzian metric in
the theory of closed (causal) cones, also the smooth manifold structure should be
removable to some degree. Indeed, it was already pointed out by Minguzzi [Min13]
that sufficient conditions for the existence of time functions can be obtained for
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more general topological spaces through Nachbin’s theory of closed ordered spaces
[Nac65].

It remained open, however, if and to what extent general (and in particular,
all finer) results about the existence and properties of time functions known for
smooth spacetimes rely on the causal and topological structure alone. Our present
work answers this question fully in the abstract framework of Lorentzian (pre-)
length spaces by characterizing the existence of several types of time functions
with different steps on the causal ladder.

The framework of Lorentzian (pre-)length spaces is widely applicable as a broad
range of singular and regular “spacetimes” appearing in the literature are encom-
passed, including the above-mentioned closed cone fields and causally plain con-
tinuous spacetimes. Introduced by Kunzinger and Sämann [KS18] in 2018, the no-
tion of Lorentzian length spaces makes explicit what is already evident in the early
works of Weyl, Penrose and what has also been proposed by various other authors
(see, for instance, [Bom+87; BS90; BS06b; Bus67; EPS72; KP67; Wey88; Woo73]
and [Min18, Section 4.2.4]), namely that one should treat the causal structure as
the most fundamental geometric object in the general theory of relativity. At the
same time, an attempt has been made to translate metric geometric techniques à
la Gromov that have revolutionized Riemannian geometry to Lorentzian geometry.
In this spirit, Lorentzian (pre-)length spaces are defined as essentially metric spaces
equipped with a chronological and a causal order satisfying basic order-theoretic
properties such as open chronological futures/pasts and the push-up property (see
Section 4.2 for precise definitions). This general theory of “spacetime-like” spaces
encompasses basically all previously mentioned low-regularity settings. Despite
its youth the Lorentzian (pre-)length framework has already celebrated impor-
tant successes in the context of causality theory [ACS20; KS18], inextendibility
results [Ale+19; GKS19], synthetic curvature bounds [CM20; McC20; MS22c] (re-
lated to energy conditions in general relativity) and stability [AB22; KS22] with
respect to the null distance.

Nonetheless, the question of when a time function on Lorentzian (pre-)length
space exists has been neglected until now, the only exception being the recent work
of Kunzinger and Steinbauer [KS22] where it is shown that the existence of certain
time functions implies strong causality (the converse, however, is false even in the
manifold setting). In the present work, we fill this gap by establishing several sharp
existence results. The statements and a discussion of our main results follows.

Main results

In this paper we establish three major results relating the existence (and proper-
ties) of time functions to three different steps on the causal ladder, starting from
the optimal condition for existence (K-causality) and building it up to the top
one (global hyperbolicity). All our results in the main body of the paper are ob-
tained for Lorentzian pre-length spaces obeying milder axioms than those required
of a Lorentzian length space (all definitions are presented in Section 4.2 in a self-
contained way). Establishing our results in the context of Lorentzian pre-length
spaces is important because they are more widely applicable and often sufficient
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(see also [CM20; KS22]). In this introduction, however, we state a simplified ver-
sion of our theorems in the setting of Lorentzian length spaces (at the end we
briefly comment on the pre-length case). Generally it is useful to recall that on
a smooth spacetime, the local causal and topological structure is very rigid (all
neighborhoods look the same). Our proofs, on the other hand, rely almost exclu-
sively on global arguments. This way, we can reduce the local assumptions to the
bare minimum, doing away completely with the manifold structure.

Our first result characterizes the mere existence of time functions on Lorentzian
(pre-)length spaces by K-causality, generalizing a result of Hawking [Haw68] and
Minguzzi [Min10] for smooth spacetimes (note that K-causality is equivalent to
stable causality in the smooth setting [Min09]).

Theorem 4.1. Suppose X is a second countable, locally compact Lorentzian length
space. Then X is K-causal if and only if X admits a time function.

Here it is crucial that the K-relation is closed and transitive (by Definition
4.33). Then, as already pointed out by Minguzzi [Min13], the general theory of
topological ordered spaces yields time functions on K-causal spaces. To prove the
converse statement, namely that existence of a time function implies K-causality,
we closely follow the approach of Minguzzi [Min10], which requires the use of limit
curve theorems.

Our second result is concerned with an explicit construction of time functions
on Lorentzian (pre-)length spaces that can be equipped with Borel probability
measures. Here, we are influenced by Geroch’s notion of volume functions [Ger70]
as well as Hawking’s averaging procedure [Haw68]. Since the boundaries of light
cones, however, are no longer hypersurfaces with measure zero as in the smooth
manifold setting, the definition of our averaged volume functions as well as the
proof of their causal properties and continuity are significantly more involved.
The result we obtain is essentially a generalization of a theorem by Hawking and
Sachs [HS74] (and Dieckmann’s rigorous follow-up work [Die88b]), and thus the
corresponding step on the causal ladder is that of causal continuity.

Theorem 4.2. Let X be a second countable, locally compact Lorentzian length
space. Then X is causally continuous if and only if the averaged volume functions
on X are time functions.

While the assumption on second countability of the underlying metric space
is crucial in order to have a suitable measure at hand, local compactness can be
removed by using a weaker (but in the smooth case equivalent) notion of causal
continuity.

Our third result characterizes globally hyperbolic Lorentzian (pre-)length spaces
by the existence of Cauchy time functions, whose level sets are Cauchy sets that are
intersected by every inextendible causal curve exactly once. The smooth spacetime
analogue is the seminal 1970 result of Geroch [Ger70].

Theorem 4.3. Let X be a second countable Lorentzian length space with a proper
metric structure. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) X is globally hyperbolic,
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(ii) X is non-totally imprisoning and the set of causal curves between any two
points is compact,

(iii) X admits a Cauchy set,

(iv) X admits a Cauchy time function.

To establish Theorem 4.3 we utilize our averaged volume functions introduced
already for Theorem 4.2, as well as the behavior of inextendible causal curves.
The use of averaged volume functions poses an additional difficulty in our proofs,
compared to the smooth case. The other main challenge is the fact that our Cauchy
sets are not hypersurfaces, and in fact very little can be deduced about their
topology (hence the name Cauchy set instead of surface, see also our discussion
below).

The above theorems follow immediately from their sharper versions, Theorems
4.34, 4.52 and 4.59, which are obtained for Lorentzian pre-length spaces. Some
essential conditions (which are part of the axioms of Lorentzian length spaces),
however, still need to be assumed. In Theorem 4.34 (generalizing Theorem 4.1),
for instance, we need to additionally impose the existence of causal curves and
their limit curves. The chronological relation, however, is not needed in the proof
at all. The proof of Theorem 4.52 (corresponding to Theorem 4.2), on the other
hand, does not require causal curves, but does make use of both the causal and
chronological relation. Furthermore, the two relations need to satisfy a compati-
bility condition that we call “approximating”, which simply means that the causal
futures and pasts are contained in the closure of the chronological ones. Finally,
Theorem 4.59 (the pre-length version of Theorem 4.3) builds upon Theorem 4.52,
hence the “approximating” condition is also needed here. Moreover, causal curves
are used already in the definition of Cauchy set and Cauchy time function, and
the limit curve theorems will be important again.

Discussion and outlook

Since its inception, the framework of Lorentzian length spaces has seen a rapid
expansion [ACS20; Ale+19; CM20; GKS19; KS18; KS22]. Notably, Cavalletti
and Mondino [CM20] recently introduced a notion of Ricci curvature bounds for
Lorentzian pre-length spaces, based on optimal transport theory, that mimics the
strong energy condition of general relativity, and implies a version of Hawking’s sin-
gularity theorem. Our work completes another important milestone in establishing
the potential of this non-smooth causal theory by fully characterizing the existence
of time functions in terms of the causal ladder. As an immediate application, we
have now unambiguously established when one can make use of time functions to
define the null distance of Sormani and Vega [SV16]. Very recently, this notion (as
well as convergence) has been investigated by Kunzinger and Steinbauer [KS22] in
the context of Lorentzian pre-length spaces (certain limits of examples in [AB22,
Section 5] are also of this type). With our new characterizations, in particular, of
global hyperbolicity via Cauchy time functions, more refined convergence/stability
results may be obtained. Moreover, it should be straightforward to carry over the
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cosmological time function of Andersson, Galloway and Howard [AGH98] to the
Lorentzian length space framework using the time separation function in place of
the Lorentzian distance.

While in broad terms we show that the classical results about time functions
admit direct generalizations for Lorentzian length spaces, we also find interest-
ing and not so subtle differences. In particular, although global hyperbolicity is
also characterized by the existence of Cauchy sets, these Cauchy sets need not be
homeomorphic to each other. This is in stark contrast to the case of spacetimes,
where Geroch’s celebrated splitting theorem [Ger70] (later refined by Bernal and
Sánchez [BS03]) shows that all Cauchy surfaces on a given spacetime must have
the same topology. In fact, Geroch already showed in [Ger67] that transitions
between compact spatial topologies not only contradict global hyperbolicity, but
in fact even violate the most basic of all assumptions, chronology. While time
travel is a no-go in any physically sound theory, Sorkin [Sor97] argues that topol-
ogy change is a necessary feature of any convincing candidate theory of quantum
gravity. Going beyond the setting of smooth Lorentzian manifolds is thus a neces-
sity in order to admit topology change without violating chronology, a common
approach being the use of degenerate Lorentzian metrics [Bor+99; Hor91]. Cur-
rent proposals for quantum gravity also predict that physical spacetimes are repre-
sented by non-manifold-like structures at small scales, such as causal sets [Sur19],
causal dynamical triangulations [Lol20], causal fermion systems [Fin18], or spin
foams [NP07]. An interesting and important next step will be to see if and how
the framework of Lorentzian length spaces fits into these quantum gravitational
theories.

Outline

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 4.2, we give a self-contained account
of the relevant aspects of the theory of Lorentzian (pre-)length spaces, drawing
from the existing literature but also introducing new material. We then prove
Theorems 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 (more precisely, the corresponding sharper Lorentzian
pre-length space versions) in Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5, respectively.

4.2 Lorentzian pre-length spaces

In this section we recall, and partly refine, the definition of Lorentzian (pre-)length
spaces, their causality conditions and the limit curve theorems. We use the nota-
tion and results of [ACS20; KS18]. A reader familiar with the smooth case will find
that most classical concepts are defined in the same way for Lorentzian pre-length
spaces (with the difference that some important properties do not follow automat-
ically but have to be imposed separately, such as causal curves themselves).

In Section 4.2.1 we recall the definition of Lorentzian pre-length space, and
of causal curve. This is standard material, except that we use a more precise
nomenclature for inextendible causal curves (Definition 4.11). In Section 4.2.2 we
revisit the limit curve theorems of Kunzinger and Sämann [KS18] in the slightly
weaker framework of “local weak causal closedness” following a suggestion of Aké
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et al. [ACS20]. We also introduce the new notion of Lorentzian pre-length spaces
with limit curves, which encompasses all necessary assumptions needed for the
application of the limit curve theorems. In Section 4.2.3 we introduce the no-
tion of approximating Lorentzian pre-length space, which can be seen as a much
weaker version of Kunzinger and Sämann’s “localizability”. Most importantly,
we show that our newly introduced properties are, in particular, satisfied by all
Lorentzian length spaces. Finally, in Section 4.2.4, we define time functions and
introduce some elements of causality theory for Lorentzian pre-length spaces. No-
tably, we give some new characterizations of non-total imprisonment, both in terms
of causal curves and of time functions. Additional causality conditions, including
K-causality and global hyperbolicity, are introduced in later sections when needed.

4.2.1 Basic definitions and properties

Definition 4.4 ([KS18, Definition 2.1]). A causal set is a set X equipped with a
preorder ≤ (called causal relation) and a transitive relation� (called chronological
or timelike relation) contained in ≤.

The following notation for the timelike/causal future or past of a point is
standard

I+(p) := {x ∈ X | p� x} , J+(p) := {x ∈ X | p ≤ x} ,
I−(p) := {x ∈ X | x� p} , J−(p) := {x ∈ X | x ≤ p} ,
I(p, q) := I+(p) ∩ I−(q), J(p, q) := J+(p) ∩ J−(q),

and we write p < q if p ≤ q and p 6= q.

Definition 4.5 ([KS18, Definition 2.8]). A Lorentzian pre-length space is a causal
set (X,�,≤) equipped with a metric d and a lower semicontinuous function τ : X×
X → [0,∞] satisfying, for all x, y, z ∈ X

(i) τ(x, y) > 0 if x� y,

(ii) τ(x, y) = 0 if x 6≤ y,

(iii) τ(x, z) ≥ τ(x, y) + τ(y, z) if x ≤ y ≤ z.

Occasionally we denote a Lorentzian pre-length space simply by X. It follows
from Definition 4.5 that the sets I±(p) are open for all p ∈ X, a fact that we will
also refer to as the openness of �. The crucial push-up property extends from the
smooth situation.

Lemma 4.6 (Push-up [KS18, Lemma 2.10]). Let (X, d,�,≤, τ) be a Lorentzian
pre-length space and x, y, z ∈ X with x� y ≤ z or x ≤ y � z. Then x� z.

The function τ in Definition 4.5 is often called time separation function or
Lorentzian distance function. We will not use this terminology. In fact, we never
need the function τ by itself but just the openness of� and the push-up property
(we could also trivially set τ(p, q) =∞ if p� q and = 0 otherwise).
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In smooth Lorentzian geometry the causal character of curves determines the
timelike and causal future and past, that is I± and J±, respectively. In Lorentzian
pre-length spaces it is the other way round.

Definition 4.7 ([KS18, Definition 2.18]). Let (X, d,�,≤, τ) be a Lorentzian pre-
length space and I be any (open, half-open, or closed) interval in R. A non-
constant locally Lipschitz path γ : I → X is called a

(i) future-directed causal curve if γ(s1) ≤ γ(s2) for all s1 < s2 ∈ I.

(ii) past-directed causal curve if γ(s2) ≤ γ(s1) for all s1 < s2 ∈ I.

Future- and past-directed timelike curves are defined analogously by replacing ≤
with �.

Remark 4.8. By a result in metric geometry (see, for instance, [BBI01, Propo-
sition 2.5.9]), we can parametrize any causal curve by d-arclength (the reference
is for closed intervals only, but the proof is in fact valid for any interval). Recall
that γ : I → X is parametrized by d-arclength iff

Ld(γ|[a,b]) = b− a for all [a, b] ⊆ I.

Since a curve that is parametrized by d-arclength is automatically 1-Lipschitz
continuous, causal curves remain causal when parametrizing them by d-arclength.
Hence, without loss of generality, we can assume that causal curves are parametrized
in a way so that they are not locally constant, i.e., not constant on any open subin-
terval of R.

Definition 4.9 ([KS18, Definition 3.1]). A Lorentzian pre-length space X is called
causally path-connected if for every p < q there exists a future-directed causal curve
connecting p and q, and for every p� q a future-directed timelike curve connecting
p and q.

Definition 4.10 ([ACS20, Definition 2.19]). For a subset U of a Lorentzian pre-
length space X we define the relation ≤U by

p ≤U q :⇐⇒ there is a future-directed causal curve from p to q in U .

A neighborhood U is called weakly causally closed if≤U is closed, and the Lorentzian
pre-length space X is called locally weakly causally closed if every point p ∈ X is
contained in a weakly causally closed neighborhood U .

Definition 4.9 is satisfied on any smooth Lorentzian manifold, and thus acts
as a replacement for regularity on a Lorentzian pre-length space. In contrast, the
“local causal closedness” condition of Kunzinger and Sämann [KS18, Definition
3.4] is stronger than Definition 4.10 because it requires that ≤ restricted to U ×U
is closed. For instance, in the smooth case the latter notion would only be satisfied
on strongly causal spacetimes (see [ACS20, p. 6] for a detailed discussion).

Finally, we refine the concept of an inextendible curve2.

2Doubly-inextendible causal curves are often simply called “inextendible”. On the other hand,
Kunzinger and Sämann [KS18] call a curve inextendible if it is either future- or past-inextendible
(or both), and have no need for the concept of double-inextendibility. We will be more precise
when needed.
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Definition 4.11. Let X be a Lorentzian pre-length space and γ : (a, b) → X
be a future-directed causal curve. If there exists a causal curve γ̄ : (a, b] → X
such that γ̄|(a,b) = γ, we say that γ is future-extendible. If there exists a causal
curve γ̃ : [a, b) → X such that γ̃|(a,b) = γ, we say that γ is past-extendible. We
say that γ is future-(past-)inextendible if it is not future-(past-)extendible, and
doubly-inextendible if it is neither future- nor past-extendible.

The analogous definition for past-directed causal curves is obtained by inter-
changing future and past in Definition 4.11. The definition applies accordingly to
half-open intervals. If a path is defined on all of R, we mean extendibility to ±∞.
Alternatively we can parametrize it by arclength and apply the following lemma
(which, of course, admits also a past version).

Lemma 4.12. Let X be a locally weakly causally closed, causally path-connect-
ed Lorentzian pre-length space, let −∞ < a < b ≤ ∞ and let γ : [a, b) → X be
a future-directed causal curve parametrized with respect to d-arclength. If (X, d)
is a proper metric space or the curve γ is contained in a compact set, then γ is
future-inextendible if and only if b =∞. In this case Ld(γ) =∞. Moreover, γ is
future-inextendible if and only if limt↗b γ(t) does not exist.

Proof. The proof is the same as [KS18, Lemma 3.12]. Note that there, the as-
sumption of local “strong” causal closedness is only applied to points which lie
on γ. Hence that proof also works with our notion of weakly causally closed
neighborhood.

In the remaining subsection we recall the definition of Lorentzian length space
(including necessary preliminary notions) as introduced in [KS18]. While we will
not directly work with Lorentzian length spaces in the main body of this paper,
our results about pre-length spaces immediately also lead to useful Corollaries in
this setting (see Introduction). A Lorentzian length space is, in essence, just the
Lorentzian analogue of length metric spaces generalizing Riemannian manifolds
where the time separation function τ is used in place of a distance function to
measure lengths and the admissible class of curves respects causality. More pre-
cisely, if γ : [a, b]→ X is a future-directed causal curve, then its τ -length Lτ (γ) is
defined by (see [KS18, Definition 2.24])

Lτ (γ) := inf

{
N−1∑
i=0

τ(γ(ti), γ(ti+1))

∣∣∣∣ a = t0 < t1 < ... < tN = b,N ∈ N

}
.

In addition, the notion of localizability is needed. In the main sections of this
paper, only assumptions (i) and (ii) are needed, thus we restate them separately
below (see Definitions 4.17 and 4.20, Lemma 4.22 and Proposition 4.23).

Definition 4.13 ([KS18, Definition 3.16] and [ACS20, Definition 2.22]3). We call
a Lorentzian pre-length space (X, d,�,≤, τ) localizable if for every point p ∈ X,
there exists a neighborhood Up of p such that

3Similarly to the difference between weak and “strong” local causal closedness, there is a
difference between the notions of localizability in [KS18, Definition 3.16] and [ACS20, Definition
2.22] regarding the meaning of �Up ,≤Up .
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(i) There exists a constant C > 0 such that for all causal curves contained in
Up we have Ld(γ) ≤ C.

(ii) For every q ∈ Up we have I±(q) ∩ Up 6= ∅.

(iii) There exists a continuous function ωp : X×X → [0,∞) such that (Up, d|Up×Up ,
�Up ,≤Up , ωp) is a Lorentzian pre-length space. Moreover, for all x, y ∈ Up
with x < y, it holds that

ωp(x, y) = max{Lτ (γ) | γ : [a, b]→ Up fd. causal from x to y },

so in particular there exists a maximizing causal curve between x and y.

By further assuming that also τ is given by length-maximization (but without
necessarily requiring the existence of global maximizers), one obtains a Lorentzian
length space.

Definition 4.14 ([KS18, Definition 3.22]). A causally path-connected, locally
(weakly) causally closed and localizable Lorentzian pre-length space (X, d,�,≤, τ)
is called a Lorentzian length space if for all p, q ∈ X

τ(p, q) = sup{Lτ (γ) | γ future-directed causal from p to q}.

4.2.2 Limit curve theorems

We revisit the limit curves theorems of Kunzinger and Sämann [KS18, Section 3.2]
and relax their assumption of local causal closedness to local weak causal closedness
(see Definition 4.10). That this extension is possible was already pointed out by
Aké et al. [ACS20, p. 8]. The limit curve theorems are crucial for Sections 4.3 and
4.5.

We start with [KS18, Lemma 3.6] where, instead of pointwise convergence, we
need to assume locally uniform convergence.

Lemma 4.15. Let X be a causally path-connected locally weakly causally closed
Lorentzian pre-length space and let (γn)n be a sequence of future-directed causal
curves γn : I → X converging locally uniformly to a non-constant Lipschitz curve
γ : I → X. Then γ is future-directed causal.

Proof. For every s ∈ I there exists a weakly causally closed neighborhood Uγ(s).
By continuity, we can pick s1 < s < s2 such that γ([s1, s2]) ⊆ Uγ(s) (if s is a
boundary point of I, then s1 = s or s2 = s is chosen). Assume additionally
that we choose s1, s2 close enough such that (γn)n converges uniformly on [s1, s2].
This implies that there exists n0 ∈ N such that for all n > n0, γn([s1, s2]) ⊆
Uγ(s). Now it follows from the definition of weakly causally closed neighborhood
that γ restricted to [s1, s2] is future-directed causal. Since s was arbitrary, we
can decompose γ as a concatenation of future-directed causal curves, hence by
transitivity of ≤, γ is future-directed causal on I.
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Theorem 4.16 (Limit curve theorem). Let X be a causally path-connected lo-
cally weakly causally closed Lorentzian pre-length space. Let (γn)n be a sequence
of future-directed causal curves γn : [a, b] → X that are uniformly Lipschitz con-
tinuous, i.e., there is an L > 0 such that Lip(γn) ≤ L for all n ∈ N. Suppose
that there exists a compact set that contains every γn or that d is proper and that
the curves (γn)n accumulate at some point, i.e., there is a t0 ∈ [a, b] such that
γn(t0)→ x0 ∈ X. Then there exists a subsequence (γnk)k of (γn)n and a Lipschitz
continuous curve γ : [a, b]→ X such that γnk → γ uniformly. If γ is non-constant,
then γ is a future-directed causal curve.

Proof. The proof of [KS18, Theorem 3.7] goes through. The assumption of local
“strong” causal closedness is only used to invoke [KS18, Lemma 3.6], but since the
convergence is uniform, we can replace it by our Lemma 4.15.

This first limit curve theorem is already very useful. In order to formulate our
second limit curve theorem, we need a better control over the d-length of causal
curves.

Definition 4.17 ([KS18, Definition 3.13]). A Lorentzian pre-length space (X, d,
�,≤, τ) is called d-compatible if for every p ∈ X there exists a neighborhood U
of p and a constant C > 0 such that Ld(γ) ≤ C for all causal curves γ contained
in U .

To ease the nomenclature, we group some of our previous assumptions into the
following definition.

Definition 4.18. A Lorentzian pre-length space with limit curves is a causally
path-connected, locally weakly causally closed, and d-compatible Lorentzian pre-
length space.

It is an easy consequence that Lorentzian length spaces are particular cases of
Lorentzian pre-length spaces with limit curves (see also Proposition 4.23 below).

Theorem 4.19 (Limit curve theorem for inextendible curves). Let X be a Lorentzian
pre-length space with limit curves. Let (γn)n be a sequence of future-directed causal
curves γn : [0, Ln]→ X which are parametrized with respect to d-arclength and sat-
isfy Ln := Ld(γn) → ∞. If there exists a compact set that contains every curve
γn([0, Ln]) or if d is proper and γn(0) → x for some x ∈ X, then there exists
a subsequence (γnk)k of (γn)n and a future-directed causal curve γ : [0,∞) → X
such that γnk → γ locally uniformly. Moreover, γ is future-inextendible.

Proof. The proof of [KS18, Theorem 3.14] goes through. The assumption of local
“strong” causal closedness is only used to invoke [KS18, Lemmas 3.6 and 3.12, The-
orem 3.7], so we can replace them by our Lemma 4.15, Lemma 4.12 and Theorem
4.16 respectively.

While the limit curve theorems are stated for future-directed curves, they of
course also hold for past-directed ones.
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4.2.3 Approximating Lorentzian pre-length spaces

In this subsection we introduce our new “approximating” condition relating the
causal structure and the topology on X. It is satisfied on all spacetimes regard-
less of their place in the causal ladder, and will be crucial in Section 4.4. In
Proposition 4.23 we show that all Lorentzian length spaces automatically fulfill
the “approximating” condition, and also our earlier Definition 4.18.

Definition 4.20. A Lorentzian pre-length space (X, d,�,≤, τ) is called approxi-
mating if for all points p ∈ X it holds that J±(p) ⊆ I±(p).

It is called future-(past-)approximating if the approximating property holds for
+(−).

The approximating property can equivalently be characterized via sequences
as follows.

Lemma 4.21. Let (X, d,�,≤, τ) be a Lorentzian pre-length space. Then X is
(future-/past-)approximating if and only if for every point p ∈ X there exists a
sequence (p±n )n in I±(p) such that p±n → p as n→∞.

We say that the sequence (p+
n )n approximates p from the future, and that the

sequence (p−n )n approximates p from the past.

Proof. That such sequences exist on approximating spaces is obvious, because
p ∈ J±(p) ⊆ I±(p). To show the converse, suppose q ∈ J+(p) and (q+

n ) is a
sequence in I+(q) approximating q from the future. By the push-up Lemma 4.6,
q+
n ∈ I+(p) for all n ∈ N, hence q ∈ I+(p).

Assuming that X is causally path-connected, we get even more characteriza-
tions, which in the smooth case are in fact the most widely used ones.

Lemma 4.22. Let (X, d,�,≤, τ) be a causally path-connected Lorentzian pre-
length space. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) X is future-(past-)approximating,

(ii) I+(p) 6= ∅ (I−(p) 6= ∅) for all p ∈ X,

(iii) for every point p ∈ X is there exists a future-(past-)directed timelike curve
γ : [a, b)→ X with γ(a) = p.

Note that if X is approximating, we can always join the future- and past-
directed curves from point (iii) to find a timelike curve γ : (a, b) → X through
p.

Proof. (i) =⇒ (ii) Let p ∈ X be any point. Then p ∈ J+(p), so if X is future-
approximating, we get that ∅ 6= J+(p) ⊆ I+(p). This implies that I+(p) 6= ∅.

(ii) =⇒ (iii) By assumption, there exists points q ∈ I+(p). By causal path-
connectedness, there exists a future-directed timelike curve γ from p to q, which
by Definition 4.7 must be non-constant, even if p = q. We can then remove the
appropriate endpoint of γ to get the desired curve.
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(iii) =⇒ (i) Let p ∈ X and γ : [a, b)→ X be a future-directed timelike curve
with γ(a) = p. By continuity of γ, we have p = lims→a γ(s), so p ∈ I+(p).

The past statements are proved analogously.

We can now easily see how Lorentzian length spaces are particular cases of
the more general pre-length spaces that we will be working with in the rest of the
paper.

Proposition 4.23. If X is a localizable, causally path-connected Lorentzian pre-
length space, then X is approximating and d-compatible. If X is a Lorentzian
length space, then X is an approximating Lorentzian pre-length space with limit
curves.

Proof. IfX is localizable, then by property (i) in Definition 4.13, X is d-compatible.
Furthermore, by property (ii), every point q ∈ X has I±(q) 6= ∅, and then by
Lemma 4.22, X is approximating. The second statement follows trivially from the
definitions.

Remark 4.24. In connection with the null distance on Lorentzian pre-length
spaces, Kunzinger and Steinbauer [KS22, Definition 3.4] introduced the notion
of sufficiently causally connectedness (scc). A Lorentzian pre-length space is scc
if it is path-connected (in the sense of metric spaces), causally path-connected
(Definition 4.9) and every point p ∈ X lies on some timelike curve γ. While
the last condition is reminiscent of property (iii) in our Lemma 4.22, it is in fact
weaker, since scc puts no restriction on whether p should be an endpoint of γ. On
the other hand, we do not need to assume path-connectedness.

Having established the existence of causal (even timelike) curves through ev-
ery point in Lemma 4.22, the question remains whether one can find a (doubly-
)inextendible causal curve through every point (see Definition 4.11). The following
proposition and corollary answer this question in the affirmative, which will be cru-
cial in Section 4.5 when studying Cauchy sets. We need to assume that (X, d) is
proper in order to invoke the limit curve theorem. The use of the latter is also the
reason why we only prove the existence of intextendible causal (and not timelike)
curves.

Proposition 4.25 (Existence of maximal extensions of causal curves). Let X
be an approximating Lorentzian pre-length space with limit curves. Suppose, in
addition, that (X, d) is proper. Then, for every future-(past-)directed causal curve
γ : [a, b) → X with b < ∞, there exists c ∈ (b,∞] and a future-(past-)inextendible
causal curve λ : [a, c)→ X such that λ|[a,b) = γ.

Proof. Consider, without loss of generality, the case that γ is future-directed. If γ
is already inextendible, there is nothing to prove. Hence we consider the case of
γ being extendible. Then γ has an endpoint, which we will, by abuse of notation,
denote as γ(b). Since X is approximating, by Lemma 4.22 there is a future-directed
timelike curve starting at γ(b). Concatenating it with γ, we get a proper extension
γ̃ : [a, c) → X of γ, where c > b. If we can choose γ̃ to be inextendible, we are
done. Hence, suppose for the sake of contradiction that all extensions of γ are
themselves extendible. There are two possible cases:
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1. There exists a constant C > 0 such that the d-arclength of all extensions of
γ is bounded by C. Suppose that we have chosen C as small as possible.
Then there exists a sequence (γn)n of extensions such that Ld(γn) → C.
Since all the γn are extendible (hence we can add their future-endpoints)
and agree at the point γ(b), by Theorem 4.16 a subsequence converges to
a limit curve γ∞ : [a, c] → X of arclength Ld(γ∞) = C. But then, by the
above, γ∞ admits a future extension, which is then also an extension of γ
and has arclength greater than C, a contradiction.

2. There exists a sequence (γn)n of extensions of γ such that Ld(γn) → ∞.
In this case we can apply Theorem 4.19 to find an inextendible limit curve
γ∞ of a subsequence. This γ∞ is then the desired inextendible extension of
γ.

Combining Lemma 4.22 and Proposition 4.25 gives us an important conclusion.

Corollary 4.26. Let X satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 4.25. Then, for ev-
ery point in p ∈ X, there exists a doubly-inextendible causal curve passing through
p.

4.2.4 Causality conditions and time functions

The conditions in the previous subsections relating the topology and the causal
structure (such as approximating) are satisfied automatically when the topology
is that of a manifold, and the causal structure is induced by a Lorentzian metric.
They can thus be thought of as making our Lorentzian pre-length spaces more
“manifold-like”, while still being much more general. In this subsection, on the
other hand, we are going to discuss causality conditions, i.e., steps on the causal
ladder, which are not satisfied by all smooth spacetimes and hence also not by all
Lorentzian pre-length spaces. They should be thought of as criteria for physical
reasonability.

In this section, we consider the notions of causality and non-total imprisonment,
and the definition of time functions (for an in-depth treatment of the causal ladder
for Lorentzian length spaces, see [ACS20]). Most of the material is standard,
but Theorem 4.30 and Proposition 4.31 are new. The goal of this paper is to
characterize the existence of (certain kinds of) time functions by suitable causality
conditions, which will be introduced in the main sections. The causality conditions
in this section are weaker, but also play an important role.

A smooth spacetime is called causal if it contains no closed causal curves. The
following equivalent definition is better suited for Lorentzian pre-length spaces.

Definition 4.27 ([KS18, Definition 2.35]). A Lorentzian pre-length space is called
causal if for any two points p, q ∈ X, p < q implies q 6< p.

Time functions too, can be defined either via causal curves (time functions are
then required to be strictly increasing on future-directed causal curves), or in the
following, more order-theoretic manner.
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Definition 4.28. A function f : X → R on a Lorentzian pre-length space (X, d,�
,≤, τ) is called a generalized time function if for all p, q ∈ X,

p < q =⇒ f(p) < f(q).

It is called a time function if it is also continuous.

Clearly, the existence of a (generalized) time function requires that the under-
lying space is at least causal.

In the smooth case, non-total imprisonment is equivalent to the following def-
inition (see, for instance, [Min18, Theorem 4.39]).

Definition 4.29 ([KS18, Definition 2.35]). A Lorentzian pre-length space (X, d,�
,≤, τ) is called non-totally imprisoning if for every compact set K ⊆ X there exists
a constant C > 0 such that for every causal curve γ with image in K, Ld(γ) ≤ C.

As a corollary to the limit curve theorems, we obtain the following alternative
characterizations.

Theorem 4.30. Let X be a Lorentzian pre-length space with limit curves. Then
the following are equivalent.

(i) X is non-totally imprisoning.

(ii) No compact set in X contains a future-inextendible causal curve.

(iii) No compact set in X contains a past-inextendible causal curve.

(iv) No compact set in X contains a doubly-inextendible causal curve.

Proof. The equivalence between (i), (ii) and (iii) is shown in [KS18, Corollary
3.15]. As a consequence of Lemma 4.12, any doubly-inextendible curve has infinite
arclength. Thus (i) implies (iv).

It remains to be shown that (iv) implies (i). Suppose X is totally imprison-
ing. Then there exists a compact set K and a sequence of future-directed causal
curves γn : [0, Ln] → X, parametrized by arclength and contained in K, such
that Ln = Ld(γn) → ∞. Consider the sequence of future-directed causal curves
γ̄n : [0, Ln/2]→ X given by

γ̄n(s) := γn

(
Ln
2

+ s

)
.

Then also Ld(γ̄n) = Ln/2→∞ and we can apply Theorem 4.19 to find a converg-
ing subsequence (γ̄nk)k and a future-inextendible causal limit curve γ̄ : [0,∞)→ X.
Next consider the sequence of past-directed causal curves γ̃k : [−Ln/2, 0] → X
given by

γ̃k(s) := γnk

(
Ln
2

+ s

)
.
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Again we can apply Theorem 4.19 to find a converging subsequence (γ̃km)m and
a past-inextendible limit curve γ̃ : (−∞, 0]→ X. Note that

γ̃(0) = lim
m→∞

γnkm (Ln/2) = γ̄(0),

where the limit in the middle exists by compactness of K, a fact that we had
already used implicitly when applying the Limit Curve Theorem 4.19. Thus the
curve γ̃ joined with γ̄ is a doubly-inextendible causal curve (−∞,∞) → X con-
tained in K. This contradicts our assumption (iv).

The following result was shown by Kunzinger and Sämann for Lorentzian length
spaces, but only the assumption of causal path-connectedness is used in the proof.

Proposition 4.31 ([KS18, Theorem 3.26]). Suppose (X, d,�,≤, τ) is a causally
path-connected Lorentzian pre-length space. If X is non-totally imprisoning, then
X is causal.

For spacetimes, it is well-known that the existence of a time function implies
strong causality, and that strong causality implies non-total imprisonment. This
result has been shown by Kunzinger and Steinbauer for Lorentzian length spaces
[KS22, Theorem 3.13], under the additional assumption that the time function
must be topologically locally anti-Lipschitz. We instead give a direct proof of the
fact that for Lorentzian pre-length spaces with limit curves, the existence of any
kind of time function implies non-total imprisonment.

Lemma 4.32. Let (X, d,�,≤, τ) be a Lorentzian pre-length space with limit
curves. If X admits a time function, then X is non-totally imprisoning.

Proof. Suppose X is totally imprisoning. Then by Theorem 4.30 there exists
a compact set K ⊆ X and a future-inextendible future-directed causal curve
γ : [0,∞)→ K. Note the following two facts:

(i) By Lemma 4.12, because γ is inextendible, lims→∞ γ(s) does not exist.

(ii) By compactness of K, for every sequence (si)i in [0,∞), there exists a sub-
sequence of (γ(si))i that converges in K.

Thus we can find two sequences (ri)i and (si)i in [0,∞) such that p := limi→∞ γ(ri)
6= limi→∞ γ(si) =: q (in particular, both limits exist).

For these p, q, pick δ > 0 small enough so that Bδ(p) is contained in a weakly
causally closed neighborhood and q 6∈ Bδ(p). Assume w.l.o.g. that r1 < s1 < r2 <
s2 . . . and that for all i ∈ N we have γ(ri) ∈ Bδ/2(p) and γ(si) 6∈ Bδ/2(p). Now
define a third sequence (ai)i with ri < ai < si and such that ai is the value at
which γ|[ri,si] first intersects ∂Bδ/2(p). We then have ri < ai < si < ri+1. By
compactness of ∂Bδ/2(p), there exists a subsequence of (γ(ai))i that converges to
a point q′ 6= p. Since ri < ai, we have γ(ri) ≤ γ(ai). Because Bδ(p) is contained in
a weakly causally closed neighborhood, we have p < q′. By assumption, X admits
a time function t : X → R, for which it holds that t(p) < t(q′). On the other hand,
since ai < ri+1, we have γ(ai) ≤ γ(ri+1). Thus t(γ(ai)) ≤ t(γ(ri+1)) for all i ∈ N
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and by continuity of t and γ also t(q′) ≤ t(p). Combining this with the previous
inequality, we obtain

t(p) < t(q′) ≤ t(p),

which is a contradiction.

4.3 Time functions and K-causality

The notion of K-causality was first introduced by Sorkin and Woolgar [SW96] to
study spacetimes with continuous Lorentzian metrics. Among the multiple appli-
cations of this concept, we emphasize the work of Minguzzi [Min10], who showed
that for smooth spacetimes, K-causality is equivalent to stable causality. Since
Hawking [Haw68] had shown earlier that stable causality is equivalent to the exis-
tence of a time function, so is K-causality. Minguzzi in [Min10] also gave a direct
proof of the equivalence between K-causality and the existence of time functions,
which is more mathematically rigorous and less dependent on the Lorentzian man-
ifold structure. Since K-causality is a purely order-theoretical notion, it can be
used verbatim4 for Lorentzian pre-length spaces.

Definition 4.33 ([SW96, Definitions 8 and 9]). Let (X, d,�,≤, τ) be a Lorentzian
pre-length space. The K+-relation on X is defined as the (unique) smallest tran-
sitive relation that contains ≤ and is (topologically) closed.

A Lorentzian pre-length space X is called K-causal5 if the K+-relation is
antisymmetric.

In this section we establish the equivalence of the existence of time functions
and K-causality on certain Lorentzian pre-length spaces (see Theorem 4.34 below
and Theorem 4.1 formulated for Lorentzian length spaces). This result general-
izes the analogous theorem known for smooth spacetimes by Minguzzi [Min10,
Theorem 7] and the proof is obtained along the same lines.

Theorem 4.34. Suppose τ is a second countable, locally compact Lorentzian pre-
length space with limit curves. Then X is K-causal if and only if X admits a time
function.

Before proving the theorem, we show that time functions can exist more gen-
erally also on Lorentzian pre-length spaces that are not K-causal if they do not
satisfy the limit curve property (Definition 4.18).

4In [SW96] the K+-relation is only required to contain I+. Our definition with J+ can be
traced back to [ACS20; Min10]. On spacetimes and approximating Lorentzian pre-length spaces,

we have J+ ⊆ I+, hence there it makes no difference.
5In [ACS20; KS18] a Lorentzian pre-length space with this property is called stably causal

because in the smooth case K-causality and stable causality are equivalent [Min09]. The defi-
nition of stable causality [Haw68, p. 433], however, requires knowledge about causal properties
of “nearby” Lorentzian metrics. Since (causal) stability of Lorentzian pre-length spaces has not
yet been investigated in this sense, we prefer to use the standard term K-causal.
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I+(p)

J+(p)

p

x

t

Figure 4.1: The sets I+(p) (blue, without boundary) and J+(p) = I+(p)∪{p} for
a point p in Example 4.35.

Example 4.35 (There exist Lorentzian pre-length spaces that admit a time func-
tion but are neither strongly causal nor K-causal). Let (X, d) be the Euclidean
plane with coordinates (t, x). For any pair of points pi = (ti, xi), i = 1, 2, let

p1 � p2 :⇐⇒ t1 < t2,

p1 ≤ p2 :⇐⇒ t1 < t2 or p1 = p2,

as depicted in Figure 4.1, and

τ(p1, p2) = t2 − t1.

This equips (X, d) with the structure of a Lorentzian pre-length space. Clearly,
the t-coordinate is a time function.

However, this space is not K-causal, as any closed relation containing ≤ (or
�) must contain the relation ≤R given by

p1 ≤R p2 ⇐⇒ t1 ≤ t2.

But ≤R is not antisymmetric, so the K-relation will not be antisymmetric either,
and our space is therefore not K-causal.

Note that while K-causality implies strong causality on smooth spacetimes and
locally compact Lorentzian length spaces [ACS20, Proposition 3.16] this need not
be the case for Lorentzian pre-length spaces. To see that X is also not strongly
causal, recall that a Lorentzian pre-length space X is called strongly causal if the
Alexandrov topology, generated by

I(p, q) = {r ∈ X | p� r � q}, p, q ∈ X,

agrees with the metric topology [KS18, Definitions 2.4 and 2.35].
The Alexandrov topology of the above example is generated by the open hori-

zontal stripes, hence is strictly coarser than the Euclidean topology and X there-
fore not strongly causal.
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4.3.1 Proof of Theorem 4.34

We follow Minguzzi’s proof for smooth spacetimes [Min10]. A key element is the
following theorem from utility theory, a branch of mathematical economics with
resemblances to causality theory.

Theorem 4.36 (Levin’s Theorem [Lev83]). Let X be a second countable, locally
compact Hausdorff topological space and R be a closed preorder on X. Then there
exists a continuous function f : X → R such that

(x, y) ∈ R =⇒ f(x) ≤ f(y),

with equality if and only if x = y.

That K-causality implies the existence of a time function is a direct conse-
quence of Levin’s Theorem, and is in fact true in an even more general setting
than ours, as already pointed out by Minguzzi [Min13].

It remains to show the converse. The next lemma gives us a more explicit
characterization of the K-relation. Its proof is not significantly different to its
smooth counterpart [Min10, Lemma 3] but included for the sake of clarity.

Lemma 4.37. Let (X, d,�,≤, τ) be a non-totally imprisoning, locally compact
Lorentzian pre-length space with limit curves. If (p, q) ∈ K+ ⊆ X×X, then either
p ≤ q or for every relatively compact open set B containing p, there exists r ∈ ∂B
such that p < r and (r, q) ∈ K+.

Proof. For the purposes of this proof, it will be more convenient to denote relations
as subsets of X ×X; in particular, J+ := {(p, q) ∈ X ×X | p ≤ q}. Consider the
relation

R+ := {(p, q) ∈ K+ | (p, q) ∈ J+ or for every relatively compact

open set B containing p there is an r ∈ ∂B
such that p < r and (r, q) ∈ K+}.

Clearly, J+ ⊆ R+ ⊆ K+. We will show that R+ is closed and transitive, which
then implies R+ = K+, and in turn proves the Lemma. Transitivity can be proven
exactly in the same way as in the smooth case, so we refer to [Min10, Lemma 3].

To show closedness or R+, consider (pn, qn) → (p, q) with (pn, qn) ∈ R+ for
all n ∈ N. If p = q then (p, q) ∈ J+ ⊆ R+. We can therefore assume that p 6= q
and it remains to be shown that (p, q) ∈ R+ as well. Let B be an open relatively
compact neighborhood of p. For sufficiently large n, pn 6= qn and pn ∈ B. By
passing to a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that either (pn, qn) ∈ J+

(case 1) or (pn, qn) ∈ R+ \ J+ (case 2) for all n ∈ N:

1. Suppose (pn, qn) ∈ J+ for all n ∈ N. By assumption X is causally path-
connected (and pn 6= qn), thus there exist future-directed causal curves
γn : [0, 1] → X from pn to qn. By passing to a subsequence if necessary,
we can assume that γn either lies entirely in B for all n, or leaves B for all
n.
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If all the γn lie inside B, then by non-total imprisonment their lengths (and
by linear reparametrization also their Lipschitz constants) are bounded above
by a positive constant C independent of n. Thus we are in conditions to apply
Theorem 4.16, which shows the existence of a limit causal curve connecting
p and q, and hence (p, q) ∈ J+ ⊆ R+.

If, on the other hand, none of the γn lie entirely inside B, then there is
a first parameter value sn at which γn leaves B (and γn(sn) ∈ ∂B by
connectedness), and define a new sequence of curves γ̃n := γn|[0,sn]. Lin-
ear reparametrization so that γ̃n : [0, 1] → X together with Theorem 4.16
shows the existence of a limit causal curve that connects p with a point
r = limn→∞ γn(sn) ∈ ∂B (again w.l.o.g. by passing to a subsequence). Be-
cause γn(sn) ≤ q for all n it follows that (r, q) ∈ J+ ⊆ K+ by closedness of
the K-relation. Since also p < r, we again conclude that (p, q) ∈ R+.

2. Suppose (pn, qn) ∈ R+ \ J+ for all n. Then there exist points rn ∈ ∂B
such that pn < rn and (rn, qn) ∈ K+. By passing to a subsequence if
necessary, we can assume that rn → r ∈ ∂B. Arguing as in case 1 (for the
sequence (pn, rn)), either p < r, or there exists r′ ∈ ∂B such that p < r′

and (r′, r) ∈ J+ ⊆ K+. Combining this with the fact that (r, q) ∈ K+ by
closedness of the K-relation, it follows that (p, q) ∈ R+.

In both cases we have thus shown that (p, q) ∈ R+, which concludes the proof.

The next and final lemma is key, and tells us that time functions are K-utilities,
in the language of economics. In other words, a time function with respect to the
causal relation ≤ is automatically also a time function with respect to the K+-
relation.

Lemma 4.38. Let (X, d,�,≤, τ) be a locally compact Lorentzian pre-length space
with limit curves and t : X → R be a time function. If (p, q) ∈ K+, then either
p = q or t(p) < t(q).

Proof. The proof is the same as the one of [Min10, Lemma 4], replacing [Min10,
Lemma 2] and [Min10, Lemma 3] by our Lemmas 4.32 and 4.37, respectively.

Proof of Theorem 4.34. That K-causal spaces admit time functions is a direct
consequence of Levin’s Theorem 4.36. Conversely, if X admits a a time function,
then the K+-relation must be antisymmetric, as otherwise it would contradict
Lemma 4.38.

Remark 4.39. It is worth pointing out that, throughout this section, we have not
made use of the chronological relation �, nor of timelike curves. Hence, Theorem
4.34 is still valid if in Definition 4.9 we only require the existence of causal (and
not of timelike) curves, or even if � is empty.
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4.4 Volume time functions

In this section we introduce and explicitly construct special types of functions,
called averaged volume functions, on Lorentzian pre-length spaces that are equipped
with probability measures. While the existence of a suitable measure solely de-
pends on the topology (in fact, the metric structure) it is the causal structure that
determines whether these functions are time functions. More precisely, we will
see that the averaged volume functions are time functions if and only if the un-
derlying Lorentzian pre-length space is causally continuous in Theorem 4.52 (see
Theorem 4.2 for the Lorentzian length space version thereof).

Our results generalize a classical theorem of Dieckmann [Die87; Die88b] (also
stated earlier by Hawking and Sachs [HS74], but with an incomplete proof). Vol-
ume functions had already been introduced earlier by Geroch [Ger70, Sec. 5] to
study global hyperbolicity; we will replicate those results in Section 4.5. In this
section, we follow the approach of Dieckmann, but also make use of an averaging
procedure similar to that used by Hawking [Haw68] to study stable causality and
time functions. Besides that, our methods in this section are based on order- and
measure-theoretical arguments, and we do not need to assume the existence of
causal curves.

4.4.1 Averaged volume functions

To construct averaged volume functions on a Lorentzian pre-length space X, we
equip X with a Borel measure µ satisfying

(i) µ(X) = 1, i.e., µ is a probability measure, and

(ii) supp(µ) = X, i.e., µ has full support.

When X is finite the construction of µ is trivial. Otherwise such a measure exists
precisely when (X, d) is a separable metric space (which is automatically satisfied
for all compact spaces).

Proposition 4.40. A metric space (X, d) admits a Borel probability measure µ
with supp(µ) = X if and only if it is separable (equivalently, second-countable).

Proof. Suppose (X, d) is separable. Then it contains a countable dense subset
D = {pn | n ∈ N}. Denote by δn the Dirac delta measure centered at pn, and
define

µ :=
∑
n∈N

2−nδn.

The measure µ has the desired properties since (i) µ(X) =
∑
n 2−n = 1 and (ii)

for all open sets A, A∩D 6= ∅ by denseness and hence µ(A) > 0. The proof of the
converse can be found in [MS48, p. 134].

Finally, secound countability implies separability, and on metric spaces the two
notions in fact are equivalent.
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I−(p)

r

I−r (p)
p

Figure 4.2: The sets I−(p) (dark blue) and I−r (p) (light and dark blue) for some
point p in Minkowski spacetime, with d the Euclidean distance.

Let (X, d,�,≤, τ) be a Lorentzian pre-length space equipped with a Borel
probability measure µ of full support. For r ∈ (0, 1) and p ∈ X, let

I±r (p) :=
{
x ∈ X | d

(
x, I±(p)

)
< r
}
,

V ±r (p) := µ
(
I±r (p)

)
.

We call I±r (p) the r-thickening of I±(p), as depicted in Figure 4.2, and V ±r (p) its
volume.

Definition 4.41. Let (X, d,�,≤, τ) be a Lorentzian pre-length space equipped
with a Borel probability measure µ of full support. The future (+) and past (−)
averaged volume functions of µ are defined by

t±(p) := ∓
∫ 1

0

V ±r (p) dr, p ∈ X.

Note that the integral exists for all points p ∈ X because the function r 7→
V ±r (p) is increasing and bounded.

Remark 4.42 (Comparison to previous definitions of volume functions). The
classical definition of a volume function by Geroch [Ger70, Section 5] is simpler
and reads t±cl(p) = ∓µ (I±(p)). However, it was discovered by Dieckmann [Die88b,
Def. 1.2] that in order to show continuity, one has to require that µ also satisfies
the property (iii) µ(∂I±(p)) = 0. On a smooth spacetime (M, g) one can always
construct such an admissible measure µ from the volume form using a partition
of unity and utilize that ∂I±(p) is a hypersurface having zero Lebesgue measure
in charts [Die88b, Prop. 1.1]. Since we do not have a manifold structure and
the Lebesgue measure at our disposal, we instead integrate over r to “average
out” discontinuities, hence the addition of “averaged” in the naming of volume
functions in Definition 4.41. This averaging procedure is inspired by the work of
Hawking [Haw68] on stable causality and time functions.
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Remark 4.43 (µ-dependence). It is clear that the above constructions of I±r , V ±r
and t± depend crucially on the choice of d and µ. We will, however, see that
the existence of (generalized) time functions is at this point independent of the
particular choice of µ and also of d (as long as the metric is second countable).
More precisely, whether the averaged volume functions t± are indeed (continuous)
time functions depends only on the causal structure of X.

We end this subsection by proving that t± are isotone or causal functions (see
[Min18, Def. 1.17]), a property that is weaker than being a time function.

Lemma 4.44. Let X be a Lorentzian pre-length space as in Definition 4.41 and
let p, q ∈ X. If p ≤ q, then V −r (p) ≤ V −r (q) and V +

r (p) ≥ V +
r (q). In particular,

p ≤ q =⇒ t±(p) ≤ t±(q).

Proof. By the push-up Lemma 4.6, p ≤ q implies I−(p) ⊆ I−(q), and hence
I−r (p) ⊆ I−r (q) for all r ∈ (0, 1). The first conclusion thus follows from the mono-
tonicity of µ, and the second one from the monoticity of the integral.

4.4.2 Averaged volume functions as generalized time func-
tions

Finally, in order to show that t± are generalized time functions we need to apply
the standard distinguishing causality condition, or at least our own weaker version
thereof.

Definition 4.45 ([KP67, p. 486]). Let (X, d,�,≤, τ) be a Lorentzian pre-length
space. We say that

(i) X is past-distinguishing if

I−(p) = I−(q) =⇒ p = q, p, q ∈ X,

(ii) X is future-distinguishing if

I+(p) = I+(q) =⇒ p = q, p, q ∈ X.

We call X distinguishing if it is both past- and future-distinguishing.

Definition 4.46. We say that X is causally (past- or future-) distinguishing if
the conditions of Definition 4.45 are only required to hold for all p, q ∈ X with
p ≤ q.

Furthermore, we assume that the Lorentzian pre-length spaces are approximat-
ing (see Section 4.2.3). This avoids the pathological situation where the future or
past of a point could be “far away” from the point itself, or empty.

Having equipped our spaces with sufficient causal and topological conditions,
we are in a position to establish the well-known classical result about generalized
time functions [Die88b, Prop. 2.2] also for separable Lorentzian pre-length spaces
(for which averaged volume functions t± from Definition 4.41 are well-defined by
Proposition 4.40).
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Proposition 4.47. Let (X, d,�,≤, τ) be a past-(future-)approximating Lorent-
zian pre-length space equipped with a Borel probability measure of full support.
Then X is causally past-(future-)distinguishing if and only if t− (t+) is a general-
ized time function i.e., for all p, q ∈ X

p < q =⇒ t∓(p) < t∓(q).

Proof. We prove the past version. If X is causally past-distinguishing, then for all
p, q ∈ X with p < q,

I−(p) ( I−(q).

Clearly, q 6∈ I−(p), and we show that also q 6∈ ∂I−(p): For any x ∈ I−(q) the
future I+(x) is open and thus contains an open set V around q. If q ∈ ∂I−(p)
then there is a point y ∈ V ∩I−(p), thus x� y � p and by transitivity x ∈ I−(p).
Therefore I−(q) ⊆ I−(p), a contradiction.

Since any metric space is normal, the disjoint closed sets {q} and I−(p) can be
separated by disjoint open sets. In particular, there exists an open neighborhood U
around q such that r0 := d(U, I−(p)) > 0. The intersection U ∩ I−(q) is open, and
by the past-approximating property of X at q (see Lemma 4.21) also non-empty.
Thus

t−(q)− t−(p) =

∫ 1

0

µ
(
I−r (q) \ I−r (p)

)
dr

≥
∫ r0

0

µ
(
U ∩ I−(q)

)
dr > 0.

To prove the converse, assume that for all p < q we have t−(q) − t−(p) > 0.
In order to show that X is causally past-distinguishing furthermore assume that
I−(p) = I−(q). But then, clearly I−r (p) = I−r (q) for all r ∈ [0, 1], and therefore
t−(p) = t−(q), a contradiction. Hence p = q.

Example 4.35 is a Lorentzian pre-length space that is causally distinguishing
but not distinguishing (any two points on the same level set of t have the same
past, but are not causally related to one another). One can show that under
certain conditions the two notions agree, in particular, for smooth spacetimes.

Proposition 4.48. Let (X, d,�,≤, τ) be a locally compact, causally path-connected,
locally weakly causally closed, (past-/future-)approximating Lorentzian pre-length
space. If X is causally (past-/future-)distinguishing, then it is also (past-/future-
)distinguishing.

Proof. Suppose X is causally past-distinguishing but not past-distinguishing (the
future case is analogous). Then there exist two distinct points p, q ∈ X such that
I−(p) = I−(q). By Lemma 4.21 there is a sequence (p−n )n that approximates p
from the past. Because p−n ∈ I−(p) = I−(q) and X is causally path-connected,
there exists a sequence of causal curves (γn)n connecting p−n and q. Let δ be
small enough so that Bδ(p) is compact and does not contain q. Consider the
sequence of points (rn)n where γn first intersects ∂Bδ/2(p). By compactness, we
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may assume it converges to a point r ∈ ∂Bδ/2(p). Without loss of generality
suppose that Bδ(p) is contained in a weakly causally closed neighborhood, and
so furthermore p ≤ r and I−(p) ⊆ I−(r) by the push-up Lemma 4.6. Moreover,
by openness of � we have I−(r) ⊆

⋃
n I
−(rn), and since rn � q, by transitivity

we have I−(rn) ⊆ I−(q). Hence I−(p) ⊆ I−(r) ⊆ I−(q), which together with
our initial assumption I−(p) = I−(q) implies that I−(p) = I−(r). Since X is
causally past-distinguishing we thus know that p = r, which contradicts the fact
that d(p, r) = δ

2 > 0. Thus X must indeed also be past-distinguishing.

4.4.3 Continuity of averaged volume functions

We conclude this section by generalizing the equivalence between causal continu-
ity and the continuity of volume functions (shown in the smooth case by Dieck-
mann [Die88b, Proposition 2.5]) to establish when t± of Definition 4.41 are time
functions.

Definition 4.49. Let (X, d,�,≤, τ) be a Lorentzian pre-length space. If for all
p, q ∈ X,

(i) I+(p) ⊆ I+(q) implies I−(q) ⊆ I−(p), we say that X is past reflecting.

(ii) I−(p) ⊆ I−(q) implies I+(q) ⊆ I+(p), we say that X is future reflecting.

If X is both past and future reflecting, we say that it is reflecting.

We define causal continuity as in the smooth case. Aké et al. showed that this
notion of causal continuity implies strong causality [ACS20, Proposition 3.15], as
it does in the smooth case. However, it turns out that the optimal condition for
our Theorem 4.52 is a weaker version thereof. This weaker version is not (trivially)
sufficient for the results of Aké et al. to still hold. In any case, both definitions
are equivalent when the conditions of Proposition 4.48 are met (in particular, in
the smooth case).

Definition 4.50 ([ACS20, Definition 3.9]). A Lorentzian pre-length space is called
causally continuous if it is reflecting and distinguishing.

Definition 4.51. A Lorentzian pre-length space is called weakly causally contin-
uous if it is reflecting and causally distinguishing.

Using this terminology we can state the main result of this section (see Theo-
rem 4.2 for the corresponding Lorentzian length space version).

Theorem 4.52. Let X be an approximating Lorentzian pre-length space equipped
with a Borel probability measure of full support. Then X is weakly causally con-
tinuous if and only if the averaged volume functions t± are time functions.

Note that also in this section we combine a topological condition (second count-
able) and a causal condition ((weakly) causally continuous) to characterize the
existence of volume time functions.
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Proof. By Proposition 4.47 the averaged volume functions are generalized time
functions if and only if X is causally distinguishing. In Lemma 4.55 below we
show that their continuity is characterized by X being reflecting.

First we show that property (iii) discussed in Remark 4.42 holds for almost all
thickenings of I±(p).

Lemma 4.53. Let (X, d,�,≤, τ) be a Lorentzian pre-length space equipped with
a Borel probability measure µ of full support. For p ∈ X consider the functions
r 7→ V ±r (p) = µ(I±r (p)) as defined in Section 4.4.1 and

r 7→ V ±r (p) := µ
(
I±r (p)

)
.

Then the sets
S±(p) :=

{
r ∈ (0, 1) | V ±r (p) 6= V ±r (p)

}
are countable in (0, 1) for all p ∈ X.

Proof. Let p ∈ X. By definition and additivity of µ we have

V ±r (p)− V ±r (p) = µ(I±r (p))− µ(I±r (p))

= µ
(
I±r (p) \ I±r (p)

)
= µ(∂I±r (p)).

Hence we can rewrite S±(p) as

S±(p) =
{
r ∈ (0, 1)

∣∣ µ (∂I±r (p)
)
> 0
}
.

To see that S±(p) is countable, consider the sets

S±n (p) :=

{
r ∈ (0, 1)

∣∣∣∣ µ (∂I±r (p)
)
>

1

n

}
,

for n ∈ N. We show that |S±n (p)| ≤ n. Otherwise there would exist at least n+ 1
distinct ri ∈ S±n (p). Since all ∂I±ri(p) are disjoint, this would imply that

n+ 1

n
<

n+1∑
i=1

µ(∂I±ri(p)) ≤ µ(X) = 1,

a contradiction. Finally, because S±(p) =
⋃
n∈N S

±
n (p), we deduce that the sets

S±(p) are countable for any p ∈ X.

In addition to Lemma 4.53, the continuity of the averaged volume functions
rests on the following general result which is based on Lebesgue’s dominated con-
vergence theorem (in [Jos05] formulated for X = Rd but true for all sequential
spaces).

Theorem 4.54 ([Jos05, Theorem 16.10]). Let (X, d) be a metric space, U ⊆ X
and y0 ∈ U . Consider a function f : Rn × U → R ∪ {±∞}. Assume that
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(i) for every fixed y ∈ U the function x 7→ f(x, y) is integrable,

(ii) for almost all x ∈ Rn the function y 7→ f(x, y) is continuous at y0,

(iii) there exists an integrable function F : Rn → R∪{+∞} with the property that
for every y ∈ U ,

|f(x, y)| ≤ F (x)

holds almost everywhere on Rn.

Then the function

g(y) :=

∫
Rn
f(x, y) dx

is continuous at the point y0.

With this, we can prove the last lemma of this section (compare with [Die88b,
Proposition 1.6]). Together with Proposition 4.47, it constitutes the proof of The-
orem 4.52.

Lemma 4.55. Let (X, d,�,≤, τ) be an approximating Lorentzian pre-length space
equipped with a Borel probability measure µ of full support. For any point q ∈ X,
the following are equivalent:

(i) t− (t+) is continuous at q.

(ii) I+(q) ⊆ I+(p) =⇒ I(p̃, p) ∩ I−(q) 6= ∅ for all p̃� p
(I−(q) ⊆ I−(p) =⇒ I(p, p̃) ∩ I−(q) 6= ∅ for all p� p̃).

(iii) X is past (future) reflecting at q.

(iv)
⋂
q�x I

−(x) ⊆ I−(q)

(
⋂
x�q I

+(x) ⊆ I+(q)).

Proof. We show the past versions. Fix q ∈ X.
(i) =⇒ (ii) Assume (i) holds but not (ii). Then there exist points p and p̃ such

that p̃ � p and I+(q) ⊆ I+(p) but I(p̃, p) ∩ I−(q) = ∅. Note that I(p̃, p) is open
and non-empty, because we can approximate p from the past, and by openness
of �, any past-approximating sequence must enter I+(p̃). Let r0 > 0 be small
enough, then also the set

B :=
{
x ∈ I(p̃, p) | d(x, I−(q)) > r0

}
= I(p̃, p) \ I−r0(q).

is open and non-empty: If not, then I(p̃, p) ⊆ I−r0(q). But since I(p̃, p) is open, this
would mean that I(p̃, p)∩I−(q) 6= ∅, contradicting our earlier assumption. Clearly,
B ∩ I−r (q) = ∅ for all r < r0. On the other hand, since q+

n ∈ I+(q) ⊆ I+(p),
transitivity of � implies that I(p̃, p) ⊆ I−(p) ⊆ I−(q+

n ). For a sequence (q+
n )

approximating q from the future we have

t−(q+
n )− t−(q) =

∫ 1

0

µ
(
I−r (q+

n ) \ I−r (q)
)
dr.
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Since B ⊆ I−r (q+
n ) \ I−r (q) for r < r0, it follows that

t−(q+
n )− t−(q) ≥

∫ r0

0

µ(B) dr > 0,

showing discontinuity of t− at q, a contradiction to (i).
(ii) =⇒ (iii) Assume (ii) holds but not (iii). If X is not past reflecting at q,

then there exists a p ∈ X with I+(q) ⊆ I+(p) but I−(p) 6⊆ I−(q). Thus there is
a p̃ ∈ I−(p) \ I−(q) and by (ii) there exists a point p̂ ∈ I(p̃, p) ∩ I−(q). But then
p̃� p̂� q, and by transitivity p̃� q, a contradiction.

(iii) =⇒ (iv) If
⋂
q�x I

−(x) = ∅ the conclusion is trivial. Suppose p ∈⋂
q�x I

−(x). Then x ∈ I+(p) for all x � q, i.e., I+(q) ⊆ I+(p). By (iii) X

is past reflecting at q, hence I−(p) ⊆ I−(q). Since X is past-approximating,
p ∈ J−(p) ⊆ I−(p) ⊆ I−(q). Since p was an arbitrary point in the intersection,
(iv) follows.

(iv) =⇒ (i) Fix r ∈ (0, 1) and let ε > 0. Because X is past-approximating, we
can find a sequence (q−i )i that approximates q from the past. By openness of �,
it then follows that

∞⋃
i=1

I−r (q−i ) = I−r (q),

and by standard measure theory [KP08, Theorem 1.2.5] there exists i0 ∈ N, such
that

µ
(
I−r (q)

)
− µ

(
I−r (q−i0)

)
< ε.

By Lemma 4.44, we deduce

V −r (q)− V −r (p) < ε for all p ∈ I+(q−i0). (4.1)

Next, consider (q+
j )j a sequence approximating q from the future. Assumption

(iv) implies that
∞⋂
j=1

I−r (q+
j ) ⊆ I−r (q),

and hence

µ

 ∞⋂
j=1

I−r (q+
j )

 ≤ µ(I−r (q)
)
.

By [KP08, Theorem 1.2.5], for r given, there exists j0 ∈ N such that

µ
(
I−r (q+

j0
)
)
− µ

(
I−r (q)

)
< ε.

Then, using Lemma 4.44 we deduce

V −r (p)− V −r (q) < ε for all p ∈ I−(q+
j0

). (4.2)

By Lemma 4.53, V −r (q) = V −r (q) for all but countably many r. Hence for almost
all r ∈ (0, 1), we can combine (4.1) and (4.2) to write

|V −r (q)− V −r (p)| < ε for all p ∈ I(q−i0 , q
+
j0

).
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We conclude that almost all functions V −r : X → R, r ∈ (0, 1), are continuous at
q. Thus it follows from Theorem 4.54 that

t−(p) =

∫ 1

0

V −r (p) dr

is continuous at q.

4.5 Global hyperbolicity and Cauchy time func-
tions

The highest step on the causal ladder, namely global hyperbolicity, is fundamen-
tal for a number of deep and important results in general relativity, such as the
study of the Cauchy problem of the Einstein equations, the singularity theorems,
and Lorentzian splitting theorems. This is due to the fact global hyperbolicity is
equivalent to the existence of a Cauchy time function, whose level sets in turn are
Cauchy surfaces, i.e., domains suitable for specifying initial data for hyperbolic
PDEs, and for imposing focusing conditions for geodesics. This characterization
of global hyperbolicity was first obtained by Geroch [Ger70] in 1970 and makes
use of volume time functions. In the same vein, in this section we characterize
global hyperbolicity for Lorentzian pre-length spaces in four different ways by also
utilizing our constructions from Section 4.4.

4.5.1 Definitions and main result

The causality conditions we use for Lorentzian pre-length space are defined anal-
ogously to the smooth case as follows (cf. [Min18]).

Definition 4.56 ([KS18, Definition 2.35]). A Lorentzian pre-length space (X, d,�
,≤, τ) is called globally hyperbolic if it is non-totally imprisoning and the causal
diamonds J(p, q) are compact for all p, q ∈ X.

Definition 4.57. A time function t : X → R on a Lorentzian pre-length space
(X, d,�,≤, τ) is called a Cauchy time function if for every doubly-inextendible
causal curve γ we have Im(t ◦ γ) = R.

For smooth and continuous Lorentzian metrics, global hyperbolicity is also
characterized by the existence of a Cauchy surface, which is then a topological
(even smooth) hypersurface. We extend the definition verbatim, but adopt the
name Cauchy set to emphasize that we are not in the manifold setting.

Definition 4.58. Let (X, d,�,≤, τ) be a Lorentzian pre-length space. A Cauchy
set is a subset S ⊆ X such that every doubly-inextendible causal curve intersects
S exactly once.

Geroch [Ger70, Section 4] makes use of Leray’s notion of global hyperbolicity
which is formulated in terms of the topology on the collection of certain curves.
We will show that Definition 4.56 is equivalent to this notion also for Lorentzian
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pre-length spaces. To this end, for any two points p, q ∈ X, we consider the
set C(p, q) the equivalence class of future-directed causal curves from p to q with
continuous, strictly monotonically increasing reparametrizations, equipped with
the Hausdorff distance between the images of the curves as subsets in X, i.e.,

dH(γ1, γ2) = max{ sup
x∈γ1

d(x, γ2), sup
y∈γ2

d(γ1, y)}

(we write γi also for the image Im(γi), since the parametrization does not matter).
In this section we establish the third, and last, main result of this paper (which

via 4.23 immediately implies the Lorentzian length version stated in Theorem 4.3
of the Introduction).

Theorem 4.59. Let (X, d,�,≤, τ) be an approximating Lorentzian pre-length
space with limit curves. Suppose, in addition, that (X, d) is second countable and
proper. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) X is globally hyperbolic,

(ii) X is non-totally imprisoning and C(p, q) is compact, for any p, q ∈ X,

(iii) X admits a Cauchy time function,

(iv) X admits a Cauchy set.

Remark 4.60 (Smooth spacetimes). Manifolds are second-countable by defini-
tion. Moreover, any differentiable manifold admits a complete Riemannian metric
[NO61], and hence, by the Hopf–Rinow Theorem, a proper distance. For space-
times with continuous metrics, however, Theorem 4.59 cannot be applied unre-
strictedly, since only causally plain C0-spacetimes satisfy the axioms of Lorentzian
pre-length spaces [KS18, Example 5.2] (but a characterization of global hyperbol-
icity on all C0-spacetimes has been obtained in [Säm16]). On the other hand,
Theorem 4.59 is of course valid well beyond the manifold setting. For instance, by
the Hopf–Rinow–Cohn-Vossen Theorem it is sufficient that (X, d) is a complete,
locally compact length metric space for it to be proper.

Remark 4.61 (Topology change). On a spacetime (M, g), if S is a smooth Cauchy
surface, then any other Cauchy surface is diffeomorphic to S [BS03] (similarly, if
one works with continuous Cauchy surfaces, then they are homeomorphic). The
diffeomorphism can be constructed by following the flow of the time-orientation
vector field. Further, M is foliated by Cauchy surfaces.

For Lorentzian pre-length spaces X, it is still true that in the setting of The-
orem 4.59 the level sets of Cauchy time functions yield a decomposition of X
as a disjoint union of Cauchy sets. Different Cauchy sets, however, need not be
homeomorphic, nor even homotopy equivalent as the next examples show.

Example 4.62 (Degenerate subsets of Minkowski space). Let (M,η) be (n+ 1)-
dimensional Minkowski spacetime, with coordinates (t, x) ∈ R× Rn. Define

X := {(t, x) | t ≤ 0, x = 0 or t > 0, |x| = t/2}
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(here |x| denotes the Euclidean norm of x ∈ Rn), equipped with the causal and
chronological relations induced by η and the Euclidean distance. Then X is a
globally hyperbolic Lorentzian pre-length space and satisfies the assumptions of
Theorem 4.59. The function f(t, x) = t is a Cauchy time function, with some of
its level sets being points (if t ≤ 0) and some being (n− 1)-spheres (if t > 0).

Example 4.63 (Degenerate generalized cones). If (X1, d1), (X2, d2) are separable,
proper geodesic length spaces one can construct generalized cones Y1 and Y2 in
the sense of [Ale+19] over them and glue them together at the tip. The resulting
space can be equipped with the structure of a Lorentzian length space in the usual
way, which is then globally hyperbolic by [Ale+19, Prop. 4.10], and has Cauchy
sets homeomorphic to X1, X2 and {tip}.

4.5.2 Properties of Cauchy sets

In what follows we prove several results involving Cauchy sets that are crucial
in the proof of Theorem 4.59 for the implication (iv) =⇒ (ii), but are also of
independent interest. We make use of several results about inextendible causal
curves, in particular, about the existence of maximal extension of causal curves
obtained in Section 4.2.1.

Proposition 4.64 (Basic properties of Cauchy sets). Let (X, d,�,≤, τ) be an
approximating Lorentzian pre-length space with limit curves such that (X, d) is
proper. If S ⊆ X is a Cauchy set, then the following properties hold:

(i) S is acausal, i.e., distinct points on S are not causally related,

(ii) X = J−(S) ∪ J+(S),

(iii) X = I−(S) t S t I+(S), where t denotes the disjoint union,

(iv) J±(S) = I±(S) = I±(S) t S, and S and J±(S) are closed.

Proof. (i) Suppose p < q and p, q ∈ S. Then by causal path-connectedness, there
exists a causal curve γ : [a, b]→ X from p to q. By Proposition 4.25 there exists a
maximal doubly-inextendible extension λ of γ, which therefore intersects S more
than once, a contradiction to S being a Cauchy set.

(ii) Let p ∈ X. By Corollary 4.26, there exists a doubly-inextendible causal
curve γ through p. Since S is a Cauchy set, it intersects γ exactly once, say at
γ(0). Hence p ≤ γ(0) or γ(0) ≤ p.

(iii) Let p ∈ X. By Lemma 4.22, we can assume that the curve γ in (ii) is
timelike in a neighborhood of p. Then, if p ≤ γ(0), we have either p = γ(0) ∈ S or
p� γ(−ε) < γ(0) for some ε > 0, which then by the push-up Lemma 4.6 implies
p � γ(0). Applying the same argument in the case γ(0) ≤ p, we conclude that
p ∈ I−(S) ∪ S ∪ I+(S).

It remains to be shown that the union is disjoint. Since S is acausal by (i) and
the push-up property it is clear that S and I±(S) are disjoint. Moreover, I+(S)
and I−(S) are disjoint since otherwise, there exists a causal curve that intersects
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S at two different points or is closed timelike (if the points coincide), and hence
contradict S being Cauchy.

(iv) The sets I±(S) =
⋃
p∈S I

±(p) are unions of open sets and hence open. By

(iii) is S = X \ (I−(S)t I+(S)) the complement of open sets and thus closed. By
the same argument is X \ I∓(S) = I±(S) t S closed, and hence

I±(S) ⊆ I±(S) t S = I±(S) t S ⊆ J±(S) ⊆ I±(S),

where the last inclusion is due to the assumption that X is approximating. Thus
J±(S) = I±(S), and hence closed.

Closedness of Cauchy sets, in particular, will be key in establishing (iv) =⇒
(ii) of Theorem 4.59. In the remaining lemmas of this subsection we prove this
implication in steps.

Lemma 4.65. Let (X, d,�,≤, τ) be an approximating Lorentzian pre-length space
with limit curves. Suppose, in addition, that (X, d) is proper. If X contains a
Cauchy set S, then X is non-totally imprisoning.

Proof. Suppose X is totally imprisoning. Then by Theorem 4.30, there is a com-
pact set K ⊆ X and a doubly-inextendible future-directed causal curve γ : R→ K.
By Definition 4.58 we know that, without loss of generality, γ ∩ S = {γ(0)}.

First we show that γ̃ := γ|[1,∞) must come arbitrarily close to S, that is, there
exist parameter values sn such that d(γ̃(sn),S) < 1/n, for all n ∈ N. Suppose this
is not the case: then there exists a δ such that d(γ̃(s),S) > δ for all s ∈ [1,∞), and
hence γ̃ is contained in the compact set K \Sδ, where Sδ := {x ∈ X | d(x,S) < δ}.
But then, since γ̃ is future-inextendible, by the proof of Theorem 4.30, there also
exists a doubly-inextendible causal curve contained in K \ Sδ, in contradiction to
S being a Cauchy set. Thus we conclude that there must exist a sequence (sn)n
such that d(γ̃(sn),S) → 0. Moreover, since S is closed by Proposition 4.64 (iv),
K ∩ S is compact, and hence (γ̃(sn))n converges, up to a subsequence, to some
point p ∈ S. This implies, since γ ∩ S = {γ(0)}, that sn →∞.

Having established the existence of a sequence sn →∞ in R such that γ(sn)→
p ∈ S, we may consider the sequence of past-directed causal curves λn : [0, sn]→ X
given by

λn(s) = γ(sn − s).
By Lemma 4.12, γ has infinite arclength, and thus Ld(λn) → ∞. Since λn(0) →
p, we can apply Theorem 4.19 to find a past-directed limit curve λ : [0,∞) →
X with λ(0) = p, hence λ([0,∞)) ⊆ J−(p) ⊆ J−(S). On the other hand, we
have that γ([0,∞)) ⊆ J+(γ(0)) ⊆ J+(S), therefore λn([0, sn]) ⊆ J+(S). By
Proposition 4.64(iv), J+(S) is closed, so as a limit curve, λ is contained in it. But
then λ([0,∞)) ⊆ J−(S)∩J+(S). This is a contradiction since, by Proposition 4.64
(iv), J−(S)∩J+(S) = S, and by Proposition 4.64 (i), Cauchy surfaces are acausal.

Finally, the last two lemmas prove compactness of C(p, q). They are adapted
from Geroch’s original proof for smooth spacetimes [Ger70]. Similarly to C(p, q),
we denote by C(p,S) the space of causal curves from a point p ∈ X to a Cauchy
set S, equipped with the Hausdorff distance.
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Lemma 4.66. Let (X, d,�,≤, τ) be an approximating Lorentzian pre-length space
with limit curves. Suppose, in addition, that (X, d) is proper. Let S be a Cauchy
surface in X. Then for all p ∈ X, the space C(p,S) is compact.

Proof. Suppose C(p,S) 6= ∅, otherwise the statement is trivial. In particular, this
means that p ∈ J−(S). The set C(p,S) together with the Hausdorff distance dH is
a metric space, and hence it remains to prove sequential compactness. Let (γn)n
be a sequence in C(p,S). We distinguish between two cases:

1. There exists a constant C > 0 such that Ld(γn) < C for all n ∈ N. Then
by Theorem 4.16, a subsequence of (γn)n converges uniformly (and thus also
with respect to dH) to a future-directed causal limit curve γ : [0, 1] → X.
Since γn(0) = p, also γ(0) = p. Moreover, γn(1) ∈ S for all n ∈ N, and S is
closed by Proposition 4.64 (iv), thus also γ(1) ∈ S. Hence γ ∈ C(p,S).

2. On the other hand, assume that Ld(γn) → ∞. By Theorem 4.19 a subse-
quence of (γn)n converges locally uniformly to a future-inextendible causal
limit curve γ : [0,∞)→ X. Since γn ⊆ J−(S), and by Proposition 4.64(iv),
J−(S) is closed, we have γ ⊆ J−(S). By Proposition 4.25, there exists a
doubly-inextendible extension γ̃ : R → X of γ, which by transitivity of ≤ is
also contained in J−(S). Then γ̃ must intersect S, say at γ̃(s0). This implies
that for all s > s0, γ(s) ∈ J−(S)∩J+(S) = S. Moreover, γ|(s0,∞) cannot be
constant, because then by Lemma 4.12, γ would be future-extendible. Since
by Proposition 4.64 (i) S is acausal, we arrive at a contradiction.

Lemma 4.67. Let (X, d,�,≤, τ) be a approximating Lorentzian pre-length space
with limit curves. Suppose, in addition, that (X, d) is proper. If X contains a
Cauchy set S, then C(p, q) is compact for all p, q ∈ X.

Proof. By Lemma 4.65, if X contains a Cauchy set S, then X is non-totally
imprisoning and hence causal. Thus we may assume without loss of generality
that p < q so that C(p, q) is nontrivial. We prove sequential compactness, with
(γn)n always denoting a sequence in C(p, q). In view of Proposition 4.64 (i) and
(iii), we can distinguish three cases:

1. p ∈ S and q ∈ I+(S) (or analogously, q ∈ S and p ∈ I−(S)): Then (γn)n
can be seen as a sequence in C(S, q). By Lemma 4.66, there exists a limit
curve γ in C(S, q). But since γn starts at p for all n, also γ must start at p,
hence it is an element of C(p, q).

2. p, q ∈ I+(S) (or analogously, p, q ∈ I−(S)): There exists a future-directed
timelike curve λ from S to p. Construct a new sequence (γ̃n)n by concate-
nating λ with γn. Then (γ̃n)n is a sequence in C(S, q) and thus has a causal
limit curve γ̃ by Lemma 4.66. Because of how the sequence was constructed,
(γ̃n)n must be the concatenation of λ with a causal curve γ ∈ C(p, q) which
is the Hausdorff limit of (γn)n.

3. p ∈ I−(S) and q ∈ I+(S): By Proposition 4.25 we can extend each γn, and
the maximal extension must intersect S exactly once, say at γ(0). Because
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of Proposition 4.64 (iv), γ(0) cannot lie to the past of p nor to the future of
q, hence it must in fact lie on γn. Consider the sequence (γ̄n)n where γ̄n is
the restriction of γn from p to γn(0). By Lemma 4.66 a subsequence (γ̄nk)k
converges to a limit curve γ̄ in C(p,S). Similarly, consider the sequence
(γ̃nk)k of the restrictions of the original curves γnk from γnk(0) to q. By
Lemma 4.66, we may assume it converges to a limit curve γ̃ in C(S, q). Since
by construction the endpoints of γ̄ and γ̃ agree on S, we can join them to
obtain a limit causal curve of (a subsequence of) the original sequence (γn)n
from p to q.

4.5.3 Proof of Theorem 4.59

We prove Theorem 4.59 in several steps. The implications (ii) =⇒ (i) and (iii)
=⇒ (iv) are straightforward. The most involved step (iv) =⇒ (ii) follows from our
results in Section 4.5.2 about properties of Cauchy sets. Finally, for the implica-
tion (i) =⇒ (iii) we show that the averaged volume functions of Section 4.4 have
additional properties on globally hyperbolic Lorentzian pre-length spaces.

Proof of Theorem 4.59. (ii) =⇒ (i) By (ii), X is already non-totally imprisoning,
and thus it remains to be shown that the causal diamonds J(p, q) are compact for
all p ≤ q. If p = q, then J(p, q) = {p} because non-total imprisonment implies
causality. Suppose that p < q. Let (xn)n be any sequence in J(p, q). By causal
path-connectedness of X, every xn lies on a causal curve γn : [0, 1] → X from p
to q. By (ii), the space of curves C(p, q) is compact, and hence a subsequence
(γnk)k of (γn)n converges to a causal curve γ ∈ C(p, q) in the Hausdorff sense. In
particular, for the corresponding points, d(xnk , γ)→ 0 as k →∞. Since γ itself is
compact, a subsequence of (xnk)k must converge to a point on γ. Hence J(p, q) is
compact.

(iii) =⇒ (iv) Suppose t is a Cauchy time function. Then the level sets of t
are Cauchy sets: For s ∈ R consider the preimage S = t−1({s}). Since t is a
time function, any future-directed causal curve γ intersects S at most once. If γ
is furthermore doubly-inextendible, and since t is Cauchy, Im(t ◦ γ) = R and thus
S ∩ γ 6= ∅. Hence doubly-inextendible causal curves intersect S at exactly one
point.

(iv) =⇒ (ii) Suppose X admits a Cauchy set. By Lemma 4.65, X is non-
totally imprisoning. By Lemma 4.67, the set of future-directed causal curves
C(p, q) between p and q is compact for any p, q ∈ X.

(i) =⇒ (iii) Let

t := ln

(
− t
−

t+

)
.

By (i), X is globally is hyperbolic, and thus it follows immediately from Lemma 4.69
(see below) that t is a Cauchy time function.

We finish the remaining parts of the proof of (i) =⇒ (iii). By definition, I±(p) ⊆
J±(p) for all points p in a Lorentzian pre-length space X. If X is approximating
then furthermore J±(p) ⊆ I±(p), and thus I±(p) = J±(p). If X is globally
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hyperbolic, we can say even more, which will allow us to apply our results of
Section 4.4.

Proposition 4.68. Let (X, d,�,≤, τ) be a causally path-connected, approximat-
ing Lorentzian pre-length space. If X is globally hyperbolic, then X is causally
simple, meaning that J±(p) is closed and thus J±(p) = I±(p) for all p ∈ X.
Moreover, if X is causally simple, then X is causally continuous.

Proof. These statements were shown by Aké et al. for Lorentzian length spaces
[ACS20, Propositions 3.13 & 3.14]. The same proof goes through for our assump-
tions, because the assumption of localizability is only needed to invoke [ACS20,
Sequence Lemma 2.25] which in our case is replaced by Lemma 4.21.

We also need the following result.

Lemma 4.69. Let (X, d,�,≤, τ) be an approximating Lorentzian pre-length space
with limit curves. Suppose, in addition, that (X, d) is a proper metric space
equipped with a Borel probability measure of full support and corresponding aver-
aged volume functions t+ : X → [−∞, 0] and t− : X → [0,∞] (see Definition 4.41).
If X is globally hyperbolic, then t± are time functions. Moreover, for every doubly-
inextendible future-directed causal curve γ : (a, b)→ X it holds that

lim
s→b

t+(γ(s)) = lim
s→a

t−(γ(s)) = 0.

Proof. We follow [Die87, Satz II.20]. Suppose X is globally hyperbolic, approxi-
mating Lorentzian pre-length space with limit curves. Then by Proposition 4.68
X is causally continuous, and thus by Theorem 4.52 t± are time functions.

To show the second part of the statement, assume for contradiction that
γ : (a, b]→ X is a future-directed past-inextendible causal curve with

lim
s→a

t−(γ(s)) > 0. (4.3)

On the other hand, by standard measure theory [KP08, Thm. 1.2.5] and Lebesgue’s
dominated convergence theorem,

lim
s→a

t−(γ(s)) = lim
s→a

∫ 1

0

µ
(
I−r (γ(s))

)
dr

=

∫ 1

0

lim
s→a

µ
(
I−r (γ(s))

)
dr

=

∫ 1

0

µ

(⋂
s>a

I−r (γ(s))

)
dr.

Assumption (4.3) implies that there exists an r ∈ (0, 1) and a point

p ∈
⋂
s>a

I−r (γ(s)).

This means that for every s > a, there exists a q ∈ I−(γ(s)) such that d(q, p) < r.
In particular, we can find a sequence qn ∈ I− (γ(a+ 1/n)) such that d(qn, p) <
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r for all n ∈ N. Because d is proper, the closed ball of radius r around p is
compact, and hence qn converges to a limit point q (up to a subsequence). Now
for a given s > a, we choose n0 such that s > a + 1/n0. Then, by the push-
up Lemma 4.6, qn ∈ I−(γ(s)) for all n ≥ n0. Because of this, q ∈ I−(γ(s)) =
J−(γ(s)), where the last equality follows by global hyperbolicity and Proposition
4.68. Since s > a was arbitrary, we have that γ ⊆ J+(q). In particular, q ≤
γ(b), and by global hyperbolicity, J(q, γ(b)) is compact. But then the curve γ is
imprisoned in J(q, γ(b)), in contradiction to global hyperbolicity.

This concludes our characterization of global hyperbolicity with the existence
of Cauchy time functions (and Cauchy sets) in the setting of Lorentzian pre-length
spaces.



Chapter 5

Topology change with Morse
functions: progress on the
Borde–Sorkin conjecture

This chapter is based on the preprint [GH22] of the same title, which has been
accepted for publication in Advances in Theoretical and Mathematical Physics.1

5.1 Introduction

In General Relativity, by solving the initial value problem for Einstein’s Equations,
one finds the time evolution of the spacetime metric. In this picture, the topol-
ogy of the constant time slices always remains the same. Precisely speaking, the
maximal globally hyperbolic development of some initial data V is, on the level of
topology (Geroch [Ger70]) and differentiable structure (Bernal and Sánchez [BS03;
BS05]), simply V ×R. The question remains whether this rigid product structure
is desirable, or whether we should allow the topology to change over time as well.

There are several instances where topology change is desirable. The dynamical
creation of a wormhole, for example, is necessarily a topology changing process,
as it involves attaching a handle to space. Already in 1957, Wheeler argued that
quantum fluctuations of spacetime should modify the topology [Whe57]. Moreover,
in certain approaches to Quantum Gravity, instead of considering the determinis-
tic evolution of a spatial slice under the Einstein Equations, the idea is to find the
transition probability between two spatial slices V1, V2. This is done by computing
a path-integral over all cobordisms between V1 and V2; that is, manifoldsM with
boundary ∂M = V1 t V2. These cobordisms also have to be equipped with a
Lorentzian (or, in Euclidean Quantum Gravity, Riemannian) metric, and possibly

1I would like to thank Elefterios Soultanis and Maximilian Ruep for very interesting dis-
cussions, and Annegret Burtscher for comments on the draft. I am also grateful to Bernardo
Araneda and Simon Pepin Lehalleur for pointing me to reference [KS21].
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satisfy some additional conditions. It is then natural to think that the transi-
tion probability between V1 and V2 might be non-zero also when V1 and V2 are
not homeomorphic, as long as appropriate cobordisms exist. We refer to [AL98;
Dow02; Sor97] for further discussion on the role of topology change in Quantum
Gravity.

Which properties should a Lorentzian cobordism satisfy, in order to consider
it physically reasonable? In this paper, we will focus on the case of compact
cobordisms (i.e. spatially closed universes). Geroch [Ger67] showed that any non-
trivial (meaning with V1 6= V2) compact Lorentzian cobordism must contain closed
timelike curves. Because of this, the only way to have topology change without
time travel is by allowing the spacetime metric to degenerate at certain singular
points [Kun67; Yod72]. Notice that the case of non-compact time slices is less
restricted, with examples of topology change without closed timelike curves and
without singular points obtained by multiple authors (see Sánchez [Sán23] for the
most recent ones and for the overview of previous work on p. 16).

One interpretation of a degenerate metric is to consider the singular points as
naked singularities, and not as points in the spacetime manifold. In this paper,
however, we do the opposite: we consider the singular points as points in the
spacetime, where nothing special happens, except that, in some sense, the topology
change happens there. Our point of view implies that the spacetime metric is not
Lorentzian everywhere, but this is not so bad, since the metric is not a physical
observable in itself. Indeed, we will show that the causal and length structures
can be satisfactorily generalized to include the singular points (some work on
the curvature has also been done [LS97]). Still, allowing degenerate metrics does
introduce many new questions and problems (irrespective of our point of view
on the singular points). Already in the 1980s, Anderson and DeWitt showed
that on their famous “trousers spacetime”, quantum fields create infinite bursts
of energy in the presence of singular points [AD86]. This result was later refined
and confirmed in Manogue et al. [MCD88] and Buck et al. [Buc+17]. The aim of
subsequent work was to impose additional conditions that avoid such pathologies.

A concrete and very useful construction of degenerate Lorentzian metrics on
cobordisms was given by Yodzis [Yod72; Yod73] using Morse functions. This idea
was further developed by Sorkin [Sor89] and collaborators [Bor+99; DS98; DG98;
DGS00a; DGS00b; LS97], under the name of Morse geometries. We continue this
approach in the present paper.

The construction of a Morse geometry is as follows. Let M be a compact
cobordism of dimension n, h a Riemannian metric, ζ > 1 a constant, and f a
Morse function. Recall that a smooth function f : M → R is called a Morse
function if all its critical points (where df = 0) are non-degenerate (not to be
confused with the (non-)degeneracy of the spacetime metric). This is equivalent
to saying that around each critical point, there exist coordinates xi such that

f =
1

2

∑
i

ai(x
i)2, (5.1)

where ai 6= 0 are constants. It follows, in particular, that the critical points are
isolated. The index of a critical point is defined as the number of negative ai (see
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[Mil63] for more details). Louko and Sorkin define the Morse metric corresponding
to (M, h, f, ζ) by

g = ‖df‖2h h− ζdf ⊗ df, (5.2)

which, in coordinates, gives

gµν := (hαβ∂αf∂βf)hµν − ζ∂µf∂νf. (5.3)

Let M = M \ (∂M∪ {pi}i), where {pi}i is the set of critical points of f . By
abuse of notation, we call the restriction of g to M also g. Since df vanishes
only at the critical points, g is Lorentzian on M , and the pair (M, g) forms a
spacetime in the usual sense. It is clear from (5.2) that f is a time function on
(M, g), when choosing the time orientation to be given by the gradient vector field
∇αf := hαβ∂βf . Following the nomenclature of Borde et al. [Bor+99], we call
(M, g) a Morse spacetime and (M, h, f, ζ) a Morse geometry2. It is known that
for any pair of connected 3-manifolds, there exists a Morse geometry interpolating
between them [DS98; DGS00b].

According to the following two conjectures, the infinite bursts of energy found
by Anderson and DeWitt are only present on certain topology-changing space-
times, but not on others.

Conjecture 5.1 (Sorkin). A quantum field propagating on a Morse geometry
(M, h, f, ζ) has an unphysical singular behaviour if and only if the Morse spacetime
(M, g) is causally discontinuous.

Conjecture 5.2 (Borde–Sorkin). The Morse spacetime (M, g) induced by a Morse
geometry (M, h, f, ζ) is causally continuous if and only if all critical points of f
have index different from 1 and n− 1.

Recall that causal continuity roughly means that the past and future I±(p)
varies continuously with the point p (see Appendix 5.6 for details). Causal conti-
nuity was introduced in Hawking and Sachs [HS74] as a minimal requirement for
a spacetime to be physically reasonable, for reasons unrelated to quantum theory.
Thus Conjecture 5.2 is also interesting beyond the obvious link to Conjecture 5.1.
Conjecture 5.1 is mentioned as early as 1990 in Sorkin [Sor89], while the earliest
reference for Conjecture 5.2 is an indirect source (Dowker and Garcia [DG98] from
1998). Both of them remain open to this day. Conjecture 5.2 has seen important
progress through the works of Borde, Dowker, Garcia, Sorkin and Surya [Bor+99;
DGS00a; DGS00b]. In this paper, we contribute to this effort by showing the
following special case:

Theorem 5.3. Let (M, h, f, ζ) be a Morse geometry of dimension n with a single
critical point pc ∈M. Suppose that pc has index λ 6= 0, 1, n−1, n, and is contained
in a coordinate neighborhood where

f =
1

2

∑
i

ai(x
i)2, h =

∑
i

(dxi)2, (5.4)

2In [DGS00b], the inverted nomenclature is used.
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for some real constants ai 6= 0 satisfying

1

ζ
<

∣∣∣∣ aiaj
∣∣∣∣ < ζ and

5

8
≤
∣∣∣∣ aiaj
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 8

5
for all i, j. (5.5)

Then the corresponding Morse spacetime (M, g) is causally continuous.

In Section 5.3 (Proposition 5.15) we will show that one can always find coor-
dinates where (5.4) holds, up to adding a perturbation to h which vanishes at pc.
Moreover, we conjecture that the first part of (5.5) is sharp, in the sense that its
violation leads to causal discontinuity (see Example 5.17 and Conjecture 5.18).

Combining Theorem 5.3 with previous results by other authors (fleshed out
below), we can summarize the current status of Conjecture 5.2 in the next theorem.

Theorem 5.4. Let (M, h, f, ζ) be a Morse geometry of dimension n ≥ 2, and
(M, g) the corresponding Morse spacetime. Assume f has a single critical point
for each critical value.

(i) If f has at least one critical point of index λ = 1, n−1, then (M, g) is causally
discontinuous.

(ii) If each critical point of f has index λ = 0, n, or has any index λ 6= 1, n− 1
and is contained in a neighborhood as in Theorem 5.3, then (M, g) is causally
continuous.

The case λ = 0, n in part (ii) was solved in Borde et al. [Bor+99], along with
the special case of Theorem 5.3 corresponding to |ai| = 1 for all i. Part (i) of
Theorem 5.4 was shown in Dowker et al. [DGS00b]. Also in [DGS00b], it was
shown that the case of multiple critical points (as long as there is only one per
critical value) reduces to the case of a single critical point: the Morse spacetime
is causally continuous if and only if every critical point has a causally continuous
neighborhood.

The proof of Theorem 5.3 is contained in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, we discuss
the necessity of our assumptions, and possible generalizations of our proof. Based
on this discussion, we propose a modified version of the Borde–Sorkin conjecture in
Section 5.4, where we also give concluding remarks. Appendix 5.5 contains results
of [Bor+99] that we need in our proofs, and Appendix 5.6 gives some background
on causal continuity.

5.2 Proof of Theorem 5.3

Before starting, let us give a brief outline of the proof. Recall from the introduction
that the case of |ai| = 1 for all i has already been solved in Borde et al. [Bor+99],
a result that we build upon. While in the case of |ai| = 1 there are a lot of
symmetries, which allow for good coordinate choices (see Appendix 5.5), this is no
longer true in the general case. Our strategy is to extend the causal structure from
(M, g) toM, in a way that preserves its most important properties: openness of the
chronological relation I+, the push-up principle J+(I+(q)) = I+(J+(q)) = I+(q),
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and the properties of limits of causal curves. Once these properties are proven,
causal continuity follows almost immediately, as it would in Minkowski spacetime.

The most difficult to establish, out of the three properties, is the openness of
the chronological relation. We do this in Subsection 5.2.2. The argument is based
on reduction to the |ai| = 1 case. Once openness of the chronological relation
is established, the rest of the proof can be performed without the need to make
any coordinate choices whatsoever, and without further use of the assumptions
(5.4) and (5.5). This second part of the proof is contained in Subsection 5.2.3. It
requires heavy use of the limit curve theorems of Minguzzi [Min08a].

5.2.1 Notation and first steps

Throughout this section, we assume that (M, h, f, ζ) is a Morse geometry of di-
mension n ≥ 4, with a single critical point pc of index λ 6= 0, 1, n − 1, n lying in
the interior of M. As in the introduction, we write M :=M\ (∂M∪ {pc}), and
g denotes the metric (5.2), which is Lorentzian on M and degenerate-Lorentzian
onM. We do not use Einstein’s summation convention: all sums are written out,
but without making explicit the summation limits. Hence

∑
i means

∑n
i=1, and

similarly maxi means maxi=1,...,n. For convenience, we refer to the hypothesis of
Theorem 5.3 as Condition 1.

Condition 1. There exists an open set U ⊆M with pc ∈ U , an open ball B ∈ Rn
around the origin, and a coordinate chart φ : U → B of M such that φ(pc) = 0
and

f ◦ φ−1 =
1

2

∑
i

ai(x
i)2, h ◦ φ−1 =

∑
i

(dxi)2, (5.6)

for some real constants ai 6= 0. Moreover, setting

ζc := max
i,j

∣∣∣∣ aiaj
∣∣∣∣ ,

we have

ζc ≤
8

5
and ζc < ζ. (5.7)

The value of ζc does not depend on the choice of coordinates, as long they
satisfy (5.6) (we give a detailed argument for this in Section 5.3.1). We will
usually suppress the coordinate map φ from the notation, and whenever we write
xi, it will refer to the coordinates as given by Condition 1. In these coordinates,
the metric (5.2) takes the form

g =
∑
i,j

(
aix

idxj
)2 − ζ (∑

k

akx
kdxk

)2

. (5.8)

An important tool in our proof will be to reduce some computations to the case
of isotropic neighborhoods as studied in Borde et al. [Bor+99] (see also Appendix
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5.5). These are metrics where Condition 1 is satisfied, but with the stronger
requirement that |ai| = 1 for all i. The following lemma gives us such an isotropic
neighborhood metric giso with lightcones narrower than those of g.

Lemma 5.5. Suppose that Condition 1 is satisfied, and consider on U the linear
change of coordinates

xi 7→ yi :=
√
|ai|ζ

1
4
c x

i.

Then the tensor given in these new coordinates by

giso :=
∑
i,j

(
yidyj

)2 − ζ

ζc

(∑
k

sign(ak)ykdyk

)2

(5.9)

is a Lorentzian metric on U \ {pc}, with lightcones narrower that those of g.

Proof. By (5.7), ζ/ζc > 1, and hence giso is a neighborhood metric in the sense
of Borde et al. (see Appendix 5.5). In particular, giso is Lorentzian everywhere
except at the origin. In the y-coordinates, the metric (5.8) takes the form

g =
1

ζc

∑
i,j

∣∣∣∣ aiaj
∣∣∣∣ (yidyj)2 − ζ

ζc

(∑
k

sign(ak)ykdyk

)2

.

For a vector V ∈ TU (with components V i in the y-coordinates), this means

g(V, V ) =
1

ζc

∑
i,j

∣∣∣∣ aiaj
∣∣∣∣ (yiV j)2 − ζ

ζc

(∑
k

sign(ak)ykV k

)2

≤
∑
i,j

(
yiV j

)2 − ζ

ζc

(∑
k

sign(ak)ykV k

)2

= giso(V, V )

Hence if giso(V, V ) ≤ 0, then also g(V, V ) ≤ 0. In other words, giso has narrower
lightcones than g.

Another crucial element in the proof will be the extension of the causal relation
from M toM. Let γ : I →M be a locally Lipschitz curve. By continuity, we can
write γ−1(M) = γ−1(M) \ γ−1(pc) as a union of intervals

⋃
i Ii. If γ : Ii → M

is future-directed (f.d.) causal for every i, then we say that γ : I → M is future-
directed causal, and analogously for timelike and/or past-directed curves. This
gives rise to a notion of futures and pasts I±M(p), J±M(p) in M. Additionally, for
p 6= pc, we denote by I±M (p), J±M (p) the usual past and future sets in the spacetime
(M, g).

The following lemma tells us that no causal curve can be imprisoned in a
neighborhood of pc (see [BEE96, pp. 61-62] for the definition of non-imprisonment
on non-degenerate spacetimes).
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Lemma 5.6. Let γ : (a, b)→M be a causal curve which is future inextendible in
M . Then either lims→b γ(s) = pc or γ runs into ∂M.

Proof. Because f is a time function on (M, g), (M, g) is strongly causal. Then, by
[BEE96, Prop. 3.13], given any compact set K ⊆M , there exists δ > 0 such that
γ(s) 6∈ K for all s ∈ (b − δ, b) (in other words, γ must leave K and never enter
it again). Let U ⊆ M be any open set (not necessarily connected) containing pc
and ∂M. Then we can choose K =M\U , and hence there exists δ > 0 such that
γ(s) ∈ U for all s ∈ (b− δ, b). Since U was arbitrary, we are done.

5.2.2 Openness of chronological pasts and futures

In this subsection, we characterize the past I−M(pc) of the critical point pc. Every
statement has a time-reversed analogue for the future I+

M(pc) (which we do not
write out explicitly). The following condition is very important. It states that if
from a point q ∈ M we can reach pc via timelike curves, then we can also reach
a whole neighborhood of pc. This is a well-known fact for spacetimes without
singular points.

Condition 2 (Openness of I+
M). For every q ∈ I±M(pc) there exists a neighborhood

U of pc such that U \ {pc} ⊆ I∓M (q).

An important consequence of Condition 2 is that the chronological relation is
not altered by removing pc.

Lemma 5.7 (I+
M = I+

M ∩M). Suppose Condition 2 is satisfied. Then, for every
p ∈M it holds that I+

M (p) = I+
M(p) ∩M .

Proof. The inclusion I+
M (p) ⊂ I+

M(p) ∩M is trivial. It remains to show the other
direction. Let q ∈ I+

M (p), and let γ : [a, b] →M be a timelike curve from p to q.
If γ avoids pc, there is nothing to prove. Hence suppose that γ(c) = pc for some
c. Then pc ∈ I+

M(p) ∩ I−M(q), so by Condition 2 we can find neighborhoods U , V
of pc such that U \ {pc} ⊆ I+

M (p) and V \ {pc} ⊆ I−M (q). But then we can find a
point z ∈ U ∩ V \ {pc}, and a timelike curve σ : [a, b] → M from p to q passing
through z.

In Appendix 5.5 (Lemma 5.19), we show that Condition 2 holds for the isotropic
metric giso, which is simpler than g, and has narrower lightcones (Lemma 5.5).
Making use of this fact, we show through the following lemma that Condition 2
also holds for our metric of interest g.

Lemma 5.8. Condition 1 implies Condition 2.

The rest of this subsection is dedicated to proving Lemma 5.8. We start by
discussing coordinate choices. Assume w.l.o.g. that we have ordered our coordi-
nates xi, where f ,h take the form (5.6), so that ai < 0 for i = 1, ..., λ and aj > 0
for j = λ+ 1, ..., n. We then define the following “radial” coordinates

r2 :=
1

2

λ∑
i=1

−ai(xi)2, ρ2 :=
1

2

n∑
j=λ+1

aj(x
j)2.
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By following the flow of the gradient vector ∇r (by which we mean the gradient
taken with respect to h, so that h(∇r, ·) = dr(·)) we get a diffeomorphism from
Rn−λ \ {0} to R× Sλ−1. This gives us a coordinate system (r, θ1, ..., θλ−1) on Rλ,
where we view Rλ as the subspace spanned by the xi coordinates with i = 1, ..., λ.
Essentially, all we have done is changing to polar coordinates, but it is important
that we have done so in a way that the angular directions are g-orthogonal to
the r-direction. We can do the same construction with ρ, obtaining coordinates
(ρ, φ1, ..., φn−λ−1) on Rn−λ. Furthermore, we have

f = ρ2 − r2, α := (ρr)
1
p , (5.10)

where p > 0 is a constant, f is just our Morse function, and α is chosen so
that h(∇f,∇α) = 0. Using (f, α, θ1, ..., θλ, φ1, ..., φn−λ−1) as our coordinates, the
Euclidean metric h takes the form

h =
df2

‖∇f‖2
+

dα2

‖∇α‖2
+ hΘ + hΦ,

and thus the Morse metric g takes the form

g = −(ζ − 1)df2 +
‖∇f‖2

‖∇α‖2
dα2 + ‖∇f‖2(hΘ + hΦ). (5.11)

Here we have used that, by definition, ‖∇f‖ = ‖df‖. Having chosen our coordi-
nates, we now state a lemma that constitutes the most important step in the proof
of Lemma 5.8.

Lemma 5.9. Suppose Condition 1 is satisfied. Let q ∈ I−M(pc), and let γ : [0, 1]→
M be any f.d. timelike curve from γ(0) = q to γ(1) = pc, which we express in
coordinates as

γ(s) = (f(s), α(s),Θ(s),Φ(s)). (5.12)

Then, for every 0 < ε < α(0), the curve σ : [0, sε]→M given by

σ(s) := (f(s), α(s)− ε,Θ(s),Φ(s)) (5.13)

is f.d. timelike. Here sε := min{s ∈ (0, 1) | α(s) = ε}.

Proof. The statement is trivially true if α(0) = 0 (since then there exist no suitable
ε), and otherwise sε is well-defined (the minimum exists) by continuity of α(s).
Moreover, our choice of ε and sε ensures that α(s) − ε ≥ 0 for all s ∈ [0, sε], so
that the curve σ is also well-defined.

Note that shifting α by a constant ε while leaving f,Θ,Φ fixed (as is done in
(5.13)), is equivalent to shifting both ρ2 and r2 by a quantity ε(s). We are going
to show that g(σ̇(s), σ̇(s)) ≤ g(γ̇(s), γ̇(s)) < 0. This will be done in multiple steps,
corresponding to various terms in (5.11).

Step 1 (Angular part). Let πΘ denote the orthogonal projection onto the
subspace of the tangent space spanned by the Θ angular directions. We will show
that

h(πΘσ̇, πΘσ̇) ≤ h(πΘγ̇, πΘγ̇).
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An analogous statement holds for πΦ. We proceed by computing πΘσ̇. Notice
that shifting r(s)2 to r(s)2− ε(s) means following the flow F : M×R→M of the
vector field ∇r for a certain time t(s) > 0. Then

σ̇(s) = DF (γ(s), t(s))γ̇(s) +
∂F

∂t
(γ(s), t(s))ṫ. (5.14)

Similary, shifting ρ2 means following the flow of −∇ρ. Notice also that

∂F

∂t
(γ(s), t(s)) = ∇r(F (γ(s), t(s))).

Hence the second term on the RHS of (5.14) only adds a contribution to the r
component of σ̇(s) (but not to the angular components). We can compute DF by
solving the ODE

∂

∂t
DF (x, t) = D(∇r)(F (x, t))DF (x, t)

with initial condition DF (x, 0) = Id. In Cartesian coordinates D∇r takes a block
diagonal form:

D∇rij =


aiδij for i, j = 1, ..., λ,

δij for i, j = λ+ 1, ..., n,

0 otherwise,

hence

DF (x, t)ij =


eaitδij for i, j = 1, ..., λ,

δij for i, j = λ+ 1, ..., n,

0 otherwise.

(5.15)

Moreover, we have that DF (x, t)∂r ∝ ∂r because F is the flow of a vector field
collinear to ∂r. Therefore

πΘDF V = πΘDFπΘV for any V ∈ TM,

and thus we can write

h(πΘσ̇, πΘσ̇) = h(πΘDFπΘγ̇, πΘDFπΘγ̇)

≤ h(DFπΘγ̇, DFπΘγ̇)

≤ h(πΘγ̇, πΘγ̇).

Here we have first used that the orthogonal projection πΘ cannot increase the
norm, and then that DF cannot increase the norm either, because it does not
increase any of the Cartesian components (5.15).

Step 2 (α direction). We want to show that ‖∇f‖
2

‖∇α‖2 does not increase when

shifting r2 and ρ2 by ε, so that we do not get a larger contribution in (5.11). Thus
in what follows we view r and ρ as functions of ε, in the sense that r2 = r2

0 + ε
and ρ2 = ρ2

0 + ε with respect to some reference values r0, ρ0 (but we will omit the
subscript 0 from the notation). From this point of view, what we want to show is

∂

∂ε

∣∣∣
ε=0

‖∇f‖2

‖∇α‖2
≥ 0.
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We begin with some preliminary computations, where ν := 2− 1
p , and all deriva-

tives are evaluated at ε = 0.

∂

∂ε
ρ2 = 1,

∂

∂ε
ρ4 = 2ρ2,

∂

∂ε
(rρ)2ν = ν(rρ)2ν−2(r2 + ρ2),

‖∇f‖2 = ‖df‖2 = ‖d(r2)‖2 + ‖d(ρ2)‖2,

‖∇α‖2 = ‖dα‖2 =
1

(2p(rρ)ν)2

(
ρ4‖d(r2)‖2 + r4‖d(ρ2)‖2

)
.

Moreover, we need the following estimates,

aρ2 ≤ ‖d(ρ2)‖2 ≤ Aρ2,

a ≤ ∂

∂ε
‖d(ρ2)‖2 ≤ A,

where a = 2 mini=1,...,n ai, A = 2 maxi=1,...,n ai. These are easily proven in Carte-
sian coordinates.

Applying the chain rule and substituting the previous computations and esti-
mates, we get, after a lengthy but trivial computation, the estimate

∂

∂ε

‖∇f‖2

‖∇α‖2
≥

(νa2 −A2)(r6 + ρ6) +
(
(3ν + 2)a2 − 5A2

)
(ρ4r2 + ρ2r4)

(2p(rρ)ν)2‖∇α‖4
,

where the RHS is guaranteed to be positive if

A2

a2
≤ min{ν, 3ν + 2

5
}.

Since ν ∈ (1, 2) only enters in our choice of coordinates, we can freely choose it.
In particular, as long as

A2

a2
≤ 8

5
,

we can choose ν close enough to 2 so that ∂
∂ε
‖∇f‖2
‖∇α‖2 ≥ 0.

Step 3. (Final argument). It simply remains to compare g(σ̇, σ̇) to g(γ̇, γ̇),
term by term, according to (5.11). By step 1, we have

hΘ(σ̇, σ̇) ≤ hΘ(γ̇, γ̇),

hΦ(σ̇, σ̇) ≤ hΦ(γ̇, γ̇).

Moreover, by computing ‖df‖2 in Cartesian coordinates, and using the fact that
under the flow of ∇r and −∇ρ, the Cartesian coordinates are non-increasing (in
absolute value), it is easy to check that

‖df‖2(σ(s)) ≤ ‖df‖2(γ(s)).
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By step 2, we have that

‖∇f‖2

‖∇α‖2
(σ(s)) ≤ ‖∇f‖

2

‖∇α‖2
(γ(s)),

and since the ∂α component of σ̇ is the same as that of γ̇ (because αγ(s) and ασ(s)

only differ by a constant),

dα(σ̇) = dα(γ̇).

Finally, because fγ(s) = fσ(s), we have

df(σ̇) = df(γ̇).

Plugging all of the above into (5.11), we conclude that

g(σ̇, σ̇) ≤ g(γ̇, γ̇),

as desired.

The following lemma is an easy consequence of Lemma 5.9, and from it we can
derive Lemma 5.8.

Lemma 5.10. Suppose Condition 1 is satisfied, and let q ∈ I−M(pc). Then there
exists a point q̃ ∈ J+

M (q) such that αq̃ = 0 and fq̃ < 0. Equivalently, ρq̃ = 0 and
rq̃ > 0.

Proof. The equivalence of the two statements follows simply by definition (5.10).
Now for the proof of existence: If αq = 0, choose q̃ = q, and we are done be-
cause q ∈ I−M(pc) implies fq < fpc = 0. Otherwise, choose a f.d. timelike curve
γ : [0, 1]→M from γ(0) = q to γ(1) = pc, and write it in components as in (5.12).
If α(1/2) = 0, choose q̃ = γ(1/2), noting that γ(1/2) ∈ I−M(pc) and therefore
fγ(1/2) < fpc = 0. If α(1/2) 6= 0, then since γ(1/2) ∈ I+

M (q), we can choose
0 < ε < α(1/2) small enough so that q̂ := (f(1/2), α(1/2) − ε,Θ(1/2),Φ(1/2)) ∈
I+
M (q). Then, by Lemma 5.9, there exists a f.d. timelike curve σ from q̂ until some

point q̃ := σ(sε) such that αq̃ = 0. Moreover, fq̃ = f(sε) < f(1) = 0.

Proof of Lemma 5.8. Let q ∈ I−M(pc). Then we can choose q̃ ∈ J+
M (q) as in Lemma

5.10. We claim that q̃ ∈ I−M(pc), not only with respect to our metric g, but even
with respect to the metric giso (see Lemma 5.5). To prove this claim, simply
note that we can reach pc from q̃ by following the integral curve of ∇f through q̃
(which has ρ = 0 initially, hence ρ = 0 on the whole integral curve, while r must
decrease, thus we reach pc). By Lemma 5.19, q̃ ∈ I−M(pc, giso) implies that there
exists a neighborhood U of pc such that U \ {pc} ⊆ I+

M (q̃, giso). By Lemma 5.5,
I+
M (q̃, giso) ⊆ I+

M (q̃), and since q̃ ∈ J+
M (q), it follows that U \ {pc} ⊆ I+

M (q), as
desired.
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5.2.3 Limit curves, push-up and proof of Theorem 5.3

Having established the crucial Lemma 5.8, the rest of the proof of Theorem 5.3 does
not require any computations in coordinates. Yet it follows the same philosophy
of showing that the causal relation on M has some of the same (good) properties
that it would have on a non-degenerate spacetime.

The next lemma is a sort of limit curve theorem, but can also be interpreted
as telling us that (M, h, f, ζ) is causally simple (see [BEE96, p. 65] for causal
simplicity of non-degenerate spacetimes).

Lemma 5.11 (I+
M ⊆ J+

M). Suppose Condition 2 is satisfied. Let (pi)i, (qi)i be
sequences of points in M such that qi ∈ I+

M(pi). If pi → p and qi → q, then
q ∈ J+

M(p).

Proof. We first show the case pi, qi, p, q 6= pc. Then, by Lemma 5.7, there exists
a sequence of f.d. timelike curves γi : [ai, bi] → M such that γi(ai) = pi and
γi(bi) = qi. The idea is quite simple: we claim that (γi), up to a subsequence,
converges to a causal curve γ : [a, b] → M. We show this by applying the usual
limit curve theorem [Min08a, Thm. 3.1] on the spacetime M . It is necessary to
distinguish between the case when the limit curve is also in M , and the case when
the limit curve crosses over the singular point pc (then, technically speaking, there
are two limit curves in M , which can be joined in M).

• Case 1: The sequence γi converges uniformly to a causal curve γ : [a, b] →
M , or to a single point. Either way, q ∈ J+

M (p) ⊆ J+
M(p), and we are done.

• Case 2: There exist reparametrizations γpi : [0, bpi ) → M of γi and a future
endless (inM) causal curve γp : [0,∞)→M with γ(0) = p such that γpi → γp

uniformly on compact subsets. Analogously, there exist reparametrizations
γqi : (−bqi , 0] → M of γi and a past endless causal curve γq : (−∞, 0] → M
with γq(0) = y such that γqi → γq uniformly on compact subsets.

In case 2, we claim that limt→∞ γp(t) = lims→−∞ γq(s) = pc. This is a direct
consequence of Lemma 5.6 and the fact that f is bounded away from 0, 1 on γp

and γq, hence γp, γq cannot run into the boundary ∂M. But if limt→∞ γp(t) =
lims→−∞ γq(s) = pc, then (after suitable reparametrization) we can extend γp, γq

to pc and concatenate them, forming a causal curve in M that joins p with q, as
desired.

In case that some of pi, qi, p, q equal pc, we can proceed with an analogous proof,
but we have to add a third case, where pc is an endpoint of the limit curve.

The next lemma is well-known for non-degenerate spacetimes.

Lemma 5.12 (Push-up). Suppose Condition 2 is satisfied. If q ∈ J+
M(p), then

I+
M(q) ⊆ I+

M(p).

Proof. If p = q, the result is trivial, so assume p 6= q, and let σ : [0, 1] →M be a
causal curve from p to q.

Case 1: q = pc. Let q̃ ∈ I+
M (pc) (see Figure 5.1a). Then, by Condition 2, there

exists a neighborhood U of pc such that U\{pc} ⊆ I−M (q̃). Because σ(1) = pc, there
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q̃

σ(1) = pc

σ(0) = p

σ(s0)

U

(a) Case 1.

q̃

z1

y1 = q
z2

y2
z3

y3

pc

σ

γ

(b) Case 2.

Figure 5.1: An illustration of the proof of Lemma 5.12. The red line represents σ,
and the black curves represent future-directed causal curves.

must exist some 0 < s0 < 1 such that σ(s0) ∈ U \ {pc}. But then q̃ ∈ I+
M (σ(s0)),

and since also σ(s0) ∈ J+
M (p), we conclude by the standard push-up lemma in M

that q̃ ∈ I+
M (p) ⊆ I+

M(p). Since q̃ was arbitrary, we are finished with this case.

Case 2: p = pc. The argument is similar to the one in [AGH98, Prop. 2.1]. Let
q̃ ∈ I+

M(q) = I+
M (q) (see Figure 5.1b). We construct a timelike curve γ from pc to q̃.

Let yn := σ(1/n), and choose a point z1 ∈ I+
M (y1)∩I−M (q̃). By openness of I−M (z1),

and since, by the usual push-up lemma in M , y2 ∈ J−M (y1) ⊂ I−M (z1), we may
choose z2 ∈ I−M (z1) ∩ I+

M (y2) ∩Bh1/2(y2). Here Bh1/2(y2) denotes the ball of radius

1/2 around y2, measured with respect to the Riemannian metric h. Iterating this
procedure, we obtain a sequence (zl)l such that zl ∈ I−M (zl−1)∩ I+

M (yl)∩Bh1/l(yl).
Then we construct γ by joining all the timelike segments going from zl to zl+1.
Since, by construction, liml→∞ zl = liml→∞ yl = pc, the timelike curve γ connects
pc and q̃.

Case 3: p, q 6= pc. If σ lies entirely in M , the result follows from the standard
theory. Therefore, we assume w.l.o.g. that σ( 1

2 ) = pc. Then, in particular, q ∈
J+
M(pc), so by case 2, we have that I+

M(q) ⊆ I+
M(pc). But since also pc ∈ J+

M(p),
by case 1 it follows that I+

M(pc) ⊆ I+
M(p), and we are done.

Lemma 5.13 below, together with Lemma 5.8, completes the proof of Theorem
5.3.

Lemma 5.13. If Condition 2 is satisfied, then the Morse spacetime (M, g) is
causally continuous.
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Proof. By Definition 5.20 (in Appendix 5.6), (M, g) is causally continuous if it
is distinguishing and reflecting. Because f is a time function, (M, g) must be
distinguishing [Bor+99, Sec. 2]. Thus we only need to prove reflectivity. Let
p, q ∈ M be such that I−M (p) ⊆ I−M (q) (the future case is analogous). We need to
prove that I+

M (q) ⊆ I+
M (p). By the time-reverse of Lemma 5.7, I−M(p) ⊆ I−M(q),

and then, since p ∈ I−M(p) ⊆ I−M(q), Lemma 5.11 tells us that p ∈ J−M(q). But
then, by Lemma 5.12, I+

M(q) ⊆ I+
M(p), which again by Lemma 5.7 implies I+

M (q) ⊆
I+
M (p).

Remark 5.14. One may even say that the Morse geometry (M, h, f, ζ) is globally
hyperbolic. Firstly, it follows from Lemma 5.6 that f is a Cauchy time function,
in the sense that any causal curve that is inextendible in M, must start at one
boundary component and end at the other, crossing each level set exactly once.
Secondly, by compactness ofM, it is easy to see that the causal diamonds J+

M(p)∩
J−M(q) are compact, for all p, q ∈M. However, both arguments are also true when
(M, g) is causally discontinuous, such as in the index 1, n− 1 case. The point we
would like to make here, is that one should additionally require Condition 2 to
hold, and then the causal structure of M is very well-behaved.

We can turn this remark into a mathematically precise statement by using
the language of Lorentzian length spaces, introduced by Kunzinger and Sämann
[KS18] (see also [BGH21], where topology change is discussed in this context).
Lorentzian length spaces are topological spaces equipped with a notion of causal
order and satisfying a set of axioms which, in particular, imply a version of Condi-
tion 2 [KS18, Lem. 2.12]. A somewhat related point is that (M, g) is semi-globally
hyperbolic, meaning that it can be divided into globally hyperbolic pieces, which
in our case are separated by the critical level sets of f . The notion of semi-globally
hyperbolic spacetime was introduced by Janssen in [Jan22], with the goal of defin-
ing quantum field theories on them (note the connection to Conjecture 5.1).

5.3 Towards a full resolution of the Borde–Sorkin
Conjecture

Throughout this section, we employ the same notational conventions as in Section
5.2, except that we allow our Morse functions to have multiple critical points. The
current status of Conjecture 5.2 is summarized in Theorem 5.4 in the Introduction.
What still remains open is the case when f has critical points of index λ = 2, ..., n−
2, and h is arbitrary. In other words, we do not know what happens if we drop
Condition 1.

Notice that Condition 1 is basically telling us two things:

(i) We can find a coordinate neighborhood U of pc where both h and f take a
specified standard form.

(ii) We have the bounds ζc < ζ and ζc ≤ 8/5 (see (5.7)), which can be interpreted
as a bound on how much anisotropy is allowed.
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In the first part of this section, we show that the neighborhood U can always
be found, the only difference being that in the general case, we need to add a
perturbation to h that vanishes at pc. In the second part of this section, we
give a candidate counterexample to Conjecture 5.2, which suggests that ζ > ζc
is a necessary condition for causal continuity. We then conclude by proposing a
modified version of the conjecture which takes this into account.

5.3.1 Generalized standard neighborhoods

The statement of the next proposition can be seen as a weaker version of the first
part of Condition 1.

Proposition 5.15. Let (M, h, f, ζ) be a Morse geometry and pc be a critical point
of f . Then there exists an open neighborhood U ⊆ M of pc, an open ball B ∈ Rn
around the origin, and a coordinate chart φ : U → B such that φ(pc) = 0 and

f ◦ φ−1 =
1

2

∑
i

ai(x
i)2, h ◦ φ−1 =

∑
i

(dxi)2 +
∑
k,l

h
(1)
kl (x)dxkdxl,

for some real constants ai 6= 0 and some tensor h(1) satisfying h(1)(pc) = 0.

The proof relies on the following two results from the literature.

Simultaneous Diagonalization Theorem [GH17, Thm. 13.4.3]. Let H, D be
two real symmetric n×n matrices, and let H be positive definite. Then there exists
a real non-singular matrix Λ such that both ΛTHΛ and ΛTDΛ are diagonal.

Morse Lemma [Mil63, Lem. 2.2]. Let M be a manifold, f : M→ R be a Morse
function and pc be a critical point of f . Then there exists an open neighborhood
U ⊆ M of pc, an open ball B ⊆ Rn around the origin, and a coordinate chart
φ : U → B such that φ(pc) = 0 and

f ◦ φ−1 =
1

2

∑
i

ai(x
i)2,

for some real constants ai 6= 0.

Proof of Proposition 5.15. By the Morse Lemma, we can find coordinates where
f already has the desired form. Then we apply a linear change of coordinates
in order to simultaneously diagonalize the bilinear forms h(pc) and hess f(pc).
Finally, we scale each coordinate, in order to normalize our new basis with respect
to h(pc).

We use Proposition 5.15 to formulate a relaxed version of Condition 1. Let
(M, h, f, ζ) be a Morse geometry, and suppose we have chosen a critical point pc.

Condition 3. The constants ai appearing in Proposition 5.15 (applied to pc)
satisfy

ζ > ζc := max
i,j

∣∣∣∣ aiaj
∣∣∣∣ .
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We do not include the bound ζc ≤ 8/5, because it will not be relevant in the
upcoming examples, and it seems likely to not be a necessary condition for causal
continuity. Note also that in this paper, we take the point of view that ζ is specified
as part of the Morse geometry. If, instead, we only specify h and f , then we can
always choose ζ > ζc at a given critical point (hence also at any finite number of
critical points). In this sense, Condition 3 is not very restrictive. Note, in any
case, that ζc depends on both h and f in a neighborhood of pc.

Since the coordinate system that we get from Proposition 5.15 is not necessarily
unique, the question arises whether the truth or falsehood of Condition 3 depends
on any coordinate choices. The answer is no. To see this, note that maxi ai is the
maximum value of the quadratic form hess f(pc) applied to the h(pc)-unit ball.
Similarly, mini ai is the minimum. These maxima and minima are independent of
the basis, so we conclude that the value of ζc is the same among all coordinate
bases satisfying the properties listed in Proposition 5.15.

One is left to wonder how much our proofs in Section 5.2 are affected when
adding the perturbation h(1) that appears in Proposition 5.15. We can say the
following:

• If Condition 3 is satisfied, then a generalization of Lemma 5.5 holds. The
only difference is that in (5.9), we need to replace ζ by 1 < ζ̂ < ζ. This
makes the lightcones of giso a bit narrower, compensating for the fact that
the perturbation h(1) might have also made the lightcones of g a bit narrower.

• The proofs in Section 5.2.2 are no longer valid.

• If we can prove that Condition 3 implies Condition 2 (compare with Lemma
5.8), then causal continuity follows by the same arguments as in Section
5.2.3.

• On general spacetimes, causal continuity is not stable under perturbations
of the metric. This remains true even if we require said perturbations to
always widen or narrow the lightcones with respect to the original metric
(see Examples 5.21 and 5.22 in Appendix 5.6).

5.3.2 A potential counterexample

The discussion in Section 5.3.1 leads to a natural question: is Condition 3 necessary
in order to have causal continuity? If the answer is yes, it would mean that
Conjecture 5.2 is false in its original form. We believe that this is indeed so.
Constructing examples that violate Condition 3 is easy, but showing that they are
causally discontinuous is not (and we do not achieve it in this paper).

The following examples are meant to illustrate what happens when Condition 3
is not satisfied. For convenience, we takeM non-compact and without boundary,
the idea being that it represents a neighborhood of a critical point in some larger
Morse geometry.
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Example 5.16. LetM be an open ball in R2, centered around the origin pc := 0,
and equipped with coordinates (x, y). Define

h := dx2 + dy2, f := −1

2

(
x2 + by2

)
,

so that

g = (x2 + b2y2)(dx2 + dy2)− ζ(xdx+ bydy)2.

The case b = 1 is considered in Appendix 5.5: it is a neighborhood spacetime in the
sense of Borde et al. [Bor+99]. We will refer to is as an isotropic neighborhood,
while in the case of b 6= 1, we will talk about anisotropic neighborhoods.

Consider a radial line γ(s) = (s,ms), for m ∈ R. Then

g (γ̇(s), γ̇(s)) =
(
(1− ζ)b2m4 + (1 + b2 − 2ζb)m2 + 1− ζ

)
s2. (5.16)

If b = 1, this quantity reduces to

g (γ̇(s), γ̇(s)) = (1− ζ)
(
m2 + 1

)2
s2,

which is negative for all m, hence all radial lines are timelike (see Figure 5.2a). In
this case, the past of pc, which is the whole Morse spacetime M =M\ {pc}, can
be written as a single TIP, M = I−M(pc) = I−M (γ), for any future directed timelike
curve γ that ends at pc (see Appendix 5.5).

Taking the limit b→ 0 in (5.16), we get an expression that is positive whenever
m2 > 1 − ζ. By continuity, we conclude that for 0 < b < 1 small enough,
g(γ̇(s), γ̇(s)) can be negative, zero or positive, depending on m (the dependence,
however, is more complicated than in the b → 0 limit). Concretely, for b small
(relative to ζ):

• There exist null radial lines, which form the boundaries of the future sets3

F1,F2 and the pasts sets P1,P2. Intuitively, this happens because the light-
cones tilt much faster when moving in the x direction, compared to moving in
the y direction (see Figure 5.2b). Regardless, we still have that M = I−M(pc).

• I+
M(q) is not open, for any q ∈ M . This is because pc ∈ I+

M(q), but no
neighborhood of pc is entirely contained in I+

M(q) (compare with Lemma
5.8).

Note that there also exists an intermediate case, when b has the exact value so
that setting (5.16) equal to zero has degenerate solutions, and then the boundaries
of the sets F1,F2,P1,P2 overlap. The case of b > 1 very large can be reduced to
the case of b < 1 small by rescaling both x and y by a factor of 1/b (then also h
is rescaled, but this does not affect g).

Since the critical point in this example has index 0, the Morse spacetime (M, g)
is causally continuous, no matter how small we choose b (see Theorem 5.4). In
fact, (M, g) is even globally hyperbolic, with f being a Cauchy time function. Note
however that in this example, I+

M(pc) = ∅, which simplifies things a lot.
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x

y

(a) b = 1

P1P2

F1

F2

x

y

(b) b� 1

Figure 5.2: The causal structure of Example 5.16.

Building upon the previous example, we propose our candidate counterexample
to Conjecture 5.2.

Example 5.17. LetM be an open ball in R4, centered around the origin pc := 0,
and equipped with coordinates (x, y, z, w). Define

h := dx2 + dy2 + dz2 + dw2, f :=
1

2

(
−x2 − by2 + z2 + w2

)
,

and g, as usual, by (5.3). We claim that reflectivity (see Definition 5.20) is violated
by the pair of points

p := (1, 0, 0, 0), q := (m, 0, 1, 0),

where m :=
√
ζ−1√
ζ−1

. From the causal analysis of the punctured (x, z)-plane (see

Figure 5.3 and Appendix 5.5) it follows that I+
M (q) ⊆ I+

M (p). However, I−XZ(q) 6⊇
I−XZ(p), where the subscript XZ means that we are only considering causal curves
in the punctured (x, z)-plane. Nonetheless, it is possible that I−M (q) ⊇ I−M (p)
when also considering causal curves that leave said plane. In particular, if b = 1
(or close enough to 1), we see from the analysis in Example 5.16 (see also Figure
5.4b) that from p we can reach the negative x-axis via a future-directed timelike
curve contained in the (x, y)-plane. Then, from the negative x-axis, we can reach q.
If b is too small, however, this construction is no longer possible (see Figure 5.2b),
suggesting that probably I−M (q) 6⊇ I−M (p). This is not a bulletproof argument, of
course, because we are ignoring all timelike curves that are not contained in any
coordinate plane.

3Here by future set we mean a set F such that I+M (F) = F . Analogously, a past set P satisfies

I−M (P) = P.
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p

q

I−XZ(q)

I+
XZ(q)

I−XZ(p)

I+
XZ(p)

x

z

Figure 5.3: The points p, q of Example 5.17 and their futures and pasts (restricted
to the (x, z)-plane XZ).

5.4 Conclusions

With the proof of Theorem 5.3, we have established a new case of the Borde–Sorkin
conjecture (Conjecture 5.2 in the Introduction). In doing so, we have advanced
the current status of the conjecture to that summarized in Theorem 5.4. Along
the way, we have developed a notion of causal structure for Morse geometries that
includes the critical points. This supports the view that degenerate metrics are
physically reasonable, and is a first step towards understanding quantum fields on
Morse geometries (in view of Conjecture 5.1).

Let us briefly mention here three recent approaches to quantum field theory
that are specially relevant for topology change. The algebraic approach of Janssen
[Jan22] has been developed specifically with topology change as one of its ap-
plications, but the existence of states in this approach is still an open problem.
Another approach is that of Sorkin and Johnston [Joh09; Sor18]; so far it has been
applied to the trousers topology change [Buc+17] (confirming the energy diver-
gences there), but, to our knowledge, not to any of the causally continuous Morse
geometries (where Conjecture 5.1 predicts a well-behaved QFT). Lastly, the recent
paper of Kontsevich and Segal [KS21] defines QFTs on the category of cobordisms
with certain complex metrics. Real Lorentzian metrics arise as a limit case of
these complex metrics, and so do Morse metrics [LS97; Wit22]. So far, however,
it is only known that a QFT is induced on the limit spacetime when the latter is
non-degenerate and globally hyperbolic [KS21, Thm. 5.2]. It remains to be seen if
this result can be generalized to Morse geometries.

Another important conclusion of the present paper is that we have found a
potential counterexample to Conjecture 5.2 (Example 5.17 in Section 5.3.2). De-
spite being of dimension 4 and having only a critical point of index 2, we believe
that our example is causally discontinuous, due to being highly anisotropic (i.e.
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because it has ζc > ζ). The lack of symmetries and good coordinate choices has
prevented us from proving this fully. Regardless, we propose the following refine-
ment of Conjecture 5.2, which incorporates a bound on the anisotropy (Condition
3).

Conjecture 5.18. Let (M, h, f, ζ) be a Morse geometry of dimension n, and
(M, g) the corresponding Morse spacetime. Assume f has a single critical point for
each critical value. Then (M, g) is causally continuous if and only if the following
hold:

(i) None of the critical points has index 1 or n− 1,

(ii) Condition 3 is satisfied at every critical point of index different from 0, n.

In order to prove Conjecture 5.18, two steps remain. One is to show that Con-
dition 3 is really necessary, by showing that Example 5.17 (where it is violated) is
causally discontinuous. The other remaining step is to generalize Theorem 5.3 by
adding a perturbation to h that vanishes at the critical points, and by removing
the requirement that ζc ≤ 8/5. This is nontrivial, because causal continuity is, in
general, not stable under perturbations (see Examples 5.21 and 5.22 in Appendix
5.6). Yet the second half of our proof (Section 5.2.3) is robust under perturba-
tions, and does not require ζc ≤ 8/5, so it would suffice to prove openness of
the chronological relation in M (Condition 2), and then causal continuity would
follow.

5.5 Appendix: Neighborhood spacetimes

In this appendix to Chapter 5, we review the causal structure of isotropic neigh-
borhood spacetimes, as studied in Borde et al. [Bor+99]. At the end, we prove
Lemma 5.19, which is new, although it follows quite straightforwardly from the
analysis in [Bor+99].

LetM⊆ Rn be an open neighborhood of the origin, equipped with a coordinate
system (x1, ..., xλ, y1, ..., yn−λ), where λ 6= 0, 1, n− 1, n, and

h :=

λ∑
i=1

(dxi)2 +

n−λ∑
j=1

(dyj)2, f := −1

2

λ∑
i=1

(xi)2 +
1

2

n−λ∑
j=1

(yj)2. (5.17)

Note that the origin pc = (0, ..., 0), is the only critical point of f in this case. We
write M :=M\{pc}, as usual (hereM has no boundary, but can be thought of as
a neighborhood of a critical point in some cobordism). It is convenient to change
to polar coordinates (ρ,Θ, r,Φ), where

ρ :=

n−λ∑
j=1

(yj)2, r :=

λ∑
i=1

(xi)2,

and where Θ,Φ denote the angular coordinates corresponding to the subspaces
{r = 0} and {ρ = 0} respectively (thus each of Θ,Φ is a collection of angular
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variables, rather than a single one). The Lorentzian metric (5.2) is then given by

g =
(
r2 − (ζ − 1)ρ2

)
dρ2 +

(
ρ2 − (ζ − 1)r2

)
dr2 + 2ζρrdρdr

+
(
ρ2 + r2

) (
ρ2dΘ2 + r2dΦ2

)
.

(5.18)

Because the coefficients in front of dΘ and dΦ are positive, any null geodesic in
the Θ,Φ = const. plane (with respect to the restricted metric), must also be a null
geodesic in the full spacetime.

Thus we start by commenting on the situation with constant angles. Recall
also that in 2 dimensions, any null curve is automatically a null geodesic. The
implicit equations for any null geodesic can thus be found from (5.18):√

ζ − 1(x2 − y2) = ±2xy + c±, (5.19)

where c± are constants. In particular, the case of c± = 0 corresponds to geodesics
that bound I±M(pc), which are radial lines of a certain slope (depicted as dashed
lines in Figure 5.4a). We can use this information to find the future and past sets
of any point (depicted as colored regions in Figure 5.4a).

Next we analyse the case when ρ = 0 and Θ = const. (the case r = 0 and
Φ = const. is analogous). We restrict to the case where Φ = φ is just a single
angular variable, hence again reducing the problem to two dimensions. The null
geodesics on the ρ = 0,Θ = const. plane (with respect to the induced metric) are
then given by

r(φ) = r0 e±φ/
√
ζ−1 .

Again, we can use this to find the future and past sets of any point on the plane,
with respect to the induced metric (see Figure 5.4b). In this case, there are no
null geodesics going through the origin pc, and all points with ρ = 0 lie in the past
of pc.

Lemma 5.19. Let (M, h, f, ζ) be an isotropic Morse neighborhood, with h, f given
by (5.17). For every q ∈ I±M(pc), there exists a neighborhood U of pc such that
U \ {pc} ⊆ I∓M (q).

Proof. We show the case when q ∈ I−M(pc). W.l.o.g. we may choose our coordinates
such that q = (ρq, 0, rq, 0), where necessarily ρq 6= 0 (otherwise q cannot be in
I−M(pc)). We want to find ρ0, r0 such that all points (ρ,Θ, r,Φ) 6= pc with ρ < ρ0,
r < r0 and Θ,Φ arbitrary, are contained in I+

M (q). By symmetry, we may choose
our coordinates such that at most one of the Θ- and one of the Φ-angles may be
different from zero, hence effectively reducing the problem to four dimensions.

Our argument now resembles the one in the proof of [Bor+99, Claim 1]. Let
� denote the chronological relation in M . If ρq, rq 6= 0, then

x = (ρx, 0, rx, 0)� (ε1, 0, 0, 0)� (ε1δ, θ, 0, 0)� (ε1δε2, θ, ε3, φ).

In every step where we have added an ε, we have used our analysis of the causal
structure in the case θ, φ constant. In the step where we have added δ, it is using
our analysis of the ρ = 0 and θ = const. case. In principle, δ depends on θ. We
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q

I−M (q)

I+
M (q)

r

ρ

(a) (r, ρ)-plane

I−M (q)

I+
M (q)

q

(b) (r, φ)-plane

Figure 5.4: The causal structure of an isotropic neighborhood.

see, however, that the “worst case scenario” (when δ has to be the smallest) is
when θ = π. Thus we can choose this largest value, so that the procedure works
in all cases. Note also that in the last step, since we start from the origin of the
(r, φ)-plane, we can choose any value for φ that we want. Setting ρ0 := ε1δε2 and
r0 := ε3, and again considering the causal structure in the case θ, φ constant, we
are done.

5.6 Appendix: Causal continuity

Let (M, g) be a non-degenerate spacetime. We refer to [BEE96, Chap. 3] for the
basic concepts and notation of causality theory. The idea is that (M, g) is causally
continuous if the set valued functions q 7→ I±M (q) are continuous. There are various
equivalent ways to make this precise [BEE96, pp. 59-71]. In this paper, we use the
following definition, which is perhaps the most standard one, even though it does
not directly capture the intuition behind the concept.

Definition 5.20. A spacetime (M, g) is called

(i) distinguishing if

I−M (p) = I−M (q) ⇐⇒ p = q ⇐⇒ I+
M (p) = I+

M (q)

for all p, q ∈M ,

(ii) reflecting if

I−M (p) ⊆ I−M (q) ⇐⇒ I+
M (p) ⊇ I+

M (q)

for all p, q ∈M ,
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I+
M (q)
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I−M (p)

I−M (q)

(a) Example 5.21 with α = 1.

p

q
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I+
M (q)

I+
M (p)

I−M (p)

I−M (q)

(b) Example 5.22 with α = 1.

Figure 5.5: A pair of points p, q for which reflectivity is violated.

(iii) causally continuous if it is distinguishing and reflecting.

The following example shows that causal continuity is not stable under per-
turbations of the metric g, even if we only allow perturbations that make the
lightcones narrower.

Example 5.21. Let M := R2 \ {(x, t) | x ≥ 2|t|} and gα = −αdt2 + dx2. Then
(M, gα) is causally continuous for α ≥ 2 and causally discontinuous for α < 2.
This can be seen in Figure 5.5a: Reflectivity is violated for pairs of points lying
on the diagonal red line, one above and one below the origin (such as the depicted
points p, q). The red line has slope 1/α, hence if α ≥ 2, half of the red line lies
inside the removed wedge, and there is no violation of reflectivity anymore.

The next example shows that causal continuity is not stable under widening of
the lightcones, either.

Example 5.22. Let M := R2 \ {(x, t) | t ≤ −2|x|} and gα = −αdt2 + dx2. Then
(M, gα) is causally continuous for α ≤ 1

2 and causally discontinuous for α > 1
2 .

The argument is similar to the one in Example 5.21 (see Figure 5.5b).
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Chapter 6

Global hyperbolicity through
the eyes of the null distance

This chapter is based on the preprint [BGH22], written in collaboration with
Annegret Burtscher and submitted for publication.1

6.1 Introduction

The notion of global hyperbolicity was introduced by Leray [Ler53] in 1952 to prove
the uniqueness of solutions for hyperbolic partial differential equations. Shortly
thereafter, global hyperbolicity entered the field of General Relativity through the
proof of the global well-posedness of the Einstein equations of Choquet–Bruhat
and Geroch [CBG69; FB52] and the Singularity Theorems of Penrose and Hawk-
ing [HE73; Pen65]. Via the topological splitting result of Geroch [Ger70] globally
hyperbolic spacetimes manifestly settled in Lorentzian Geometry in 1970.

Spacetimes are time-oriented Lorentzian manifolds (M, g). They are the geo-
metric objects needed for formulating gravitation in General Relativity. Through-
out this manuscript, we use the sign convention (−,+, . . . ,+) for g. Global hyper-
bolicity establishes a deep link between the topology of M and the causal structure
induced by the metric tensor g. The causal structure is induced on M by causal
curves, i.e., locally Lipschitz (with respect to any Riemannian metric [Chr20, Sec.
2.3], [Bur15, Thm. 4.5]) curves γ with g(γ̇, γ̇) ≤ 0, as follows. If q can be reached
by a future-directed causal curve from p we say that q is in the causal future of
p, and write q ∈ J+(p) (dually for the causal past J−(p)) or (p, q) ∈ J+. Leray’s
original definition of global hyperbolicity was based on the C0-compactness of the
set of causal curves between any two points in a spacetime. The modern definition

1This manuscript was completed during an extended research stay at the Fields Institute
for Research in Mathematical Sciences in Toronto, in connection with the thematic program
“Nonsmooth Riemannian and Lorentzian Geometry” that took place in the Fall of 2022. Both
authors gratefully acknowledge funding by the Fields Institute during their stay. AB’s research is
in part also supported by the Dutch Research Council (NWO), Project number VI.Veni.192.208.
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of global hyperbolicity requires compactness of causal diamonds J+(p) ∩ J−(q)
akin to the Heine–Borel property for complete Riemannian manifolds (see [HE73,
Sec. 6.6] and [BS07]).

Definition 6.1. A spacetime (M, g) is called globally hyperbolic if it is causal
(there is no closed causal curve) and all causal diamonds J+(p)∩J−(q), p, q ∈M ,
are compact.

If (M, g) is a noncompact spacetime of dimension greater than 2 then the causal
condition can be dropped [HM19].

A landmark result concerning global hyperbolicity is Geroch’s Topological
Splitting Theorem [Ger70], later promoted to a smooth orthogonal splitting by
Bernal and Sánchez [BS05]. It states that any globally hyperbolic spacetime (M, g)
admits a Cauchy orthogonal splitting, i.e., an isometry

(M, g) ∼= (R× Σ,−αdτ2 + ḡτ ), (6.1)

for α : R × Σ → (0,∞) a smooth function and (ḡτ )τ identifiable with a family of
Riemannian metrics on the Cauchy slices {τ} × Σ, smoothly varying in τ . The
proof of this splitting result is rooted in the construction of a suitable time function
τ .

Definition 6.2. Let (M, g) be a spacetime. A continuous function τ : M → R is
said to be a time function if

q ∈ J+(p) \ {p} =⇒ τ(p) < τ(q).

Every stably causal spacetime admits a (non-unique) time function [Haw68;
Min09; Min10]. The class of globally hyperbolic spacetimes can conveniently be
characterized by the special type of time functions they admit.

Theorem 6.3 (Geroch [Ger70], Bernal–Sánchez [BS05]). A spacetime (M, g) is
globally hyperbolic if and only if there exists a Cauchy time function τ on M , mean-
ing that each of its level sets τ−1(s), s ∈ R, is a Cauchy surface, i.e., intersected
(exactly once) by every inextendible causal curve.

From the compactness condition in Definition 6.1 it follows by a result ob-
tained independently by Avez [Ave63] and Seifert [Sei77] that there exists a length-
maximizing geodesic between any two causally related points (length-maximizing
with respect to the Lorentzian distance, which is then also finite-valued and contin-
uous [BEE96, Ch. 4]). In that sense globally hyperbolic spacetimes again resemble
complete Riemannian manifolds. But here the analogy ends. The Lorentzian dis-
tance is far from inducing a metric space structure. Even more troubled is the
relationship with geodesic completeness. Neither does global hyperbolicity imply
geodesic completeness (the famous Penrose Singularity Theorem [Pen65] actu-
ally shows incompleteness under additional curvature bounds) nor the other way
round (anti-de Sitter space). In both cases these are actually features rather than
bugs of Lorentzian manifolds, and physically highly desired, for instance, for the
mathematical existence of black holes. Nonetheless, even the physically undesired
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assumption of compactness does not guarantee geodesic completeness (Clifton–
Pohl torus). Altogether these properties render any Hopf–Rinow type statement
for spacetimes virtually a lost cause (see the early works of Busemann [Bus67],
Beem [Bee76]; and [BE85; CY76; Eg16; Har88] for work on completeness of space-
like submanifolds). We reopen the case and characterize global hyperbolicity in a
profoundly new way.

Theorem 6.4. A spacetime (M, g) is globally hyperbolic if and only if there exists

a time function τ such that (M, d̂τ ) is a complete metric space.

Here d̂τ is the null distance of Sormani and Vega [SV16], defined in 2016 with
the purpose of studying geometric stability problems in General Relativity by
means of a metric (measure) convergence theory, and to develop robust tools for
spacetimes of low regularity (partly already realized in [AB22; BGH21; KS22;

SS23; SV16; Veg21]). The ˆ in d̂τ indicates the dependence on the causal cone
structure and τ the link to the time function.

Definition 6.5. Let (M, g) be a spacetime with time function τ . A piecewise
causal path β : [a, b]→ M is given by a partition a = s0 < s1 < . . . sk−1 < sk = b
on which each restriction β|[si−1,si] is either a future- or past-directed causal curve.
The null length of β is given by

L̂τ (β) :=

k∑
i=1

|τ(β(si))− τ(β(si−1))|.

The null distance between two points p, q ∈M is

d̂τ (p, q) := inf{L̂τ (β) | β piecewise causal path between p and q}.

Clearly, d̂τ is symmetric and satisfies the triangle inequality, but positive def-
initeness does not hold for all τ . For locally anti-Lipschitz time functions one
indeed obtains a conformally invariant length-metric space (M, d̂τ ) that induces
the manifold topology (see [SV16, Thm. 4.6] and [AB22, Thm. 1.1]). Throughout
most of this manuscript we will assume slightly more, namely that τ is a (weak)
temporal function.

Definition 6.6. Let (M, g) be a spacetime with time function τ : M → R. Let h
be any Riemannian metric on M and dh the associated distance function. If for
every point x there exists a neighborhood U of x and C ≥ 1 such that

(p, q) ∈ J+ ∩ (U × U) =⇒ 1

C
dh(p, q) ≤ τ(q)− τ(p) ≤ Cdh(p, q), (6.2)

then we say that τ is a weak temporal function. If τ satisfies only the first ≤
in (6.2) it is called locally anti-Lipschitz, if only the second ≤ it is called locally
Lipschitz.

Based on our extension of (6.2) to an entire open set in Section 6.2 we show
that weak temporal functions are indeed locally Lipschitz (in the usual sense) and
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have a timelike gradient almost everywhere. The standard (smooth) temporal
functions, and also regular cosmological time functions à la Andersson–Galloway–
Howard [AGH98] and Wald–Yip [WY81], are weak temporal functions. In fact,
working with temporal functions is no restriction since every smooth spacetime
that admits a time function also admits a temporal function [BS05, Thm. 1.2].
The true advantage of (smooth) temporal functions over other time functions is
the orthogonal decomposition g = −αdτ2 + ḡτ (although no product splitting
of the manifold, see [MS11, Lem. 3.5]). This property is key in the proof of
the subsequent results. Time functions are, however, also a useful tool in weaker
nonsmooth geometric settings (see, for instance, [Bor+99; BGH21; KS22]) and also
regular cosmological time functions are, in general, not smooth even on smooth
spacetimes. Therefore, we decided to prove our results for the optimal regularity
class.

Theorem 6.7. Let (M, g) be a spacetime, τ : M → R be a weak temporal function,
and h be a Riemannian metric on M . Then, for each compact set K ⊆ M , there
exists a constant C ≥ 1 such that for all p, q ∈ K,

1

C
dh(p, q) ≤ d̂τ (p, q) ≤ Cdh(p, q). (6.3)

Note that the lower bound follows from the locally anti-Lipschitz property of τ ,
and the upper bound from the corresponding locally Lipschitz bound. Theorem 6.7
immediately implies that two stably causal spacetimes are metrically equivalent
on compact sets in the following sense.

Corollary 6.8. Let M be a smooth manifold and g and g̃ be spacetime metrics
on M with weak temporal functions τ and τ̃ (and corresponding null distances d̂τ
and d̂τ̃ ), respectively. Then, for each compact set K ⊆M , there exists a constant
C ≥ 1 such that for all p, q ∈ K,

1

C
d̂τ (p, q) ≤ d̂τ̃ (p, q) ≤ Cd̂τ (p, q).

Amongst others, the proof of Theorem 6.7 requires semiglobal techniques to
go from open sets to compact sets. On a global scale the situation is even more
involved and it is here where globally hyperbolic spacetimes really shine. We prove
the following.

Theorem 6.9. Let (M, g) be a globally hyperbolic spacetime and τ a locally anti-
Lipschitz time function such that all nonempty level sets are Cauchy. Then the
null distance encodes causality, that is, for any p, q ∈M ,

q ∈ J+(p)⇐⇒ d̂τ (p, q) = τ(q)− τ(p). (6.4)

The =⇒ direction in Theorem 6.9 is trivial. Sormani and Vega [SV16, Thm.
3.25] showed that the converse holds for warped product spacetimes with complete
Riemannian fiber and suitable temporal functions. It remained an open problem
to determine under which general circumstances causality is encoded. Our Theo-
rem 6.9 provides a sharp answer both in terms of regularity as well as the causality
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class (see counterexamples in Section 6.3.3). Initially we proved this result for
Cauchy temporal functions in Theorem 6.25. Independently and simultaneously,
Sakovich and Sormani [SS23, Thm. 4.1] have obtained a different global causality
encoding result where they allow for general anti-Lipschitz time functions, but
require them to be proper. This properness assumption, in fact, implies that the
spacetime must be globally hyperbolic with compact Cauchy level sets (see Sec-
tion 6.3.2). Both approaches yield a local encoding of causality on any stably
causal spacetime (see Theorem 6.26 and [SS23, Thm. 1.1]). Upon studying the
proofs of [SS23] we noticed that by combining part of their local arguments [SS23,
Thm. 1.1] with our global proof of Theorem 6.25 we can obtain Theorem 6.9 which
is optimal both in view of regularity as well as causality. It is precisely this opti-
mality, together with the observation that τ having future (or past) Cauchy level
sets is actually sufficient, that allows us to conclude with the following application.

Corollary 6.10. Let (M, g) be a spacetime that admits a regular cosmological time

function τ . Then d̂τ encodes causality globally.

The manuscript is structured as follows. In Section 6.2 we prove Theorem 6.7
and Corollary 6.8. In the proof we make use of the orthogonal decomposition of
the spacetime metric with respect to a temporal function and techniques developed
in [Bur15]. We also present counterexamples that show that the weak temporal
condition cannot be relaxed. In Section 6.3 we prove Theorem 6.9 and provide
counterexamples for non-Cauchy locally anti-Lipschitz functions. Nonetheless, a
local result for any temporal function on any stably causal spacetime is also ob-
tained. In Section 6.4 we prove Theorem 6.4 and show that completely uniform
temporal functions (very recently introduced in [BS18; BS20]) guarantee complete-

ness of (M, d̂τ ).

6.2 Bi-Lipschitz bounds

In this section we prove Theorem 6.7 and Corollary 6.8 of the introduction.
Since weak temporal functions satisfy d̂τ (p, q) = τ(q)−τ(p) for causally related

points, the condition (6.2) can be viewed as a restricted local metric equivalence.
In order to extend this property to a true local metric equivalence we make use of
several technical results related to temporal functions obtained in Section 6.2.1,
some of which are also used in Section 6.3. To extend the corresponding local result
to weak temporal functions and to compact sets we employ semiglobal techniques
similar to those in [Bur15]. These final steps of the proof of Theorem 6.7 are
carried out in Section 6.2.2.

Theorem 6.7 implies that we can compare the null distances of any two space-
time metrics with entirely different causal cones as stated in Corollary 6.8 of the
introduction. In particular, the null distance structures with respect to weak tem-
poral functions are equivalent on compact sets of a fixed spacetime.

Corollary 6.11. Let τ1, τ2 be two weak temporal functions on a spacetime (M, g),

and d̂τ1 , d̂τ2 their associated null distances. Then, for every compact set K ⊆M ,
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there exists a constant C ≥ 1 such that for all p, q ∈ K,

1

C
d̂τ1(p, q) ≤ d̂τ2(p, q) ≤ Cd̂τ1(p, q). (6.5)

Note that Corollary 6.11 was already announced in [AB22, p. 7739] with an al-
ternative direct proof. The advantage of such a proof is that it does not require the
use of temporal functions which, for instance, do not exist in theory of Lorentzian
length spaces [BGH21] (while weak temporal functions only require local Lipschitz
conditions and can still be considered). We therefore provide this short alternative
proof of Corollary 6.11 in Section 6.2.3.

The question remains how optimal all the results just mentioned are with
respect to the regularity class of time functions considered. The lower bound in
(6.2) is the standard local anti-Lipschitz assumption on τ and needed to even

obtain a sensible metric space (M, d̂τ ) [SV16, Thm. 4.6]. In Section 6.2.4 we
show that the locally Lipschitz assumption (the upper bound in (6.2)) cannot
be dropped either. Besides, both assumptions are necessary to prove that weak
temporal functions have a timelike gradient almost everywhere and are thus the
right generalization of temporal functions (Section 6.2.5). Moreover, we show that
even under the best circumstances, a general global version of our weakest result
presented in this section, namely Corollary 6.11, cannot be expected. This implies
that also Theorem 6.7 and Corollary 6.8 in general do not hold globally.

6.2.1 Temporal functions and Wick-rotated metrics

The aim of this section is to compare the null distance to the distance obtained
with respect to the Wick-rotated metric that exists for a temporal function. Recall
that a spacetime admits a smooth temporal function whenever it admits a time
function by a well-known result of Bernal and Sánchez [BS05, Thm. 1.2].

Definition 6.12. Let (M, g) be a spacetime. A temporal function is a smooth
function τ : M → R with past-directed timelike gradient ∇τ .

In the local proofs in this section we make use of a weaker splitting result for
temporal functions (compare to (6.1) in the globally hyperbolic case).

Lemma 6.13 (Müller–Sánchez [MS11, Lem. 3.5]). If a spacetime (M, g) admits
a temporal function τ , then the metric g admits an orthogonal decomposition

g = −αdτ2 + ḡ, (6.6)

where α = |g(∇τ,∇τ)|−1 > 0 and ḡ is a symmetric 2-tensor which vanishes on
∇τ and is positive definite on the complement.

The temporal function τ is said to be steep if g(∇τ,∇τ) ≤ −1, and hence
α = |g(∇τ,∇τ)|−1 ≤ 1. Not every (even causally simple) spacetime admits a
steep temporal function [MS11, Thm. 1.1 and Ex. 3.3], but we can always rewrite
(6.6) as g = −α(dτ2 + g̃), for g̃ = α−1ḡ. Since the null distance is conformally
invariant we assume from now on, without loss of generality, that g is of the form

g = −dτ2 + ḡ. (6.7)
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Next we perform a standard trick to obtain a Riemannian metric gW from
g and τ . This technique is called Wick-rotation in the physics literature. The
Wick-rotated metric gW is given by

gW := dτ2 + ḡ. (6.8)

We denote the associated norm, length functional, and Riemannian distance by
‖·‖W , LW , and dW respectively. We proceed to compare dW and d̂τ .

Lemma 6.14. Let (M, g) be a spacetime equipped with a smooth temporal function
τ , so that g and gW are given by (6.7) and (6.8), respectively. Let β : [a, b] → M
be a piecewise causal curve. Then

L̂τ (β) ≤ LW (β) ≤
√

2L̂τ (β),

and thus for any p, q ∈M ,

dW (p, q) ≤
√

2d̂τ (p, q). (6.9)

Proof. By assumption τ is smooth and also the tangent vector β̇ exists almost
everywhere, thus we can write both length functionals in terms of the integrals

L̂τ (β) =

∫ b

a

|(τ ◦ β)′(s)|ds,

LW (β) =

∫ b

a

‖β̇(s)‖W ds =

∫ b

a

√
|dτ(β̇(s))|2 + ‖β̇(s)‖2ḡds.

Since β̇τ (s) := (τ ◦ β)′(s) = dτβ(s)(β̇(s)) and the curve β is piecewise causal, that

is, g(β̇, β̇) ≤ 0 almost everywhere, we have that

|β̇τ | ≥ ‖β̇‖ḡ,

and the inequalities for the lengths follow immediately.
The second inequality for lengths descends to the level of distances, because

the class of piecewise causal curves considered (for d̂τ ) is contained in the class of
all locally Lipschitz curves (strictly speaking, dW is obtained via piecewise smooth
curves, but [Bur15, Cor. 3.13] shows that it is the same as the intrinsic metric
obtained via the class of absolutely continuous curves, each of which has a locally
Lipschitz reparametrization [AGS08, Lem. 1.1.4]).

The next lemma proves a reverse inequality to (6.9), albeit only locally and
via a more involved proof (because dW requires knowledge also about non-causal
curves).

Lemma 6.15. Let (M, g) be a spacetime equipped with a smooth temporal function
τ , so that g and gW are given by (6.7) and (6.8), respectively. Then, around every
x ∈M there is a neighborhood U such that for all p, q ∈ U ,

d̂τ (p, q) ≤ 4dW (p, q).
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Proof. Let x ∈M and dimM = N + 1. The idea is to use coordinates adapted to
the vector field ∇τ and the hypersurface Sτ(x):=τ

−1(τ(x)) to explicitly construct
approximating piecewise causal curves βn in a neighborhood U of x.

Step 1. Construction of U and coordinates. The level set Sτ(x) is a
hypersurface in M (since dτ 6= 0), therefore there exists a neighborhood V ⊆ Sτ(x)

of x and a coordinate map ϕ : V → ϕ(V ) ⊆ RN . Let y ∈ ϕ(V ) ⊆ RN and let cy
denote the unique integral curve of −∇τ in M with cy(0) ∈ V ⊆ Sτ(x) ⊆M such
that ϕ(cy(0)) = y. Since we have assumed that dτ(−∇τ) = −g(∇τ,∇τ) = 1, we
have that

τ(cy(t)) = τ(x) + t. (6.10)

The Flow Box Theorem [Lee09, Thm. 2.91] guarantees the existence of a suit-
able a > 0 and a neighborhood of x (which we immediately restrict to our chart
neighborhood on Sτ(x) and again denote by V ) such that the map

φ : (−a, a)× ϕ(V )→M,

(t, y) 7→ cy(t),

is well-defined. By the Inverse Function Theorem, φ is a local diffeomorphism,
hence one obtains a coordinate system (t, y) on a neighborhood U of x inM . At any
point z = (t, y) ∈ φ−1(U) ⊆ (−a, a)×RN , the differential Dzφ : R×RN → Tφ(z)M
maps (1, 0, . . . , 0) to ċy(t) = ∇τ |φ(z). Thanks to (6.10), Dzφ also maps {0} × RN
to Tφ(z)Sτ(φ(z)) ⊆ Tφ(z)M . Since Tφ(z)Sτ(φ(z)) = (span∇τ |φ(z))

⊥, pulling back the
metric tensor g with φ, we see that its components in the (t, y) coordinates are

g00 = −1 g0i = 0 for all i 6= 0, (6.11)

where the subindex 0 corresponds to the t-component and the subindex i to any
of the y-components. Finally, by further shrinking U , we may assume that it is
gW -convex.

Step 2. Construction of piecewise causal curves βn approximating
dW (p, q). Let p, q ∈ U be given. By assumption on U , there exists a length-
minimizing gW -geodesic γ : [0, L]→ U from p to q, parametrized by arclength. In
particular,

L = LW (γ) = dW (p, q).

We write γ = (γτ , γ1, ..., γN ) to denote the coordinate expression of γ. Consider
the sequence (βn)n of curves given in coordinates by

βn(s) :=
(
γτ (s) + 3fn(s), γ1(s), ..., γN (s)

)
, (6.12)

for |fn| sufficiently small so that βn is contained in U . Furthermore, we choose
(fn)n in a way that βn is piecewise causal, that is,

g(β̇n, β̇n) ≤ 0 almost everywhere,

and so that L̂τ (βn) ≤ 4LW (γ) for n sufficiently large.
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We show that the functions fn : [0, L]→ R, given by

f0(s) :=

{
s for s ∈ [0, L2 ],

L− s for s ∈ [L2 , L],
and

fn(s) :=
1

2

{
fn−1(2s) for s ∈ [0, L2 ],

fn−1(2s− L) for s ∈ [L2 , L],

as depicted in Figure 6.1a satisfy all these properties. The curves βn given by
(6.12) are shown in Figure 6.1b. By definition, β̇n exists almost everywhere, and
by (6.11) it follows that

g(β̇n, β̇n) = −|β̇τn|2 + ḡ(β̇n, β̇n)

= −|γ̇τn + 3f ′n|2 + (ḡij ◦ βn)γ̇iγ̇j . (6.13)

Since |f ′n| = 1 almost everywhere, and |γ̇τn| ≤ gW (γ̇, γ̇) = 1, it follows that almost
everywhere

2 ≤ 3|f ′n| − |γ̇τn| ≤ |γ̇τn + 3f ′n| ≤ 3|f ′n|+ |γ̇τn| ≤ 4. (6.14)

We consider the second term in (6.13). Since γ is a gW -geodesic it is smooth and
so are all coordinate components γ̇i of tangent vector. Due to compactness of γ
the γ̇i must therefore also be bounded, say |γ̇i| ≤ M for some M > 0. Due to
|fn(s)| ≤ L

2n+1 → 0 uniformly as n → ∞ it follows that βτn → γτn uniformly, and
thus βn → γ uniformly in coordinates. The coordinate functions ḡij ◦βn → hij ◦ γ
converge uniformly on [0, L] as n→∞ as well. Thus for any ε ∈ (0, 1

M2 ) there is
an n0 ∈ N such that for all n ≥ n0, for all s ∈ [0, L],

ḡij(βn(s))γ̇i(s)γ̇j(s)

≤ ḡij(γ(s))γ̇i(s)γ̇j(s) + |ḡij(βn(s))− ḡij(γ(s))||γ̇i(s)||γ̇j(s)|
≤ gW (γ̇(s), γ̇(s)) + εM2 ≤ 2. (6.15)

Together, (6.13)–(6.15) imply

g(β̇n, β̇n) ≤ −22 + 2 ≤ 0,

hence all βn for n ≥ n0 are piecewise causal.
Using again that (6.14) holds almost everywhere, it follows that for all n

L̂τ (βn) =

∫ L

0

|(τ ◦ βn)′(s)|ds =

∫ L

0

|γ̇τ (s) + 3f ′n(s)|ds ≤ 4L = 4LW (γ),

and since γ is a length-minimizing gW -geodesic we conclude that

d̂τ (p, q) ≤ 4L = 4dW (p, q).
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of the proof of Lemma 6.15.

6.2.2 Proof of Theorem 6.7

In Section 6.2.1 we have already shown that the bi-Lipschitz estimates (6.3) of
Theorem 6.7 hold globally (the first inequality, by Lemma 6.14) and locally (the
second inequality, by Lemma 6.15) if we choose τ to be a temporal function and
h = gW to be the corresponding Wick-rotated Riemannian metric. We first extend
these local results to weak temporal functions and arbitrary Riemannian metrics,
and then prove Theorem 6.7 on compact sets.

Lemma 6.16. Let (M, g) be a spacetime equipped with a weak temporal function
τ . Suppose h is a Riemannian metric on M . Then, for every x ∈ M there exists
a neighborhood U of x and a constant C ≥ 1 such that for all p, q ∈ U

1

C
dh(p, q) ≤ d̂τ (p, q) ≤ Cdh(p, q). (6.16)

Proof. Let x ∈ M . We consider both inequalities in (6.16) separately for differ-
ent Riemannian metrics and choose U to be intersection of the neighborhoods V1

and V2 derived in each step. More precisely, the first inequality follows from the
local anti-Lipschitz assumption for τ in Definition 6.6, and the second inequality
from Lemma 6.15 for an auxiliary temporal functions. Without loss of gener-
ality we furthermore assume that U is relatively compact. Then by a result of
Burtscher [Bur15, Thm. 4.5] the bi-Lipschitz estimate extends to any Riemannian
metric.

Step 1. Lower bound. We show that 1
C dh(p, q) ≤ d̂τ (p, q) for C and h as in

Definition 6.6.

Let U1 be the neighborhood of x from Definition 6.6. Since d̂τ induces the
manifold topology there is a radius r > 0 such that for the open ball B̂τ3r(x) ⊆ U1.
Consider p, q ∈ V1 := B̂τr (x). There exists a sequence (βn)n of piecewise causal
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curves in M between p and q such that

L̂τ (βn) ≤ d̂τ (p, q) +
1

n
.

For all n > 1
r the curves βn cannot leave U1. Consider one such βn : [0, 1] → U1

and its partition 0 = s0 < s1 < . . . < sk−1 < sk = 1 in causal pieces. Then for C
and h as in Definition 6.6

1

C
dh(p, q) ≤ 1

C

k∑
i=1

dh(βn(si), βn(si−1))

≤
k∑
i=1

d̂τ (βn(si), βn(si−1)) = L̂τ (βn) ≤ d̂τ (p, q) +
1

n
.

Thus the result follows as n→∞.

Step 2. Upper bound. We show that d̂τ (p, q) ≤ 5CdW (p, q) for gW the
Riemannian metric (6.8) with respect to an auxiliary temporal function and cor-
responding C of Definition 6.6.

Every spacetime which admits a time function also admits a temporal func-
tion τ̃ by Bernal and Sánchez [BS05, Thm. 1.2]. We consider the Wick-rotated
Riemannian metric gW defined in (6.8) with respect to such a fixed τ̃ . Let V2 be
a geodesically convex neighborhood of x with respect to gW . Without loss of gen-
erality we assume that V2 is contained in the neighborhoods U2 of Definition 6.6
and Lemma 6.15. Suppose p, q ∈ V2 and γ is the gW -length minimizing geodesic
γ between p and q in V2. In the proof of Lemma 6.15 a piecewise causal curve β
in V2, sufficiently close to γ, was constructed for which

LW (β) =

∫ L

0

‖β̇(s)‖W ds =

∫ L

0

√
|β̇τ |2 + h(β̇, β̇)ds

≤
∫ L

0

√
42 + 2ds < 5L = 5LW (γ). (6.17)

Since β is piecewise causal, there is a partition 0 = s0 < s1 < . . . < sk−1 < sk = L
such that

L̂τ (β) =

k∑
i=1

d̂τ (β(si), β(si−1)),

and τ being a weak temporal function implies that there is a constant C ≥ 1
(Definition 6.6) such that

L̂τ (β) ≤ C
k∑
i=1

dW (β(si), β(si−1)) ≤ CLW (β).

Together with (6.17) and the fact that γ is gW -length minimizing we thus obtain

d̂τ (p, q) ≤ L̂τ (β) ≤ CLW (β) ≤ 5CLW (γ) = 5CdW (p, q).
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Lemma 6.16 shows that the original local bi-Lipschitz bound (6.2) for causality
related points (as required for weak temporal functions in Definition 6.6) extends
to the bi-Lipschitz bound (6.16) on a whole neighborhood of each point. Finally,
we adapt the proof of Burtscher [Bur15, Thm. 4.5] to extend this local estimate
to compact sets.

Proof of Theorem 6.7. Let K be a compact subset of M . The argument proceeds
by contradiction. Suppose that for any n ∈ N, there exist points pn, qn ∈ K such
that

d̂τ (pn, qn) > ndh(pn, qn). (6.18)

By passing to subsequences, we can assume that pn → p and qn → q (in one and
hence both metrics, since they both induce the manifold topology). Since K is

compact it is bounded with respect to the null distance d̂τ and the inequality (6.18)
furthermore implies that

dh(pn, qn)→ 0 as n→∞,

and hence p = q. Thus, for n large enough, pn, qn are contained in neighborhood
U of p that by Lemma 6.16 is small enough so that (6.16) holds for some C̃ ≥ 1.
But then we conclude that

C̃dh(pn, qn) ≥ d̂τ (pn, qn) > ndh(pn, qn),

a contradiction for n large. This proves that there is a constant C ≥ 1 such that
d̂τ (p, q) ≤ Cdh(p, q), and the reverse inequality is obtained in the same way.

Remark 6.17. Bi-Lipschitz maps are a crucial tool in Metric Geometry. In par-
ticular, they are useful in the study of Gromov–Hausdorff convergence of metric
spaces. Moreover, the estimates of Theorem 6.7 can be used to equip suitable
spacetimes with a (local) integral current space structure (see [AK00; FF60; JL21;
Lan11; LW11; SW11]) via the approach laid out in Allen and Burtscher [AB22,
Sec. 2.5, 2.6, and 4]. Thanks to our Completeness Theorem 6.4 and [AB22, Thm.
1.3] we know, for instance, that any globally hyperbolic spacetime viewed as the

metric space (M, d̂τ ) with completely uniform temporal function τ is a (local)
integral current space (see Section 6.4). This also makes it possible to use space-
time intrinsic flat convergence to study geometric stability questions in General
Relativity, as proposed by Sormani.

6.2.3 Direct proof of Corollary 6.11

Corollary 6.11 is a very special case of Theorem 6.7. Here we show that it can also
be obtained directly without the use of temporal functions. We first prove a local
result.

Lemma 6.18. Let τ1, τ2 be two weak temporal functions (see Definition 6.6) on

a spacetime (M, g), and d̂τ1 , d̂τ2 their associated null distances. Then, for every
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point x ∈ M , there exists a neighborhood U of x and a constant C ≥ 1 such that
for all p, q ∈ U ,

1

C
d̂τ1(p, q) ≤ d̂τ2(p, q) ≤ Cd̂τ1(p, q).

Proof. Fix a point x ∈ M and an arbitrary Riemannian metric h on M . Let
Uτ1x and Uτ2x be the neighborhoods around x where both τ1 and τ2 are Lipschitz
and anti-Lipschitz with positive constants C1, C2 with respect to h as in (6.2)
of Definition 6.6. Since M is locally compact there exists a relatively compact
neighborhood V ⊆ Uτ1x ∩ Uτ2x of x. Since both null distances d̂τ1 , d̂τ2 induce
the manifold topology [SV16, Thm. 4.6], we find r > 0 sufficiently small so that
B̂τ14r(x) ∪ B̂τ24r(x) ⊆ V . Define a neighborhood of x by

U := B̂τ1r (x) ∩ B̂τ2r (x).

We claim that for i = 1, 2 and for all p, q ∈ U ,

d̂τi(p, q) = inf{L̂τi(β) | β a p.w. causal curve in V between p and q}. (6.19)

What we are saying is that the null distances in U can be approximated by se-
quences of curves that never leave V . To prove this, let p, q ∈ U , consider an arbi-
trary ε ∈ (0, r), and for each i = 1, 2 choose a piecewise causal curve βiε : I → M
from p to q such that

L̂τi(β
i
ε) < d̂τi(p, q) + ε.

Then, for all t ∈ I,

d̂τi(x, β
i
ε(t)) ≤ d̂τi(x, p) + d̂τi(p, β

i
ε(t)) ≤ d̂τi(x, p) + L̂τi(β

i
ε)

≤ d̂τi(x, p) + d̂τi(p, q) + ε < 4r,

hence βiε lies entirely in B̂τi4r(x) ⊆ V , proving the claim (6.19) for i = 1, 2.
For any causally related points (p̃, q̃) ∈ J+ in Uτ1x ∩ Uτ2x , by (6.2), we have for

C := C1C2 ≥ 1 that

1

C
(τ1(q̃)− τ1(p̃)) ≤ τ2(q̃)− τ2(p̃) ≤ C(τ1(q̃)− τ1(p̃)). (6.20)

This implies that for all piecewise causal curves β contained in Uτ1x ∩ Uτ2x ,

1

C
L̂τ1(β) ≤ L̂τ2(β) ≤ CL̂τ1(β). (6.21)

It remains to be shown that the bi-Lipschitz bounds on the null lengths extends
to the null distances between any two points p and q in the smaller set U . We
have already seen that for each n ∈ N exists a piecewise causal curve β1

n between
p and q (by (6.19) β1

n is entirely contained in V !) such that

L̂τ1(β1
n) ≤ d̂τ1(p, q) +

1

n
,
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and by (6.21) therefore

d̂τ2(p, q) ≤ L̂τ2(β1
n) ≤ CL̂τ1(β1

n) ≤ Cd̂τ1(p, q) +
C

n
.

Since this inequality holds for all n and fixed C, we have that d̂τ2(p, q) ≤ Cd̂τ1(p, q)

on U . In the same way, for piecewise causal curves β2
n approximating d̂τ2(p, q), we

obtain d̂τ1(p, q) ≤ Cd̂τ2(p, q) on U , which proves the Lemma.

Proof of Corollary 6.11. Having established the local result in Lemma 6.18, the
proof on compact sets is now the same as that of Theorem 6.7.

6.2.4 Counterexamples

Finally, we construct two examples showing that the assumptions and statement
of Corollary 6.11, and hence also that of Theorem 6.7 and Corollary 6.8, are sharp.

Example 6.19 (Corollary 6.11 is false globally). Let M = R1,n be the Minkowski
spacetime, and τ1 = t, τ2 = exp(t) two temporal functions (which even have the
same level sets!). Since the exponential function is not globally Lipschitz, the time
functions τ1 and τ2 are not equivalent in the sense that the bi-Lipschitz condition
(6.20) for causally related points does not hold globally. Since τ(q)−τ(p) = d̂τ (p, q)
for all q ∈ J+(p), it follows that if (6.20) fails to hold globally, then the null

distances d̂τ1 , d̂τ2 are globally inequivalent.

Example 6.19 shows that although τ1 and τ2 are both temporal functions on
the same spacetime (M, g), there is a clear distinction globally between the metric

structures induced by the null distances d̂τ1 and d̂τ2 . In particular, in Section 6.4

we show that (M, d̂τ1) is complete while (M, d̂τ2) is not.

Example 6.20 (Corollary 6.11 is false for time functions that are not locally
Lipschitz). Consider the Minkowski spacetime M = R1,n with respect to the
usual global coordinates (t, x). Let τ1(t, x) := t be the standard (smooth and
locally anti-Lipschitz) time function and

τ2(t, x) := sgn(t)
√
|t|.

Clearly, τ2 is continuous and a time function. It is, however, not locally Lipschitz
at t = 0 because ∂tτ2(t, x)→∞ as t→ 0. Nonetheless, τ2 is locally anti-Lipschitz

(and therefore d̂τ2 induces the manifold topology): Consider a point (t, x) with
t > 0 and the neighborhood U = (0, 2t)×Rn. Suppose q ∈ J+(p) with p = (tp, xp),
q = (tq, xq). By the Mean Value Theorem for

√
on [0, 2t] we have√

tq −
√
tp ≥

(
inf

r∈(0,2t)

d

dr

√
r

)
(tq − tp) =

1

2
√

2t
|tq − tp|.

Hence due to the causal relation on Minkowski spacetime we obtain with respect
to the Euclidean distance d and with C := 1

4
√

2t
> 0 that on U

q ∈ J+(p) =⇒ τ2(q)− τ2(p) ≥ 1

4
√

2t

√
(tq − tp)2 + |xq − xp|2 ≥ Cd(q, p).
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In the same fashion, τ2 is anti-Lipschitz in the neighborhood U = (2t, 0) × R
of a point (t, x) with t < 0. If t = 0, we can simply use the neighborhood
U = (−1, 1)×Rn and C = 1

4 (since the infimum is at |r| = 1). Hence τ2 is locally
anti-Lipschitz everywhere (but clearly not globally anti-Lipschitz with respect to
the Euclidean distance).

Now assume that p = (0, 0) and let qt = (t, 0), t ∈ (0, 1), be arbitrarily close to
p. Then

d̂τ1(p, qt) = t ≤
√
t = d̂τ2(p, qt)

but the bi-Lipschitz estimate (6.3) of Theorem 6.11 does not hold because

d̂τ2(p, qt)

d̂τ1(p, qt)
=

1√
t
→∞ as t→ 0.

6.2.5 Basic properties of weak temporal functions

The following result justifies the notion of weak temporal functions.

Proposition 6.21. Let (M, g) be a spacetime and τ : M → R be a weak temporal
function. Then τ is locally Lipschitz with past-directed timelike gradient ∇τ almost
everywhere.

Proof. The local Lipschitz condition of Definition 6.6 implies the upper bound in
Lemma 6.16, i.e., for each Riemannian metric h and each point of M there is an
open neighborhood U and C ≥ 1 such that for p, q ∈ U

|τ(q)− τ(p)| ≤ d̂τ (p, q) ≤ Cdh(p, q).

In other words, τ is locally Lipschitz on M . By Rademacher’s Theorem ∇τ there-
fore exits almost everywhere.

Suppose that ∇τ exists a point p. Consider a future-directed causal vector
v ∈ TpM \ {0} and a smooth causal curve γ from p = γ(0) in direction v. Then

dτ(v) =
d

ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

(τ ◦ γ)(s) = lim
s→0

τ(γ(s))− τ(p)

s
= lim
s→0

d̂τ (γ(0), γ(s))

s
,

which by the local anti-Lipschitz property of τ and [Bur15, Prop. 4.10] implies
that

dτ(v) ≥ 1

C
lim
s→0

dh(γ(0), γ(s))

s
=

1

C
‖v‖h > 0.

Hence ∇τ is past-directed timelike whenever it exists.

The converse is not true, in the sense that a function with almost everywhere
timelike gradient is not necessarily weak temporal, unless one assumes local upper
and lower bounds on ‖∇τ‖h. Indeed, the time functions in Example 6.20 and
[SV16, Ex. 3.4] have timelike gradient almost everywhere, but the first is not
locally Lipschitz and the second not locally anti-Lipschitz.

The following important classes of time functions are weak temporal.
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Lemma 6.22. Temporal functions and regular cosmological time functions (à la
Andersson–Galloway–Howard [AGH98] and Wald–Yip [WY81]) are weak temporal
functions.

Proof. For temporal functions, locally Lipschitz follows by smoothness and locally
anti-Lipschitz by [SV16, Cor. 4.16]. For regular cosmological time functions, locally
Lipschitz follows by [AGH98, Thm. 1.2(v)] and locally anti-Lipschitz by [SV16,
Thm. 5.4].

6.3 Encoding causality

In this section we prove Theorem 6.9 and a corresponding local result. Recall that
we defined the causal relation J+ ⊆M ×M by

J+ := {(p, q) | there exists a future-directed causal curve from p to q}.

By definition the null distance is achieved for causal curves. We investigate when
the converse holds, that is, when

(p, q) ∈ J+ ⇐⇒ d̂τ (p, q) = τ(q)− τ(p), (6.22)

in which case the null distance is said to encode causality, an open problem men-
tioned in [SV16, Sec. 1]. We introduce a new notation for the right hand side of
(6.22).

Definition 6.23. Let (M, g) be a spacetime equipped with a time function τ . We
define the null distance relation R̂+

τ ⊆M ×M by

(p, q) ∈ R̂+
τ :⇐⇒ d̂τ (p, q) = τ(q)− τ(p).

Clearly, the relation R̂+
τ is reflexive and transitive. Antisymmetry requires

definiteness of d̂τ which, for instance, follows if τ is a locally anti-Lipschitz time
function [SV16, Thm. 4.6]. We can thus summarize the basic properties of R̂+

τ as
follows.

Lemma 6.24. Suppose (M, g) is a spacetime and τ is a locally anti-Lipschitz
time function on M . Then the null distance relation R̂+

τ is a partial order on M
satisfying J+ ⊆ R̂+

τ .

In Section 6.3.1 we prove that globally hyperbolic spacetimes encode causality
when τ is carefully chosen, which can be reformulated in terms of R̂+

τ as follows.

Theorem 6.25. Let (M, g) be a globally hyperbolic spacetime and let τ be a tempo-
ral function such that every nonempty level set is a Cauchy surface. Then causality
is encoded in d̂τ , meaning J+ = R̂+

τ .

Note that the time functions τ : M → (T1, T2) of Theorems 6.9 and 6.25 are
Cauchy time functions (as per Theorem 6.3) up to composition with an increasing
homeomorphism f : (T1, T2) → R. Our relaxed Cauchy assumption adds value in
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the weak context, notably because cosmological time functions take values only
on (0,∞).

Subsequently we also prove a local version of this result for any spacetime with
a temporal function.

Theorem 6.26. Let (M, g) be a spacetime and τ be a temporal function. Then,
every point x ∈M has a neighborhood U such that

J+ ∩ (U × U) = R̂+
τ ∩ (U × U).

Upon completion of an earlier preprint of this manuscript and that of Sakovich
and Sormani [SS23] we noticed that our different proofs can be combined to yield
a stronger result of both Theorem 6.25 (to locally anti-Lipschitz τ) and [SS23] (to
noncompact Cauchy slices). This stronger result is Theorem 6.9 and proven in
Section 6.3.2.

In Section 6.3.3 we show that the assumptions for the global Theorem 6.9
are sharp in the sense that there are globally hyperbolic spacetimes and locally
anti-Lipschitz functions τ for which J+ ( R̂+

τ .

6.3.1 Proofs of Theorems 6.25 and 6.26 for temporal func-
tions

In this section, the Wick-rotated metric gW of g introduced in Section 6.2.1 plays
an important role again. Since gW need not be complete even if the spacetime is
globally hyperbolic (see Example 6.39) we furthermore make use of the existence
of a conformally equivalent complete Riemannian metric

gR := Ω2gW , (6.23)

where Ω: M → [1,∞) is a smooth function [NO61, Thm. 1]. We denote the corre-
sponding norm, length functional and distance by ‖·‖R, LR and dR, respectively.
The relation of gR and gW carries over to the distances as follows, that is, for any
curve γ : [a, b]→M ,

LW (γ) ≤ LR(γ),

and hence for any p, q ∈M

dW (p, q) ≤ dR(p, q).

In the following lemma, we obtain reverse inequalities on compact sets.

Lemma 6.27. Let gR and gW be two conformally equivalent Riemannian metrics
on M as in (6.23), and suppose K is a compact set in M . Then there exist
constants CK ≥ cK ≥ 1 such that for any curve γ in K

LW (γ) ≤ LR(γ) ≤ cKLW (γ).

and for any p, q ∈ K,

dW (p, q) ≤ dR(p, q) ≤ CKdW (p, q).
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Proof. The first statement about the lengths follows immediately from the Defi-
nition (6.23), and we may pick cK := maxx∈K Ω(x). The first inequality for the
distances is trivial and the second inequality follows from [Bur15, Thm. 4.5] (note
that, in general, we need to pick CK > cK as minimizing curves may leave K, but
the proof in [Bur15] guarantees boundedness of CK).

With these tools, we proceed to prove the theorem.

Proof of Theorem 6.25. Trivially, J+ ⊆ R̂+
τ , so we only need to prove R̂+

τ ⊆ J+.

Suppose that (p, q) ∈ R̂+
τ , that is, d̂τ (p, q) = τ(q) − τ(p). Since (p, p) ∈ J+ is

trivially satisfied, we can assume that p 6= q and thus necessarily τ(q) > τ(p). By

definition of d̂τ there exists a sequence of piecewise causal curves (βn)n such that

0 < τ(q)− τ(p) ≤ L̂τ (βn) ≤ τ(q)− τ(p) +
1

n
. (6.24)

In what follows we construct a future-directed causal curve β between p and
q, which then immediately implies (p, q) ∈ J+. We proceed as follows: After a
preliminary local estimate we construct a candidate limit curve near p in (M, gR),
and then show that it is both locally Lipschitz and future-directed causal. Finally,
we show it naturally extends all the way up to q.

Step 1. A local version of (6.24). We consider βn : [0, Ln]→M on arbitrary
subintervals of its domain. Suppose there exists a subinterval [s, t] ⊆ [0, Ln] such
that L̂τ (βn|[s,t]) > τ(βn(t))− τ(βn(s)) + 1

n . Then by the additivity of null lengths

L̂τ (βn) = L̂τ (βn|[0,s]) + L̂τ (βn|[s,t]) + L̂τ (βn|[t,Ln])

> |τ(βn(s))− τ(p)|+ |τ(βn(t))− τ(βn(s)) +
1

n
|+ |τ(q)− τ(βn(t))|

≥ τ(q)− τ(p) +
1

n
,

a contradiction to (6.24). Thus for all subintervals [s, t] of the domain of βn

|τ(βn(t))− τ(βn(s))| ≤ L̂τ (βn|[s,t]) ≤ τ(βn(t))− τ(βn(s)) +
1

n
. (6.25)

(Note that at this point we cannot yet rule out that τ(βn(t))−τ(βn(s)) < 0, which
is why we do not want to drop the absolute value on the left hand side.)

Step 2. Construction of a candidate limit curve β near p. Suppose,
that each βn : [0, Ln] → M is parametrized by gR-arclength with βn(0) = p and
βn(Ln) = q. In addition, we attach a future-directed inextendible causal curve β̃
at q. Since gR is complete, β̃ must have infinite gR-length. Thus we can extend all
βn by β̃ to obtain future-indextendible piecewise causal curves with gR-arclength
parametrization, again denoted by βn : [0,∞) → M and satisfying (6.25). In
particular, for each n and any s, t ∈ [0,∞),

dR(βn(s), βn(t)) ≤ LR(βn|[s,t]) = |t− s|. (6.26)
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By construction, βn(0) = p for all n. Fix any other t0 ∈ (0,∞). Then, due to
the gR-arclength parametrization, each curve segment βn|[0,t0] is contained in the
bounded set (which, by the Hopf–Rinow Theorem for gR is also compact)

Bt0(p) := {x ∈M : dR(p, x) ≤ t0}.

In particular, the family (βn|[0,t0])n is uniformly bounded and uniformly equicon-
tinuous. Thus, by the Arzelà–Ascoli Theorem (see, for instance, [Mun00, Thm.
47.1] or [BEE96, Thm. 3.30]), there exists a continuous curve β : [0,∞)→M , such
that a subsequence of (βn)n converges uniformly to β on all compact subintervals.
Since 1

nk
≤ 1

k for any subsequence, we can denote this subsequence again by (βn)n.

Moreover, (6.26) implies that β is a locally Lipschitz curve with

dR(β(s), β(t)) ≤ |t− s| (6.27)

for all s, t ∈ [0,∞).

Step 3. The curve β is future-directed causal. Since β is locally Lipschitz,
together with Rademacher’s Theorem, we know that β̇ exists almost everywhere.
To conclude that β is a future-directed causal curve, it remains to be shown that
g(β̇, β̇) ≤ 0 and (τ ◦ β)′ > 0 almost everywhere.

By [Bur15, Prop. 4.10] the gR-norm of the analytic derivative and dR-metric
derivative of β exist and coincide almost everywhere. Combined with the Lipschitz
estimate (6.27) for β we thus have for almost all s ∈ [0,∞)

0 ≤ ‖β̇(s)‖R = lim
h→0

dR(β(s+ h), β(s))

|h|
≤ lim
h→0

|h|
|h|

= 1. (6.28)

In order to show that β̇ is almost everywhere causal we need to control the τ -
component β̇τ = (τ ◦ β)′ of the tangent vectors. Suppose β̇(s0) exists for a fixed
s0 ∈ (0,∞), and consider the closed (and hence compact) dR-ball Bε of radius
ε at β(s0) in M . By Lipschitz continuity (6.27) of β the whole interval [s0 −
ε/2, s0 + ε/2], is mapped into Bε/2. We use the approximating sequence (βn)n of
β next, more precisely, that the βn are piecewise causal and converge uniformly on
compact intervals. Thus for sufficiently large n all βn([s0 − ε/2, s0 + ε/2]) ⊆ Bε.
By the local estimate (6.25)

lim
n→∞

L̂τ (βn|[s0−ε/2,s0+ε/2]) = τ(β(s0 + ε/2))− τ(β(s0 − ε/2)). (6.29)

On the other hand, due to the gR-arclength parametrization of βn and Lem-
mas 6.14 and 6.27 (with constant cε = maxx∈Bε Ω(x) ≥ 1)

ε = LR(βn|[s0−ε/2,s0+ε/2]) ≤ cεLW (βn|[s0−ε/2,s0+ε/2])

≤
√

2cεL̂τ (βn|[s0−ε/2,s0+ε/2]).

Hence by (6.29)

1√
2cε
≤ 1

ε
lim
n→∞

L̂τ (βn|[s0−ε/2,s0+ε/2]) =
τ(β(s0 + ε/2))− τ(β(s0 − ε/2))

ε
.
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Due to the continuity of Ω, it follows that cε → Ω(β(s0)) as ε → 0, while the
difference quotient of τ ◦ β converges to the derivative β̇τ (s0) = (τ ◦ β)′(s0). Thus
in the limit we obtain

β̇τ (s0) ≥ 1√
2Ω(β(s0))

> 0.

Due to the Wick-rotation gW of g as well as the gR-bound (6.28)

g(β̇(s0), β̇(s0)) = −2|β̇τ (s0)|2 + ‖β̇(s0)‖2W
≤ −Ω−2(β(s0)) + Ω−2(β(s0))‖β̇(s0)‖2R ≤ 0.

This proves that β̇ is future-directed causal almost everywhere.

Step 4. The point q lies on β. By construction β(0) = p, and by Step 3 we
know that τ ◦ β is strictly increasing on [0,∞). We distinguish two cases:

(i) If there is an s0 ∈ [0,∞) such that τ(β(s0)) = τ(q), then the following
argument implies that β(s0) = q:

Let ε > 0 be arbitrary. Since both d̂τ and dR induce the manifold topology,
there exists a δ > 0 such that dR(β(s0), x) < δ implies d̂τ (β(s0), x) < ε. Due
to the convergence βn(s0)→ β(s0) (obtained with respect to dR in Step 2),
for any n sufficiently large

d̂τ (β(s0), βn(s0)) < ε. (6.30)

Morever, due to the continuity of τ ◦ β, for all n > 1
ε sufficiently large

|τ(βn(s0))− τ(q)| = |τ(βn(s0))− τ(β(s0))| < ε.

Since βn(Ln) = q, the local estimate (6.25) on [s0, Ln] (or [Ln, s0] if Ln < s0)
yields

d̂τ (βn(s0), q) ≤ L̂τ (βn|[s0,Ln])

≤ τ(q)− τ(βn(s0)) +
1

n
< 2ε. (6.31)

Combining (6.30) and (6.31) implies that d̂τ (β(s0), q) < 3ε for any ε > 0.
Thus β(s0) = q.

(ii) The only obstruction to the desired conclusion is therefore that for all s ∈
[0,∞)

τ(β(s)) < τ(q). (6.32)

We show that this case cannot occur. Since the level set τ−1(q) is a Cauchy
surface and τ increases along β, (6.32) implies that the causal curve β is
future extendible as a future-directed causal curve. In particular, the future
endpoint x := lims→∞ β(s) of β exists (since it is necessarily part of any
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extension) and by (6.32), τ(x) ≤ τ(q). If x = q we are done, otherwise there
exists a relatively compact open set W around β ∪ {x} such that q 6∈W .

We will use the approximating curves βn to show that β must in fact leave
W : Since βn(0) = p ∈W and βn(Ln) = q 6∈W there exists

bn := sup{s | βn(t) ∈W for all t ∈ [0, s]} ∈ (0, Ln),

and βn(bn) ∈ ∂W . Since W is compact, by Lemmas 6.14 and 6.27, there
exists a constant C > 0 such that

bn = LR(βn|[0,bn]) ≤
√

2CL̂τ (βn|[0,bn]) ≤
√

2CL̂τ (βn|[0,Ln])

≤
√

2C

(
τ(q)− τ(p) +

1

n

)
.

Hence all bn are uniformly bounded from above by a constant

a :=
√

2C (τ(q)− τ(p) + 1) .

In particular, a subsequence converges to b := lim sup bn ∈ [0, a). Let ε > 0.
By uniform convergence βn → β on [0, a] for all sufficiently large n (along
the previous subsequence), we have

dR(β(bn), βn(bn)) < ε. (6.33)

Since βn(bn) ∈ ∂W and ∂W is compact as closed subset of the compact set
W , there exists a subsequence of points βnk(bnk) that converges to a point
y ∈ ∂W , i.e., for k sufficiently large

dR(βnk(bnk), y) < ε. (6.34)

Combining (6.33)–(6.34) yields

dR(β(b), y) ≤ dR(β(b), βnk(bnk)) + dR(βnk(bnk), y) < 2ε.

In other words, β(b) = y ∈ ∂W , a contradiction to the assumption that β is
entirely contained in the open set W . Hence the assumption (6.32) must be
false, and thus by case (i) β indeed reaches q.

To sum up, we have constructed a future-directed causal (Step 3) curve β from p
(Step 2) to q (Step 4). Therefore, (p, q) ∈ J+, and thus J+ = R̂+

τ .

We can adapt the proof of Theorem 6.25 to show its local counterpart The-
orem 6.26, which holds for every stably causal Lorentzian manifold (since every
such manifold admits a smooth temporal function by [Min19a, Thm. 4.100]).

Proof of Theorem 6.26. Let x ∈M . Since J+ ⊆ R̂+
τ is always true, the ⊆ inclusion

is trivial. In order to show ⊇ we construct a suitable relatively compact open
neighborhood U of x and construct causal curves locally similar to the proof of
Theorem 6.25. Only Step 2 made use of the complete Riemannian metric gR and
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Step 4 used global hyperbolicity of (M, g) and have to be carried out slightly
different.

By local compactness of M there is an r > 0 sufficiently small such that B̂τ3r(x)

is relatively compact (the open ball with respect to d̂τ of radius 3r). Consider
U := B̂τr (x). Suppose now p, q ∈ U and (p, q) ∈ R̂+

τ , i.e.,

d̂τ (p, q) = τ(q)− τ(p) > 0.

By definition of U and the triangle inequality also d̂τ (p, q) < 2r. Let (βn)n be a

sequence of piecewise causal paths βn : [0, Ln] → M that approximates d̂τ (p, q).

Hence we may fix any ε ∈ (0, d̂τ (p, q)) and assume without loss of generality that
for all n,

L̂τ (βn) < d̂τ (p, q) + ε < 2r. (6.35)

In particular, contained in B̂τ3r(x).

Since τ is assumed to be temporal the Wick-rotated metric gW of g exists (see
Section 6.2.1). We assume that the βn are parametrized by gW -arclength, and
therefore Ln = LW (βn). By Lemma 6.14 and (6.35) we then obtain the following
estimates:

d̂τ (p, q) ≤ L̂τ (βn) ≤ Ln ≤
√

2L̂τ (βn) ≤
√

2
(
d̂τ (p, q) + ε

)
. (6.36)

It is more convenient to have all the βn defined on the same interval [0, L], which

we achieve by extending each βn as follows: Set L :=
√

2(d̂τ (p, q) + ε). Then
attach to each βn a future-directed causal curve β̃n starting at q of gW -length
L̃n ≤ L− Ln. Notice that

L̃n ≤ L− Ln < (
√

2− 1)d̂τ (p, q) +
√

2ε < 2(
√

2− 1)r +
√

2ε < r

for ε small enough. Since L̂τ (β̃n) ≤ L̃n (by Lemma 6.14) and β̃n starts at q ∈
B̂τr (x), it follows that β̃n is contained in B̂τ3r(x). This also proves that indeed a
long enough extension up to L̃n = L − Ln exists, given that B̂τ3r(x) is relatively
compact and the spacetime (M, g) is non-imprisoning (because it admits a time
function). We have thus obtained a sequence of piecewise causal curves, denoted
again as βn : [0, L]→ B̂τ3r(x). The curves βn start at p = βn(0), reach q = βn(Ln),
and then continue to their endpoint βn(L). The local estimate (6.25) of Step 1
holds too.

Let B := B̂τ3r(x). By the Arzelà–Ascoli Theorem applied on the compact
metric space (B, dW |B), there exits a subsequence, again denoted by (βn)n, that
uniformly converges to a 1-Lipschitz continuous limit curve β : [0, L] → B as in
Step 2 of the proof of Theorem 6.26.

Step 3 in the proof of Theorem 6.26 can be used verbatim with gR = gW (and
Ω ≡ 1) since completeness of gR was not needed here. Thus β is future-directed
causal.

It remains to prove that β reaches the point q, which is now easier thanks to
the fact that (βn)n converges to β uniformly on [0, L]. Recall that βn(Ln) = q
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for all n ∈ N. By passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we may assume that
Ln → L∞ ≤ L. But then, given δ > 0, for all n large enough we obtain

dW (β(L∞), q)

≤ dW (β(L∞), βn(L∞)) + dW (βn(L∞), βn(Ln)) + dW (βn(Ln), q)

≤ δ + |L∞ − Ln|+ 0 < 2δ,

and therefore conclude that β(L∞) = q.
Thus β is indeed a future-directed causal curve from p through q and hence

(p, q) ∈ J+.

6.3.2 Alternative approaches and proof of Theorem 6.9

In earlier work of Sormani and Vega the important class of warped product space-
times I ×f Σ with interval I ⊆ R and complete Riemannian fibers Σ was already
shown to encode causality for certain temporal functions [SV16, Thm. 3.25]. It is

also easy to see that d̂τ encodes causality if all null distances are realized by piece-
wise causal curves and τ is locally anti-Lipschitz [AB22, Rem. 3.22]. It remained
an open problem to understand causality encoding in the general case. Indepen-
dently to our approach, Sakovich and Sormani [SS23] very recently obtained some
results that are comparable to Theorem 6.25 and Theorem 6.26. We briefly discuss
their setting and how it compares to ours.

The global causality encoding result [SS23, Thm. 4.1] of Sakovich and Sormani
is formulated for spacetimes with proper locally anti-Lipschitz time functions, re-
quiring that all time slabs τ−1([τ1, τ2]) with [τ1, τ2] ⊆ τ(M) are compact. The
following argument shows that the level sets of a proper time function τ are (com-
pact) Cauchy hypersurfaces and thus the spacetimes that Sakovich and Sormani
consider are, in particular, globally hyperbolic: Suppose, for the sake of contradic-
tion, that γ is an inextendible causal curve on M that does not intersect some
τ -level set. Without loss of generality, suppose that [0, 1] ∈ τ(M) and that γ
intersects {τ = 0} but not {τ = 1}. Then the piece of γ lying in the compact set
τ−1([0, 1]) is future inextendible, contradicting the fact that any spacetime with a
time function is non-totally imprisoning. Hence γ must intersect every level set of
τ .

Therefore, our global Theorem 6.25 is applicable to a wider class of spacetimes
(also those having noncompact Cauchy surfaces) while the result [SS23, Thm. 4.1]
of Sakovich and Sormani is applicable to a wider class of time functions (locally
anti-Lipschitz instead of temporal).

In Section 6.3.3 we show that the assumption of Cauchy level sets can, in
general, not be relaxed (see Remark 6.28 for a mild trivial extension). An exam-
ple of Sakovich and Sormani [SS23, Ex. 2.2] that was constructed to show that
noncompact level sets are problematic, in fact also already fails on a much more
fundamental level because the spacetime is not globally hyperbolic.

Both proofs, that of Theorem 6.25 and that of Sakovich and Sormani [SS23,

Thm. 4.1], rely on constructing a limit of a d̂τ -minimizing sequence of piecewise
causal curves, and showing that the limit is a (continuous) causal curve. Both
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proofs do this via the Arzelà–Ascoli Theorem, but while Sakovich and Sormani
apply it using the null distance, we employ a complete Riemannian metric gR
(directly related to g via Wick-rotation, hence requiring τ temporal). This added
regularity in our proof allows us to indeed obtain a locally Lipschitz (with respect
to any Riemannian metric) limit curve β and compute g(β̇, β̇) explicitly. Sakovich
and Sormani can work with locally anti-Lipschitz time functions by using special
coordinate systems and not relying on the regularity of β to show that points are
causally related. The important step to prove that the limit curve indeed reaches
the desired endpoint is achieved by Sakovich and Sormani by the properness of
τ (which implies that the whole sequence lies in a compact set) while we employ
Cauchyness of the level sets (which can be non-compact, placing less restrictions
on the spacetime, as discussed above).

In Theorem 6.9 we combine both approaches to obtain causality encodation for
all locally anti-Lipschitz time functions with Cauchy level sets (neither required
to be proper nor temporal). See Example 6.29 for a physically relevant case where
our result applies.

Proof of Theorem 6.9. We use the notation of Theorem 6.25 and sequence (βn)n
satisfying (6.24). Note that Step 1 in the proof of Theorem 6.25 does not require
any specific property of τ either, so (6.25) also holds. We can carry out Step 2 with
respect to any complete Riemannian metric h on M (instead of gR). Thus by the
Arzelà–Ascoli Theorem we obtain a locally Lipschitz limit curve β : [0,∞) → M
from p.

Since dh and d̂τ both induce the manifold topology, the uniform convergence
with respect to dh on compact subintervals implies pointwise convergence βn(t)→
β(t) with respect to the null distance d̂τ for all t ∈ [0,∞) as n → ∞. Since the

induced length structure of d̂τ , i.e.,

Ld̂τ (γ) = sup

{
k∑
i=1

d̂τ (γ(si), γ(si−1)) | a = s0 < s1 < . . . < sk = b

}
for rectifiable paths γ : [a, b] → M , is lower semicontinuous [BBI01, Prop. 2.3.4]
and agrees with L̂τ on the class of piecewise causal curves [AB22, Prop. 3.8] we
obtain

Ld̂τ (β|[s,t]) ≤ lim
n→∞

Ld̂τ (βn|[s,t]) = lim
n→∞

L̂τ (βn|[s,t]).

Together with property (6.25) and the continuity of τ we thus have that

Ld̂τ (β|[s,t]) ≤ τ(β(t))− τ(β(s)) ≤ d̂τ (β(s), β(t)) ≤ Ld̂τ (β|[s,t]).

Hence β is not only a d̂τ -minimizing curve but also satisfies for all s, t ∈ [0,∞)

Ld̂τ (β|[s,t]) = τ(β(t))− τ(β(s)).

As in the proof of Sakovich and Sormani [SS23, Thm. 4.3] their local causality
encoding property thus implies that β is future-directed causal as continuous curve
(in the sense of [HE73, p. 184]) starting at p. This completes Step 3.
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It remains to be shown that β reaches q (in fact, at this point it could still
be constant p). We proceed in a similar fashion as in Step 4 of the proof of
Theorem 6.25 and distinguish the two cases (i) τ(β(s0)) = τ(q) for some s0 ∈ [0,∞)
and (ii) τ(β(s)) < τ(q) for all s:

(i) extends verbatim (replacing dR by dh) and implies that β(s0) = q.

(ii) requires us to prove that bn is uniformly bounded from above. Note that,
again with respect to the arbitrary complete Riemannian metric h chosen
for the convergence in Step 2, by [Bur15, Thm. 4.11],

bn = Lh(βn|[0,bn])

= sup

{
k∑
i=1

dh(βn(si), βn(si−1)) | 0 = s0 < s1 < . . . < sk = bn

}
.

Since τ is locally anti-Lipschitz, by Step 1 in the proof of Lemma 6.16, for
every point in M there exists a neighborhood U and a constant C > 0 such
that

dh(x, y) ≤ Cd̂τ (x, y) (6.37)

for all x, y ∈ U . By the (reverse) argument in the proof of Theorem 6.7 on
page 110, we can even assume that C is such that (6.37) holds on the entire
compact set W . Since all βn(si) ∈W by construction, and again by [AB22,
Prop. 3.8], we have

bn ≤ sup

{
k∑
i=1

Cd̂τ (βn(si), βn(si−1)) | 0 = s0 < s1 < . . . < sk = bn

}
≤ CLd̂τ (βn|[0,bn]) = CL̂τ (βn|[0,bn]) ≤ C(τ(q)− τ(p) + 1).

Proceeding again as in the proof of Theorem 6.25 yields a contradiction.

Therefore, β is a locally Lipschitz future-directed causal curve from p to q, and
q ∈ J+(p).

Remark 6.28 (Future/Past Cauchy level sets). Inspecting the proofs of The-
orems 6.25 and 6.9 one observes that the assumptions that the level sets of τ
are Cauchy is only used in Step 4(ii). In fact, it is only needed that the level
sets are past Cauchy because we construct the limiting curve β from p to q (and
τ(p) < τ(q)). We could have equally well constructed the curve from q in which
case we would have used that the level sets are future Cauchy (see definition in
[AGH98, p. 315]). Since either case yields the desired result, τ having future (or

past) Cauchy level sets is already sufficient for d̂τ to encode causality.

Remark 6.28 allows us to immediately prove global causality encodation for
a large and physically relevant class of time functions for which local causality
encodation was already shown by Sakovich and Sormani [SS23, Cor. 1.2].
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Proof of Corollary 6.10. By Lemma 6.22 the regular cosmological time function
τ : M → (0,∞) is weak temporal. By [AGH98, Prop. 2.6] the level sets of τ
are future Cauchy, hence by Remark 6.28 the result follows from the proof of
Theorem 6.9.

We conclude with a basic cosmological example for which Theorem 6.9 is di-
rectly applicable.

Example 6.29 (Milne model). Recall that the n + 1-dimensional Milne model
(M, g) is a globally hyperbolic spacetime which can be viewed as the chronological
future I+(0) of the origin in the Minkowski spacetime R1,n (see, for instance,
[Lin20]). The cosmological time function τ : M → (0,∞) is the Lorentzian distance
dg from the origin, i.e.,

τ(p) := sup
q∈J−(p)

dg(p, q).

By Lemma 6.22 τ is a weak temporal function and the level sets of τ are the
noncompact hyperboloids (which are Cauchy). Thus by our Theorem 6.9 we see

that d̂τ encodes causality globally. Due to noncompactness the result [SS23, Thm.
4.1] is not applicable. Since, however, the Milne model can be viewed as a warped
product when expressed in the right coordinates [Lin20, Eq. 1.1], causality enco-
dation already follows from an earlier result of Sormani and Vega [SV16, Thm.
3.25].

Remark 6.30 (Local causality-encoding results). One can extend the local The-
orem 6.26 to locally anti-Lipschitz time functions along the same lines. Note that
in this local result a neighborhood U of x is constructed on which any two points
p, q ∈ U can be compared as in (6.22), while in the local result [SS23, Thm. 1.1]
of Sakovich and Sormani the point p = x is fixed and only q can be chosen freely.

6.3.3 Counterexamples

We conclude this section with a series of examples that show that the local The-
orem 6.26 with respect to temporal functions cannot be promoted to a global
statement in the spirit of Theorem 6.25, even if the spacetime is globally hyper-
bolic, but the τ -level sets are not Cauchy (Example 6.34).

In order to better contextualize our examples, we also consider the K+ re-
lation. Recall that K+ is defined as the (unique) smallest closed and transitive
relation containing J+. The definition of K+ is due to Sorkin and Woolgar [SW96].
Furthermore, a spacetime (M, g) is called K+-causal if the K+ relation is anti-
symmetric, a condition later shown to be equivalent to stable causality by Min-
guzzi [Min09], and hence also equivalent to the existence of time function [Haw68;
Min10].

Example 6.31 (J+ ( K+ = R̂+
τ ). Allen and Burtscher constructed examples

[AB22, Ex. 3.23, 3.24] by removing points and lines from Minkowski space for
which causality is not encoded, i.e., J+ 6= R̂+

τ . Notably, K-causality is still en-
coded, meaning that K+ = R̂+

τ .
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Figure 6.2: A piecewise causal curve that approximates the distance between the
points p and q in Example 6.32, giving the upper bound (6.41).

Sormani and Vega gave another example [SV16, Prop. 3.4] for which one can
check that J+ ( K+ ( R̂+

τ . Their example is Minkowski space with the time
function τ = t3, which is is not locally anti-Lipschitz, and the null distance is
not definite. We modify said example to obtain a definite null distance for which
neither J+ nor K+ are encoded.

Example 6.32 (J+ ( K+ ( R̂+
τ ). Consider M := R1,1 \ {(0, x) | x ≥ 0}

equipped with the usual Minkowski metric g := −dt2+dx2. We define the function
τ : M → R by

τ(t, x) :=

{
t3 if x > 0,

t3 + tx2 if x ≤ 0.

First observe that τ is a temporal function on (M, g) because its gradient vector
is timelike: For x > 0, this is trivial (note that then t 6= 0, by definition of M).
For x ≤ 0, since (0, 0) 6∈M , it follows from

g(∇τ,∇τ) = − (∂tτ)
2

+ (∂xτ)
2

= −
(
3t2 + x2

)2
+ (2tx)

2

= −9t4 − x4 − 6t2x2 + 4t2x2 < 0.

Next we show that every pair of points p = (tp, xp), q = (tq, xq) with xp, xq > 0
and tq < 0 < tp satisfies

d̂τ (p, q) = τ(p)− τ(q), (6.38)

despite the fact that clearly not all such p and q are related by J+ or K+: Let
k ∈ N be large enough so that tp > xp/k and |tq| > xq/k. Consider the points (see
Figure 6.2)

q1 := (xp/k, xp), q2 := (xp/k, 0), q3 := (0,−min{xp, xq}/k).
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Since p ∈ J+(q1) and q2 ∈ J+(q3) trivially

d̂τ (p, q1) = t3p −
(xp
k

)3

, d̂τ (q2, q3) =
(xp
k

)3

. (6.39)

Moreover, taking a piecewise null curve from q1 to q2 that consists of 2k segments
between t = xp/k and t = 2xp/k (see Figure 6.2), we get that

d̂τ (q1, q2) ≤ 2k

((
2xp
k

)3

−
(xp
k

)3
)

= 14
x3
p

k2
. (6.40)

Combining (6.39) and (6.40) with the triangle inequality proves

d̂τ (p, q3) ≤ t3p + 14
x3
p

k2
,

and by symmetry we obtain the analogous estimate for d̂τ (q, q3), thus

d̂τ (p, q) ≤ d̂τ (p, q3) + d̂τ (q3, q) ≤ t3p + 14
x3
p + x3

q

k2
+ |tq|3 , (6.41)

and taking the limit k →∞ implies (6.38), as desired.

In the previous example, we have constructed a minimizing sequence of piece-
wise causal curves by choosing curves that are close to a “barrier” (the removed
positive x axis). This barrier, however, also makes the spacetime causally dis-
continuous. Since the time function τ is perfectly regular (it is C1 with timelike
gradient, and can easily be smoothened out), one might suspect that causal dis-

continuity is the reason that causality is not encoded by d̂τ in Example 6.32. This
motivates the next example, where we construct a causally simple spacetime with
a temporal function τ but causality is still not encoded in d̂τ . Recall that causal
simplicity means that the causal relation J+ is antisymmetric and closed, and
sits only one step below global hyperbolicity on the causal ladder. In order to
achieve this effect, instead of approaching a barrier, we construct an example with
a minimizing sequence of piecewise null curves that runs off to infinity.

Example 6.33 (J+ = K+ ( R̂+
τ ). Let M := R3 with coordinates (t, x, y) and

warped product metric tensor

g := cosh2(x)
(
−dt2 + dy2

)
+ dx2. (6.42)

Note that all {x = x0} planes are conformal to Minkowski space, while each
{y = y0} plane is isometric to the universal cover of AdS2. Therefore, the induced
null geodesics s 7→ (t±(s), x±(s)) in the {y = y0} plane going through a point
(t0, 0) are given by

t±(s) = 2 arctan
(

tanh
(s

2

))
+ t0, (6.43)

x±(s) = ±s,
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Figure 6.3: Two piecewise causal curves going trough the points ps0 and qs0 (thick)
and ps1 and qs1 (thin), respectively, that approximate the null distance between p
and q in Example 6.33. The thin curve yields a better approximation.

the subscript + or − indicating the right- or left-going geodesics respectively
[Lan21, Sec. 5.10]. Moreover, the function

τ(t, x, y) := cosh−1(x)t+ t3,

is a steep temporal function on (M, g) since

g(∇τ,∇τ) = − cosh2(x) (∂tτ)
2

+ (∂xτ)
2

= − cosh2(x)
(
cosh−1(x) + 3t2

)2
+
(
− cosh−1(x) tanh(x)t

)2
= −1− cosh2(x)9t4 −

(
6 cosh(x)− cosh−2(x) tanh2(x)

)
t2 ≤ −1,

where in the last line, we have used that | tanh(x)| < 1 ≤ cosh(x) for all x ∈ R.
Consider now two points p, q ∈M of the form

p :=
(
−π

2
, 0, yp

)
, q :=

(π
2
, 0, yq

)
,

where |yp − yq| > π. We are going to show that (p, q) ∈ R̂+
τ , i.e., that

d̂τ (p, q) = τ(q)− τ(p), (6.44)

despite the fact that (p, q) 6∈ J+ (and since our spacetime is causally simple,
J+ = K+). To see that (p, q) 6∈ J+, note that by definition of g in (6.42) the
{x = 0} plane is isometric to 1 + 1-Minkowski space, and that the projection
(t, x, y) 7→ (t, y) of any causal curve from p to q in M to {x = 0} remains causal
in {x = 0}. The condition |yp − yq| > π then implies that (p, q) 6∈ J+

{x=0}, and

therefore also (p, q) 6∈ J+.
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In order to show (6.44), we proceed in three steps. First, define

ps = (0, s, yp), qs = (0, s, yq),

where s ∈ R is arbitrary. By (6.43), a null geodesic in the {y = yp} plane starting
at p eventually reaches the point (t+(s), s) where t+(s) < 0. It follows that
(p, ps) ∈ J+, and by the time reversed argument on the {y = yq} plane, that
(qs, q) ∈ J+, altogether implying that

d̂τ (p, ps) = τ(ps)− τ(p) = −τ(p), d̂τ (qs, q) = τ(q)− τ(qs) = τ(q). (6.45)

The second step is to estimate the null distance between ps and qs. Given that the
{x = s} plane is conformal to Minkowski space and the null distance is conformally
invariant it is easy to construct piecewise causal curves between ps and qs. The
null distance induced on each plane is different though, and since τ |{x=xs} → t3

as s→∞ we have at the “boundary” of our spacetime an indefinite null distance
that cannot distinguish any points in the {t = 0} slice [SV16, Prop. 3.4]. We make
this intuitive picture precise by constructing in each {x = xs} plane a piecewise
null curve βs,k that bounces k times between t = 0 and t = |yp− yq|/k (see Figure
6.3). Using the curves βs,k to estimate the null distance, we obtain the upper
bound

d̂τ (ps, qs) ≤ lim inf
k→∞

L̂τ (βs,k)

= lim inf
k→∞

2k

(
|yp − yq|3

k3
+ cosh−1(s)

|yp − yq|
k

)
= 2 cosh−1(s) |yp − yq| .

Finally, the triangle inequality together with (6.45) and the above estimate yields

d̂τ (p, q) ≤ lim
s→∞

(
d̂τ (p, ps) + d̂τ (ps, qs) + d̂τ (qs, q)

)
= τ(q)− τ(p).

This finishes the proof of (6.44), since the opposite inequality is always true.

Note that in our proof, |yp−yq| can be chosen arbitrarily large while d̂τ (p, q) =

π + π3

4 remains the same. Therefore the d̂τ -ball at p of radius R > π + π3

4 is
unbounded with respect to the usual Euclidean distance.

Given that in the causal ladder of spacetimes, causal simplicity comes just be-
fore global hyperbolicity, the previous Example 6.33 shows that the assumptions
in Theorem 6.25 are sharp in view of the causal structure required. The following
and final example shows that even on a globally hyperbolic spacetime, Cauchy-
ness of the time function cannot simply be dropped in Theorem 6.9. This is not
surprising, because non-Cauchy temporal functions on globally hyperbolic space-
times can have a much wilder behaviour than their Cauchy counterparts, such as
topology changes of the level sets [Sán23].

Example 6.34 (J+ = K+ ( R̂+
τ for non-Cauchy locally anti-Lipschitz time

function in globally hyperbolic spacetime). We show that the Cauchy assumption
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Figure 6.4: A piecewise causal curve that approximates the null distance between
p and q in Example 6.34. Only the space in between the two grey surfaces is part
of the spacetime. The curve comes ε-close to the boundary, but remains entirely
within M .

in Theorem 6.9 cannot be relaxed. To this end we construct an example that
combines aspects of Examples 6.32 and 6.33 in the sense that a d̂τ -minimizing
sequence of piecewise causal curves between certain points approaches both a
barrier (in the x direction) and runs off to infinity (in the y direction).

The spacetime under consideration is

M := {(t, x, y) | t > 0, x > t− 1}
∪ {(t, x, y) | t < 0, x < t+ 1}
∪ {(0, x, y) | −1 < x < 1} ⊆ R1,2,

considered as subset of the (2 + 1)-dimensional Minkowski space with metric g :=
−dt2 + dx2 + dy2 (see Figure 6.4). Clearly, M is globally hyperbolic. We equip M
with the continuous function

τ(t, x, y) := t3 + Ψ(t, x) cosh−1
(y

2

)
,

where

Ψ(t, x) :=

{√
(t+ 1)2 − x2 if |t+ 1| > |x|,

0 otherwise.

We show that (i) τ is a time function for (M, g) and (ii) that the corresponding

null distance d̂τ does not encode causality globally. Theorem 6.9 thus implies that
τ is not Cauchy, as can also be seen by considering causal curves in Minkowski
spacetime which leave the region M .

(i) We show that the gradient vector field ∇τ is timelike almost everywhere,
which is a sufficient condition for being a time function. In the region where
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Ψ = 0, our function is simply t3, and since said region does not include
{t = 0}, we have that ∇τ is timelike there. It remains to consider the region
where Ψ 6= 0. There the gradient of τ is given by

∇τ =−

(
3t2 +

t+ 1√
(t+ 1)2 − x2

cosh−1
(y

2

))
∂t

− x√
(t+ 1)2 − x2

cosh−1
(y

2

)
∂x

− 1

2

√
(t+ 1)2 − x2 cosh−1

(y
2

)
tanh

(y
2

)
∂y,

and therefore its norm is

g(∇τ,∇τ) =− 9t4 − 3t2
t+ 1√

(t+ 1)2 − x2
cosh−1

(y
2

)

− cosh−2
(y

2

)
+

1

4

(
(t+ 1)2 − x2

)
cosh−2

(y
2

)
tanh2

(y
2

)
.

On the RHS, the terms on the first line are always negative (since t+1 > 0 in
the region we are considering). If t ≤ 1, then the second line is also negative,
since then (t+ 1)2 − x2 ≤ 4 and | tanh(z)| < 1. If, on the other hand, t ≥ 1,
then the 9t4 term dominates the whole expression (since also cosh(z) > 1).
In either case, we have shown that g(∇τ,∇τ) < 0, as desired.

(ii) It remains to be shown that causality is not encoded in the null distance.
Concretely, we show that for all p = (tp, xp, yp) and q = (tq, xq, yq) with
tp < −2 < 2 < tq and xp < tp + 1, xq > tq + 1,

d̂τ (p, q) = τ(q)− τ(p),

despite the fact that clearly not every two such points are causally related.
The argument is depicted in Figure 6.4, and we omit some computations
that are analogous to the ones in the previous examples. Choose ε > 0 and
follow a causal segment from p to q1 = (−ε, xp, yp), so that

d̂τ (p, q1) = τ(p)− ε3.

Note that q1 lies in a region where τ = t3. Therefore, given any (arbitrarily
large) R > 0, for q2 = (−ε, xp, R) we have

d̂τ (q1, q2)→ 0 as ε→ 0,

similarly to the situation in Example 6.32. Next, let q3 = (0, 0, R). Then

d̂τ (q2, q3) ∼ ε for R such that cosh−1(R) ≤ ε2,
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similar to what happens in Example 6.33. Finally, do a similar procedure
backwards to get from q3 to q4 = (ε, xq, R) to q5 = (ε, xq, yq) (with arbitrarily
small length) and then to q (with length τ(q)− ε3).

In conclusion, by choosing R(ε) such that cosh−1(R(ε)) ≤ ε2 (as required
above), we have that

lim
ε→0

4∑
i=1

d̂τ (qi, qi+1) = 0,

and by the triangle inequality

d̂τ (p, q) ≤ lim
ε→0

[
d̂τ (p, q1) +

4∑
i=1

d̂τ (qi, qi+1) + d̂τ (q5, q)

]
= τ(q)− τ(p),

as claimed (the opposite inequality always holds).

We end this section noting that the temporal function in Example 6.33 is steep,
a notion already discussed at the beginning of Section 6.2.1. Since any temporal
function is steep for a conformal transformation of g (which leaves the null dis-
tance invariant) steepness is unrelated to causality encodation. The situation is
different for completely uniform temporal functions (also called h-steep), because
they are special Cauchy temporal functions. We define and make use of them in
the following section.

6.4 Completeness

In this final section we prove our Main Theorem 6.4 which characterizes global
hyperbolicity of (M, g) by metric completeness of (M, d̂τ ). Completeness is a

global property, therefore we cannot expect (M, d̂τ ) to be complete for all choices
of τ (even though they are locally equivalent by Section 6.2). In Section 6.3
we have observed that locally anti-Lipschitz Cauchy functions encode causality
globally. Therefore, it comes at no surprise that this is a necessary ingredient
for a completeness result. We use the following class of time functions recently
introduced by Bernard and Suhr [BS18; BS20] to study closed cone fields.

Definition 6.35. Let (M, g) be a spacetime. A smooth function τ : M → R is
called a completely uniform temporal function if there exists a complete Rieman-
nian metric h on M such that for all causal vectors v ∈ TM

dτ(v) ≥ ‖v‖h. (6.46)

We call τ a completely uniform weak temporal function if it is weak temporal and
(6.46) holds almost everywhere.

Originally these functions were called steep with respect to a (complete) Rie-
mannian metric in [BS18, p. 473] and later renamed in [BS20, Def. 1.2]. Subse-
quently, f -steep functions with respect to any positive homogenous C1 function
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(not just f = ‖.‖h for h a complete Riemannian metric) were also used by Min-
guzzi [Min18, p. 2] in the analysis of Lorentz–Finsler spaces.

It was shown by Bernard and Suhr [BS18, Thm. 3] and later also by Min-
guzzi [Min18, Thm. 3.1] that the existence of completely uniform temporal func-
tion is equivalent to global hyperbolicity of the spacetime.

We prove the following refined version of Theorem 6.4.

Theorem 6.36. Let (M, g) be a spacetime.

(i) If τ is a time function such that (M, d̂τ ) is a complete metric space, then τ
is a Cauchy time function. In particular, (M, g) is globally hyperbolic.

(ii) If (M, g) is globally hyperbolic then there exists a completely uniform weak

temporal function τ , and for every such τ , (M, d̂τ ) is a complete metric
space.

Theorem 6.4 is a direct corollary of Theorem 6.36.

Proof. (i) Assume that (M, d̂τ ) is complete but τ is not a Cauchy time function.
Then there exists, without loss of generality, a future-directed future-inextendible
causal curve γ : R → M such that lims→∞ τ(γ(s)) < ∞. Consider the sequence
(pn)n of points given by pn = γ(n). Since the pn are causally related among each

other d̂τ (pn, pm) = |τ(pn) − τ(pm)|. Then the fact that τ ◦ γ : R → R is strictly
increasing and bounded from above implies that (pn)n is a Cauchy sequence in

(M, d̂τ ). By completeness there exists a limit point p, and since γ is continuous,
p ∈ γ, a contradiction to the inextendibility of γ. Hence τ must be a Cauchy time
function, and (M, g) globally hyperbolic by Theorem 6.3.

(ii) By [BS18; Min18] (M, g) is globally hyperbolic if and only if there is a com-
pletely uniform temporal function τ which with respect to a complete Riemannian
metric h satisfies (6.46). We show that any such (even only weak temporal) τ is
anti-Lipschitz with respect to the (complete) distance dh induced by h, i.e., there
is a C > 0 such that for all p, q ∈M

(p, q) ∈ J+ =⇒ τ(q)− τ(p) ≥ Cdh(p, q). (6.47)

Pick any q ∈ J+(p) and γ : [0, 1] → M a causal curve with γ(0) = p, γ(1) = q.
Then by (6.46)

τ(q)− τ(p) =

∫ 1

0

dτ (γ̇(s)) ds

≥
∫ 1

0

√
h (γ̇(s), γ̇(s))ds = Lh(γ) ≥ dh(p, q).

Thus (6.47) holds globally, and a theorem of Allen and Burtscher [AB22, Thm.

1.6] implies that (M, d̂τ ) is complete (and definite).
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Remark 6.37. Recall that (M, d̂τ ) is always a locally compact length-metric space

[AB22, Thm. 1.1]. If (M, d̂τ ) is also complete, the Hopf–Rinow–Cohn-Vossen The-

orem implies that any pair of points can be joined by a d̂τ -length minimizing curve.
Beware that the minimizer is, in general, only d̂τ -rectifiable, but not necessarily
piecewise causal [AB22, Ex. 3.17]. If τ is besides Cauchy also locally anti-Lipschitz,
thanks to Theorem 6.9, we still do know that the null distance between two points
is their difference in time precisely when there is a causal curve between them.

Applying Theorem 6.25(ii) and then (i) proves the following result, originally
shown by Bernard and Suhr [BS18, Thm. 3] for temporal functions (see also [BS20,
Lemma 1.3]).

Corollary 6.38. If a weak temporal function τ is completely uniform, then τ is
Cauchy.

Since the cosmological time function does not attain negative values it is not
Cauchy, and hence by Theorem 6.4(i) the corresponding null distance is not
complete. We conclude our paper with a counterexample that shows that non-
completely uniform temporal functions on globally hyperbolic spacetimes do, in
general, not imply metric completeness.

Example 6.39 (Cauchy temporal function with incomplete null distance). In
[Sán22, Sec. 6.4], Sánchez constructs a globally hyperbolic spacetime (M, g) =
(R2,−dt2 + f2(t, x)dx2) with a certain piecewise defined L1-function f : M →
(0,∞) and such that t is a Cauchy temporal function, but the Riemannian slice
{t = 0} = (R, f2(0, x)dx2), that is, the Riemannian manifold (R, f2(0, x)dx2),
is geodesically incomplete. Let (0, x), (0, y) be two points on the {t = 0} slice.
Then we can estimate their null distance by a sequence of piecewise null curves
γn(s) = (γtn(s), s) satisfying 0 ≤ γtn(s) ≤ 1

n . We obtain

d̂t((0, x), (0, y)) ≤ L̂t(γn) =

∫ y

x

|γ̇tn(s)|ds =

∫ y

x

f(γtn(s), s)ds.

Applying dominated convergence to the right hand side yields

lim
n→∞

∫ y

x

f(γtn(s), s)ds =

∫ y

x

f(0, s)ds ≤ ‖f(0, ·)‖L1(R) <∞.

This implies that the sequence (n)n is Cauchy because for any ε > 0, assuming
that m ≤ n sufficiently large,

d̂t((0,m), (0, n)) ≤
∫ n

m

f(0, s)ds ≤
∫ ∞
m

f(0, s)ds < ε.

The hypothetical limit point at ∞, however, is not in M . Therefore, (M, d̂t) is
incomplete.
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Summary

Understanding cause-and-effect relationships lies at the heart of science. Näıvely,
one would think that an event happening at a time t0 can, in principle, influence
any event happening at a later time t > t0. However, this does not take into
account the physical law that nothing can travel faster than the speed of light, not
even causal influences. The fact that the speed of light is the same for all observers
(even if moving with respect to one another) further complicates things. In spite
of these issues, the theory of special relativity has successfully clarified our under-
standing of cause-and-effect relationships, thanks to its key insight that time is not
absolute, but instead it is “mixed” with space, forming spacetime. In the theory
of general relativity, spacetime is further upgraded from being a fixed background
structure to having geometrical properties that influence, and are influenced by,
the matter in our Universe. Notably, general relativity is able to describe the
physical phenomenon of gravitation as a consequence of the geometrical curvature
of spacetime.

In classical works on general relativity, spacetime is usually assumed to be
smooth. In mathematical terms, spacetime is a manifold equipped with an smooth
(meaning infinitely differentiable) Lorentzian metric tensor. Note that a Rieman-
nian metric would be suitable to describe space alone, but not spacetime. The
smoothness assumption, while useful to simplify things, is not clearly justified. It
could well be that there is matter in our Universe that causes spacetime to be
non-smooth, especially when we think of the quantum mechanical properties that
matter has on small scales. In this thesis, it is investigated how robust our under-
standing of cause-and-effect relationships is when taking into account this possible
non-smoothness of spacetime.

Different scenarios of what a non-smooth spacetime could be are considered.
Examples are given of manifolds equipped with merely continuous Lorentzian met-
rics, which behave pathologically compared to smooth ones. For the Lorentzian
length spaces of Kunzinger and Sämann (a Lorentzian version of the usual length
spaces), existence results for time functions are proven. Manifolds with degenerate
metric tensors are also investigated, leading to progress on a conjecture of Borde
and Sorkin motivated by quantum gravity. Finally, it is established how the causal
relationships on a (smooth) Lorentzian manifold can be encoded in a metric space
structure, by using the null distance of Sormani and Vega.
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Samenvatting

Het begrijpen van oorzaak-en-gevolgrelaties vormt de kern van de wetenschap.
Näıef zou men denken dat een gebeurtenis die op een tijdstip t0 plaatsvindt, in
principe elke gebeurtenis op een later tijdstip t > t0 kan bëınvloeden. Dit houdt
echter geen rekening met de natuurkundige wet dat niets sneller kan reizen dan de
snelheid van het licht, zelfs causale invloeden kunnen dit niet. Het feit dat de licht-
snelheid voor alle waarnemers gelijk is (zelfs als ze ten opzichte van elkaar bewegen)
maakt de zaken nog ingewikkelder. Met het oog op deze kwesties heeft de speciale
relativiteitstheorie ons begrip van oorzaak-en-gevolgrelaties verduidelijkt, dankzij
het belangrijke inzicht dat tijd niet absoluut is, maar “vermengd” is met ruimte,
waardoor ruimtetijd ontstaat. In de algemene relativiteitstheorie wordt ruimtetijd
verder opgewaardeerd van een vaste achtergrondstructuur naar een geometrisch
object dat de materie in ons universum bëınvloedt en erdoor wordt bëınvloed.
Met name kan de algemene relativiteitstheorie de zwaartekracht beschrijven als
gevolg van de geometrische kromming van de ruimtetijd.

In klassieke werken over algemene relativiteit wordt meestal aangenomen dat
ruimtetijd glad is. In wiskundige termen is ruimtetijd een variëteit die is uitgerust
met een gladde (wat oneindig vaak differentieerbaar betekent) Lorentz-metriek.
Merk op dat een Riemann-metriek geschikt zou zijn om ruimte te beschrijven,
maar niet ruimtetijd. De aanname van gladheid, hoewel nuttig om de theorie te
vereenvoudigen, is niet duidelijk gerechtvaardigd. Het zou heel goed kunnen dat
er materie in ons heelal is die ervoor zorgt dat ruimtetijd niet-glad is, vooral als we
denken aan de kwantummechanische eigenschappen die materie op kleine schaal
heeft. In dit proefschrift wordt onderzocht hoe robuust ons begrip van oorzaak-
en-gevolgrelaties is als we rekening houden met deze mogelijke niet-gladheid van
ruimtetijd.

Er zijn verschillende scenario’s bekeken van wat een niet-gladde ruimtetijd zou
kunnen zijn. Er worden voorbeelden gegeven van variëteiten die zijn uitgerust
met slechts continue Lorentz-metrieken, die zich pathologisch gedragen in vergelij-
king met gladde. Voor de Lorentz-lengteruimten van Kunzinger en Sämann (een
Lorentz-versie van de gebruikelijke lengteruimten) zijn bestaansresultaten voor
tijdfuncties bewezen. Variëteiten met gedegenereerde metrische tensoren wor-
den ook onderzocht, wat leidt tot vooruitgang op een vermoeden van Borde en
Sorkin gemotiveerd door kwantumgravitatie. Ten slotte wordt vastgesteld hoe de
causale relaties op een (gladde) Lorentz-variëteit kunnen worden gecodeerd in een
metrische ruimtestructuur, door de nulafstand van Sormani en Vega te gebruiken.
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